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• 	 The' soul pattern in our fitle senses and 
nutritional and reproductit;e powers 

Seven Keys To Human 
Personality 

MOST of the problems that we face 
in the venture of living are diffi

culties with the human equation, with 
human nature as we find it in ourselves 
and in those with whom we come in 
contact. The world as a great universal 
distribution does not cause much trou
ble; it is the human factor that com
plicates our living. It is the source of 
most of our worry, fear, pain, and suf
fering. 

The causes come under two general 
headings: the mistakes we make; and 
the mistakes that other people make. 
The Egyptians, a long time ago, philo
sophically considered the average human 
being as one who carries on his shoul
ders two sacks, one in the front and the 
other in back. In the sack in front he 
puts other people's mistakes, and in the 
sack in back he puts his own mistakes; 
and then just cannot understand why 
suddenly he falls over backward. . 

Man has a tendency to estimate what 
happens to him in terms of injustices 
caused by those around him. He is 
quite certain his life would be happy, 
successful, and comfortable, if only other 
folks did not act as they do. Our world 
would be quite a nice place to live in 
if it were not for a number of dictators; 
our country would be perfectly wonder

ful if it were not for a few politicians; 
and our family would have very close 
ties if it were not for certain rdatives. 
As individuals we would be sublimdy 
happy if other people would cease mak
ing a career out of discomfiting us. 

It is rare indeed to find an individual 
who has come to the philosophic con
clusion that his life is in his own keep
ing; that the things that happen to him 
are always geared to the thing he him
self is. 

It is quite possible to prove, con
clusively, that others are the cause of 
our trouble. But it is also equally easy 
to prove, if we so desire, that nothing 
happens to us that is not the n;sult of 
our own temperament. In this realiza
tion is the secret of the successful and 
happy life; and we gain considerably if 
we analyze and consider the elements 
involved. 

A certain rich man brought his son 
to Diogenes as a pupil. "What would 
it profit my boy to study with you?" 
he asked. "Let us get this down to 
financial terms; how much is it going 
to be worth to the boy if I spend ten 
thousand drachmas to have him edu
cated?" Diogenes, with the delightful 
humor for which he is famous, replied: 
"It will be of profit only in one respect. 
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When your son goes to see the Olympic 
games and seats himself on a st~ne 
bench in the arena, if he has studIed 
with me then he will not be a parti
cipant i~ that curious phenomenon of 
one stone sitting on another." 

And that about sums up the profit of 
philosophic teachings truly and simply. 

The purpose of philosophy is to assist 
the individual in the practical problem 
of analyzing his daily life, so that he 
may approach all things with more 
learning. Learning makes his life more 
simple happier, and easier, for problems 
art" n~ lunger seen in false magnitude. 
T-he_.£er:.~~.aL~~E~<:_~f 'li~~_oral1c:.e ~ is. ,!n 
tne reactIOn of false va ues upon us m 
daily life . . The realization - we "require 
is ' t6at everything around us we inter
pret in terms of the thing that is within 
us. Ignorance is thus a kind of astig
matism through which we look at the 
world. 

If we are out of order, the world is 
out of order. If there is chaos within 
us, there is confusion all about us. We 
see not alone what we look for; we see 
what we are; and what is reflected back 
to us is the reflection of our own dis
organization. This is not a platitude; 
it is demonstrable in a thousand ways. 

Human beings at tllis time ate not 
perfect; are not without error, and it is 
not to be supposed that they shall live 
in complete tranquility under all tbndi
tidns. Th~te is, however, a magnificent 
game to be played, the game of trying 
to. live well, by meeting every. emergency 
WIth a strength within ourselves. If we 
play the game this way we are sure in 
our living to come out ahead of those 
who are wit?out philosophic insight to 
back up theIr hopes and desites. We 
all hope for the best; but hopirig is bf 
value only w!ten it is backed by a pto. 
gram of actIOn that merits the thing
hoped for. 

Happiness being curiously linked with 
Our own . personality and our attitudes 
and convIctions toward life it is itnpor
t~nt in the study of universals--our 
e£ Ort to explore them through certain 
orces of Nth .h'dd ' a ure--t at we examme the 
1 en part of ourselveS, to determine, 

if we can, the forces and pmvers at 
work in our own dispositions and per
sonalities, for it is by these that our dai
ly experience is colored and discolored. 

The Ancients declared that the human 
body was merely a vehicle of manifesta
tion, a receptacle into which was poured 
the streams of power which descended 
from the mysterious, subjective life of 
the individual; and so it is never fair, 
nor honest, nor right to think of a per
son in terms merely of body. We 
should think of a person more as a per
sonality complex or temperament, which. 
manifesting through a body, variously 
distorts that body, surrounding it with 
unnecessary hazards which are 'not due ' 
to the stress of the world, but of the 
personality itself. Man is a kind of com
plete composite. Only in the most simple. 
biological sense of the word is his life 
dependent upon his environment. He 
must have sunlight, nourishment, water, 
fire, protective clothing, and other neces
sary utilities of existence. He is depen
dent t1pon his world for the preserva
tion of his body, because his body is 
part of that world; in obedience to its 
laws it must be nourished and sustained 
according to the natUral edicts of exis
tence. But, as man is not merely his 
body, that other part which he knows 
as himself is not subject to the laws 
governing body other than in ' being 
mindful of the limitations of mattet, the 
exhaustion or depletibir of body by un
reasonable excesses. 

Our personality belongs to a world 
beyond our physical life. Any limita
tion imposed upon it by Nature comes 
through disiUusionment or intoxication 
of its soul power. The Greeks ex
plained this iIi a simple way. They 
said: When the human being descends 
into birth, the soul passes across a 
strange river, which is the River of 
Lethe, and drinks of the waters of for
getfulness. So, man is born into life 
unmindful of his true estate iri Nature; 
blinded by an intoxication, he is no 
longer aware of his supremacy over ma
terial things. The soul is more or less 
in a stilte ?f hypnosis. It takes upon it
seaf the illusion of matter, it regards 

.~ 

itself as bound by material things and 
material limitation, and points its atten
tion toward physical and material con
cerns to the exclusion of all others. It 
thus adheres to the erroneous belief that 
the purpose of life is physical, that the 
achievements of life are to be measured 
in terms of physical results. It is this 
illusion which leads human beings to 
dedicate their natural span of life to
ward the accumulation of wealth, to the 
fulfillment of ambition, and the attain
ment of power. These ends, ih theltt
selves illusionary, are entirely unworthy 
of the power that lies locked within 
man himself. Year after year, he will 
struggle with these curious illusions, de
fend them, even be willing to die for 
them; be willing to obscure every part 
of his spiritual concept merely for the 
attainment and preservation of his ma
terial purposes. This is the basic illu
sion, the illusion that our lives were in
tended to be devoted to the achievement 
of material success. 

From this basic illusion are suspended 
practicall~ all others. ~ep~l!ce _. 01 
t!lLEhys!?-L w{l.rld_ 3,$ . a reahtr_ is the 
supreme 19!!~.a~e. 

To go a little deeper: If we would 
tltink of wisdom as a means toward 
solution, then we must begin with exa
mination of the values that lie behind 
material attitudes and convictions. As 
We examine these values we gradually 
organize our lives through thoughts that 
are no longer subject to the average per
son's pattern of threatened pain and 
pleasure. The Greeks realized that the 
hypnosis of the world is intensified by 
the continued addiction. to worldliness 
of human beings. Around us then, at 
all times, are innumerable examples of 
the things not to do. 

Our material civilization is a setup for 
bringing order into the lives of those 
who have no order in themselves; ours 
is a world geared to the belief that ig
norimce is inevitable and universal. We 
are constantly surrounded by those who 
are steeped in conceits and fallacies • 
Thus the question arises: How can we 
live sinq:rely, honestly, and wisely in 
a world, the greater part of which is a 
little mad? 

This is a question that ordinarily is 
met with the most proverbial of ex
cuses; that our misfortunes and failures 
are due to (a) the pressure of environ
ment, or (b) the conditions of our time. 
We could all be happy living in the 
Golden Age; instead, we live in the age 
of gold, and are all unhappy. A uni
versal brotherhood of men could of 
course be set up; then we could be 

, brotherly without being imposed upon; 
but, as it is, whenever we would do a 
good deed, the selfishness within us in
terposes, and even if we survive that, 
and the good deed lives, then the in
gratitude and indifference of the world 
discourages us. 

Always there seems to be a good rea
son for our selfishness. Weare con
vinced that it is impractical, if not im
possible, to practice the virtues that are 
natural to our hearts. So through a 
series of compromises we assume and 
accept that the power of the world will 
and can frustrate any intention of our 
own. 

If philosophy is to assist us, in no 
way can it be more useful than in put
ting in order these basic personality con
victions and giving us a philosophic 
viewpoint on the incidents of life and 
toward life as a whole. The classical 
philosophers, understanding and inter
preting the power of the human soul. 
have given us a number of interesting 
definitions about what we call the an
ima. The anima is the power, the 
curious vitality, that lives within us. 
It was the belief of the Egyptian priests 
that the human soul was a geometric 
pattern; that it was perfectly possible to 
make a reproduction or representation 
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of it as form like a geometrically formed into antiquity and then record the ob
snowflake. it represented a magnificent servations and ex~riences of human be
pattern of energy, and thi.s ~attern ~f ings over long periods of time; for it is 
energy was septenary; that IS, It was. dI these observations and experiences that 
vided into seven parts. They recognized demonstrate the il),evitables of life, and 
seven forms or states of the human soul, these inevitables become our scriptures. 
and these seven parts as manifesting The religions of the world have stated, 
through the body by means of seven -J,lll forty of them-that the Gdlden 
powers. These se;ven powers consisted Rule is spiritual law; and this is not be
of the five senses, the nutritional power, cause it was written in the beginning 
and the reproductive power; all seven by the hand of God on a tablet of stone, 
were present as manifestations in the but because in the experience tradition 
physical principle, bearing witness to the of the human race it has been proved 
impulse behind the personality itself. since the beginning. Certain paths of 

Various definitions have been given function which bring about constructive 
as to what the soul actually is. Probably results have become our spiritual. codes; 
one of the best definitions is, that the they have been brought down to us from 
soul is the accumulation of values as the beginning of our race, but by addi
the result of many lives of experience tion and adaptation they are the codes 
in the world. Experience builds soul of the different races and nations. In 
power. Soul power has no theoretical principle they are the soul record of 
fou'ndation; it must be the result of human effort. 
practical experience in the process of liv Also, we can see that history is part 
ing. It is the result of the final assimila of the soul tradition of nations and 
tion of the things that we do, and the races. A wealth of experience gives the 
things that are done to us. When these foundation upon which to build future 
values are put in order, as in a double- experience, and is equivalent in history's 

. entry bookkeeping system, the values recorded tradition to the soul power 
have been recorded in consciousness as within the life of the individual him
facts, and are the basis of future action. self. 
Therefore, the soul is man's experience The traditions of nations are inscribed, 
nature. It is his experience-mechanism written, and recorded, and we may read 
set up through vast cycles of time, be them if we so desire; but the experience 
ing constantly enriched by new observa records of a single human being are not 
tion, new reflection, new experimenta made so easily available. The ex
tion, and a gradual assimilation of an perience records of the individual come 
cient tradition. through him in the form of impulse; 

Tradition is the soul of a people, for they come through him in the form of 
it perpetuates within its records the his certain instinctual reactions to the things 
tory of the achievements and experiences that happen about him, and the level of 
of peoples. Sacred books, for example, consciousness in the evolutionary process 
are the accounts and the records of ex is determined by these instinctual reac
perimentations and traditions in the phi tions. One individual will react in one 
losophy of life. We customarily think way, and another will react in another 
they were written by a certain group of way to the same stimulus. This is the 
persons or were written at one time key to soul power. The individual who, 
but this is not true. Sacred books accu~ when off guard, becomes angry over 
~ulate over long periods of time. Sub some circumstance is entirely different 
Jec~ both to occasional revision and peri from the individual who, under the
?<i lcal rewriting, it is the re-writer who same provocation, acts instinctively with
IS. u.sually given the credit of being the out anger. 
origmal author. Those who set them In our daily lives we penalize certain 
:desf to the task of preparing a moral . reactions. A person reacts unfavorably 

e or the world, first of all dip deep to a stimulus, and we say he is an in
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ferior type of person. We decide that restraint upon our natures, then we are 
in one way or another he is not as stronger. And also that we are persons 
pleasant, not as charming, not as suitable of fine qualities, and indeed righteous 
for our acquaintance as an individual citizens. We have placed all our em
who has reacted m.ore constructively. To phasis upon control. In defense of our 
measure up to this challenge of respec outer appearances we keep our less re
tability ourselves, we set up a guard spectable vices of disposition in the 
over ourselves. Realizing we have a quietude and secrecy of our personal 
sharp tongue, we put a curb upon it; lives; and after the family fight is over 
and, by exercise of will, insure that re and most of the dishes have been 
gardless of how we may feel about a ' broken, then we and the various belli
certain thing, we will be decent about gerents all dress up and go out arm in 
it for the sake of our respectability. And arm. The world must see us at our 
we are quite convinced that other peo best. 
ple will not know what we think or This belief that respectability is con

feel, unless we release the key to our trolled is one of the great fallacies of 

attitude througli action or words. If our estimate of life. Actually, no in

we can keep the outer manifestation on dividual is any better in terms of quali

a plane of elegance, we will be generally ty than he is when he is not trying to 

suspected of elegance. If we keep a be good. Our true level of integrity is 

bad disposition under powerful restraint, determined in a state of complete relax

this will carry the conviction that we ation. 

have a good disposition. To a degree The difference between this self-con

this dissembling is necessary, because trol . and the disciplines of the philo

with everyone acting exactly as he feels, sophic life is, philosophy seeks to cor

ours would be a poor world to live in. rect the impulse mechanism at its source, 

So, in the name of common decency, so that nothing comes through the per

we frustrate certain of our impulses and sonality that is inconsistent with the 

walk around inaudibly repeating through good of that personality, and the good

locked jaws, "I am not going to say it. of the world. The general belief is very 

I am not going to say it. So help me." definite that if we can maintain a gen

This procedure is one that of eral over-coating of respectabilfty then
course 
sets up a considerable amount of ten no one will know that we are having
sion, yet it is the actual basis of the certain temperamental difficulties. We 
larger part of our morality. If one believe our bad disposition is a perfect
could be hung for his thoughts, few of secret. The truth is, the only individual 
us would get out of this world alive. who is deceived in regard to the bad 

This outer vestment of integrity has disposition is the one who has it. Only
become necessarily accepted and even can we deceive ourselves; in a thousand 
to a degree stylish, and so we incline to small and mysterious ways that bad dis
a feeling that if we do have this strong position ' leaks through; it escapes from 
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the bonds of our will power and stamps 
itself as disaster upon the center and 
circumference of our environment. 
- This~onstant conflict between a prim
itive internal and a rather sophisticated 
external is responsible for a number of 
nervous ailments from which we suffer. 
In a larger way it is responsible for the 
great disillusionment that comes to us 
when our world as a whole gets into 
trouble. Only a few days ago a kind
ly intentioned but badly dispositioned 
friend opened up this way to me: "You 
know, I just can't believe it! I just can't 
believe it!" I asked what it was he 
couldn't believe. "I just can't believe 
a world as highly evolved as ours could 
get into the difficulties of this war. 
Here we have had public schools, re
ligions, governments, education, arts, 
and sciences. We look back with scorn 
upon the barbarians of long ago. And 
look at what we are doing now!" 

(fhe answer was easy. Our so-called 
progress has been largely by will power 
control. We are not the civilized people 
that we want others to think we are. 
Just as a group of distinguished citizens 
gathe~ in all their dignity at some public 
functlOn, ~nd then all go home and 
start naggmg their families so is our 
dignity all upon the outsid~' within is 
an aching void where cult~ral values 
shoul? be lodged; and because we spend 
~ur tlme selling others our respectability 
. ut h~ve never sold ourselves our ow~ 
mtegnty 'od' 11 fd ' pen lca y our ront breaks 
.own, the false face falls off. And there 

nght beneath the surface of our culture' , 

lies a seething maelstrom of uncon
trolled, unmastered, ill-directed impulses. 

Periodically we face a breakdown in 
every bracket of our living. .Thus has 
been destroyed every religion given to 
the world, for always the members are 
functioning only in the outer part of 
their religion; the teachings have not 
gone in deeply, have not changed the 
vital currents of the so-called believers. 
Thus, too, have men destroyed every 
government that idealism has set up, 
and in the end will they also destroy 
every structure built up in the economic 
world. Institutions are destroyed, ideals, 
and dreams in the breakdown of the 
w hole structure of our so-called progress 
-progress that is activated by will 
power, determination, and not by a gen
tle, internal understanding of the truth. 

Truth is something we can get, how
ever; but each individual must work 
with it within himself. 

Now, how to do it. A lot of people 
have believed if they could just get 
away from turmoil, get off somewhere: 
where it was quiet, somewhere where 
they would no longer . have to listen to 
anyone nagging;- with uninterrupted 
peace and quiet for a year or two possi
bly they would be able to work it out. 
Occasionally someone tries this. He 
buys or rents a log cabin on the top of 
a mountain and goes in with a car load 
of canned goods; here he will spend a 
year in the peaceful contemplation of 
ideals. He lasts just one week. By the 
end of that week he has had such a 
struggle trying to get along with him
self that he rushes back to the world 
again, con;vinced that it is easier, finally, 
to get along with his relatives than it 
is to get along witp himself. Hundreds 
of times we have heard individuals cry
ing out for peace and quiet, but let it 
come to them and they cannot stand the 
noise or confusion. For very seldom 
do they realize that the peace and quiet 
is absent primarily only within them
selves. The confusion and disquiet that 
we are constantly blaming others for, 
or.iginates definitely within <>urselve~ , 
We can't escape it because we can't 
escape ourselves. 

I 

The one solution to this problem is 
self-~astery. There is no ' other possible 
way of finding peace and quiet in the 
world. The powers of the soul descend
ing from the invisible part of our be
ing, use the channels of the sensory per
ceptions as their principal mediums of 
manifestation. All of the sensory per
ceptions are to a degree channels with 
currents that flow two ways. For ex
ample, the eyes, apparently, are only re
ceiving channels. They are kinds of 
windows, and the light from without 
flows through them into the brain; but 
in reality the eyes are channels for the 
externalizing of mental power. Some
thing must flow out of the mind 
through the eyes to the thing seen
not literally, of course. But the An
cients believed . there was an optical 
energy that crept out of the eyes and 
grasped hold of the object to be seen, 
and held it still until the mind could 
get a good look at it. We do not be
lieve that any longer; but, while physical 
sight is the receiving of the impulse into 
the brain, sight is, philosophically, the 
extension of mind power out through 
the eyes to the contemplation of the 
world. Therefore, physical energy en
tering into and through the eyes records 
the physical, basic pattern and design 
of the thing seen; but it is the energy 
passing from the brain outwardly 
through the eyes that bestows the mean
ing of the thing seen. And nothing is 
~n unless its purpose and significance 
lS seen. 

A siml.'le sensory perception like sight, 
very ordlDary to us aU, and which we 
take for granted, is far more tricky than 
we know. The old saying, that seeing 
is believing, I think should be reversed: 
-believing is seeing. Our eyes are not 
dependable witnesses. To build a con
clusion upon things seen is as dubious 
as it it to build a conclusion 1,lpon the 
most abstract, invisible premise. 

Things seen are dominated by expect
ancy mechanisrp.. Without knowing it, 
sight is rC41ly about ninety per cent ex
pectancy and ten per cent optical. The 
scriptures admonish us that there are 
none so blind as those who will not see, 

and the reference is not entirely to our 
optical mechanism. The physically 
blind are less blind than those who are 
mentally blipd, holtVever ' good their 
physical sight. 

Seeing, as with aU the sensory per
ceptions, is not alone a mechanical pro
cess; it is a rational process with use of 
a physical instrument to aid and assist. 
Things seen are put in order by the 
mind. A simple example is perspective. 
If you look into the distance, railroad 
tr:j.cks are seen as coming together. You 
know that they do not. You also real
ize in looking at variously distant ob
jects that some appear smaller; that a 
ten-story building ten blocks away does 
not seem as tall as a two-story building 
one block away; that is, when these 
are seen by the eye. The artist is well 
:j.cquainted with this problem in optical 
adjustment because he works with per
spective in creating an optical illusion 
of depth on a wholly flat surface. But 
the average person is not so concerned, 
and by the time the disproportion~ have 
reached the prain the rational part of 
the mind has readjusted them in order. 
We know without having it proved to 
us that the distant object is larger, be
cause our judgment tells us. We have 
within our own consciousness the ability 
to correct immediately in our minds the 
limitations of our optical equipment. 
We know that things are not the way 
we see them. 

The same judgment is applicable to 
more abstract problems of sight, bJ.lt we 
do nQt always have it adequately avail
able to correct all errors; so in some 
cases we balance proportion, . and in 
other cases we do not. This is parti
cularly true in the consideration ot per
sonality and the estimation of experi
ence cycles. We have great capacity to 
put in order mech;mical, physical, mathe
matical formulas, but very little skill in 
putting in order psychological patterns 
of things seen. We still follow the ap.
cient traditional method of accepting 
Outer appearances at their face values, 
and judging individ\.lals by appearanl=es 
alone, by the wealth of their appurten
ances, by the luxury of their surround
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we do not want to see anything goodings, instead of ju.dgin~ theX? .each by 
about him; by such a preconception puttheir character which lies within. We 
to work we can support and sustain ashave not yet learned to interpret the 
much dislike as we have energy to exsymbols in terms of philosophy.. 
pend on the subject. If, however, weWe incline to follow the belief that 
discover virtues, such as to bind ourhas dominated Asia fop thousands of 
selves to that individual, from then on years, that if a man has. an ele~hant he 
everything that he does is right. Eitheris a great man. The Raph realizes that 
way, we do not see things as they are; the surest way of governing people is 
we sc:;e them as we want them to be, asto conceal indifferent ability under mag
we expect them to be, and as our innificence. The average individual will 
tegrity demands that they have to besee only the magnificence; it requires 
regardless of how they really are.discrimination to understand the values 

This deceiving process distorts andbeneath things. But there is nothing that 
makes difficult the soul growth of each exists in the temperament, nothing that 
of us. We are forever selling ourselves is locked within the life of the indi
false doctrines and trying to live withvidual, that does not show clearly if we 
them. We are forever the victimsknow how to look for it. The person 
our own preconceived attitu~s. Thiswho has a bad disposition conceals it 

is an excellent reason to begin to simpli
with a great deal of fortitude and will 

fy attitudes by viewing them from gen
power, giving a charming appearance, 

erals to particulars.
at least on public occasions. That indi


When you are starting on a philos
vidual will be judged as charming by 

ophy of life and are sincerely interested
the majority; but if you have any skill 

in doing better with the material you
or discrimination you will discover the 

have, two courses are open to you: one
bad disposition just as surely as if the 

is Platonic, and the other is Aristotelian. 
individual broke out in the tantrum 

The follower of Aristotle would attempt
right there before you. All the traits of 

little by little to correct individual faults. 
an individual stamp themselves upon 

Now, that is a big job. Perhaps we dis
the personality, upon the appearance, 

cover that we have a little tendency 
and upon the individual's destiny. The 

ward tongue-lashing; so, we set our
person who has not organized his inner 

selves to the really sincere effort
life can not have an outer life rewarded 

sweeten that tongue. Well, we can work
in terms of real success. The misfor

with that task for an entire lifetime
tunes which occur to us are witness to 


our own inadequacies in perfect and 
 before we develop very much of a 


complete balance and ratio. We all 
 charin quality, and even then we may 

have limitations; none of us can or will make some unkind deathbed remark 

do all things well; but the individual in final extroversion. It may require 


who .i~ constantly in difficulty is in this 
 many lives to get over that unfortunate 

condition because he himself is the diffi habit. 

cu~ty. Futhermore, his difficulty mech If we do finally put that one away, 

a.msm . emanates contagion, extends out and can honestly say we no longer 

Side himself, to influence all those about have that tendency, then we suddenly 

him. confront the next job--overcome worry," 


Flowing c.onstantly from the eye to a disease we nearly all have in common. 

ward the thing seen is an interpretative It may take anywhere from five to 

power, resolved to see that which is ex lives to work out of a tendency 

pected, determined to see nothing else. worry. 

If we say we do not like a certain per By the time we get the worries
:r:: and. we can not see anything good solved, and begin to feel all warm 


. uht him, that is perfectly true. He cozy, then we discover a slight tendency 

mig t be an I' d' .
ill ange In Isgulse but we to kleptomania, in a natural desire 

W never penetrate the disgui~ because have anything that we can get when 
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one else is looking. So we have to work 
through several lives with that. 

It is a question whether eternity will 
last long enough to clear up all these 
little odd jobs that will have to be done, 
for psychologists can give you a classi
fied list of more than a thousand delin
quencies of which the individual is capa
ble; and it is a foregone conclusion that 
most individuals are suffering from all , 

~of them. A very large job then, is this 
one that the moralist and optimistic 
theologians attempt. The theologians 
try to give strength to the argument things. Abiding by the rules of the 
by the threat of hell; but that does not Universal game, these immediately coun
produce results. Most people are per teract an infinite variety of individual 
fec tly willing to endanger their immor difficulty.
tal soul for the pleasure of saying just Take, for example, the simple law of 
exactly what they think about someone. evolution with the Universal concept 
And practically all continue hoping that that all things are growing, that there is 
the Universe will not hold it against an eternal progress in Nature, that every
them because they have been occasional living thing is unfolding from within 
ly unkind. itself. It is releasing greatness gradual

As the process of healing up the errors ly. It is not going from one place to 
of man is a long one by the Aristotelian another, but is emerging from one state 
techn ic of particulars, it is fullv as long into another by an eternal process that 
in the gathering up of knowledge. We goes on forever; that regardless of every
are confronted with the fact that there thing we see, progress is eternal; for the 
is much to learn. We cannot hope to reason that every mistake we make has 
master every potential of life, approach its own karmic reacti~ intrinsic with
ing it separately, viewing it as a com in it, and it is this re~ction that forces 
plete science in itself. It is far better growth through experience. Then, even 
for us to be Platonists. What we most if we make a complete career of doing 
need is the right basic viewpoint on the things wrong, we will end oy growing 
entire situation, that the results may be up to the right; because we will finally 
manifested simultaneously over a large reach a point where the things we are 
area. If we once see the values of life, doing will no longer be tolerable to us. 
this new vision will begin to manifest We then become so completely miser
improvement in each of the things that able that we decide it is necessary to 
we do. If we once establish the great change, and evolution takes place. 
laws of life, they go to work philosoph There is no end to evolution and pro
ically in ourselves, transmuting vast gress. 
areas of effort into spiritual gold. That single law, if understood in con

It is not important that we correct sciousness, answers ten thousand parti
each small error; but it is all important cular questions arising in anyone of ten 
that we gain a proper vision of the rear thousand different environmental pat
th,ings of ,life; for every part of our lives terns, and permits us to read the morn
Will be Influenced by it. If we seek in~ newspaper without despair. It per
truly the Kingdom of Heaven and its mits us to listen to Frank Sinatra with 
righteousness, all other things will be the full realization that that, too, shall 
adde? ,unto us. As we get the basic pass away. We can also expectantly real
c~nvlctlOn, an;! get it straigh\> we be Ize that perhaps in one of his lives he 
gin to apply It; and it becomes part of will be singing Tannhauser or II Tl'ova
us and manifests as moder~tion in all tore; for he is a musician in the making. 
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will lead somewhere---everything we 
We are all in the making. We want doing will lead toward something 
people to be patient with us; so we must time, for everything we are doing is 
be patient with them. . . unfoldment of some potentiality in 

It is a wonderful thmg to be patIent selves. Earth is not a place where 
and realize we are producing a race of one is in the full blown glory of 
gods. If, at the moment, it looks as unnspiritual maturity. It is where eve... " 
though we were in the subnormal grade, is trying to learn, trying to express 
we are producing nevertheless a race of released perceptions, trying to
beings in whom ultimately all things doors that swing on rusty hinges. 
will be fulfilled. If we do not like what is all part of growth. Others are 
others are doing, we must be patient, ing, and so are we. In the height 
for there are others who do not like all we see our enemy growing up
what we are doing. If we feel others glory. If we are not careful we make ' 
should do better, they will, in time. Our very unhappy world for ourselves,
problem at the moment is for us to do our enemy is not at all disturbed. 
a little better ourselves. is the curious thing about

Keeping this idea of growth in values hurts the one who holds it, rather 
in front of us, we can realize why wars the one at whom it is directed. 
and plagues break out, why individual One man said he so completely
disaster strikes directly at ourselves. The liked a certain individual that he 
belief, the firm conviction, that all things never speak to him again-he had 
are growing up in time and eternity, idea what a favor he was doing
and that everything is inevitably and other person; he was practically
eternally improving, not only in · others ing the enemy. 
but in ourselves, gives us a better per By hatreds we develop acidosis,
spective and enables liS to begin to settle this does not at all hurt the .
down. We begin to appreciate in others we are trying to hurt. The one way
things that we did not like, knowing solve anything is by realizing that
them to be the parts of experience pat the root of everything is a structure 
terns. Just as the small child learning 

growth.to walk falls down and bumps itself, 
Nearly all creatures are a bit awkw but by those very experiences learns to 

when they come into the world.walk (because it gets tired of falling 
animals are much too leggy; they dow~ and hu:ting itself), so everything 
as though they were walkingthat IS happenIng to us is contributing to 
little crutches; but the legsthe eternity of our growth. 
take shape and assume the:Vith that conviction we can begin to 
tern of their kind. When as~nJoy people who do things we are not 
we are trying to grow we are mterested in. We will no longer wonder 
in some things, fretful aboutwhy. some enjoy spending their nights 

generally boresome; but
~laYIng checkers. That engagement of 


time may not be useful in itself, but it 
 of these maladjustments, 
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ness of living, have emerged such noble it is the substance and measure of your
humans as Pythagoras, Plato, Jesus and self. If it is unsatisfactory-<:hange it! 
Buddha. During their evolutionary Begin the building of causes that can 
process these great ones went through produce the effects you want. Do this 
all the stages of growth we are experi in the realization that a simple change 
encing to become examples of great of consciousness can change the face of 
ness and dignity coming out through calamity into the likeness of a great and 
the soul. beautiful experience. Problems are du

The law of cause and effect comes ties if you view them one way, and 
next in needed understanding. If you privileges if you view them the other 
can assume, as a fact in experience-con way. Philosophic persons live in a 
sciousness within yourselves, that cause world of privilege; those who are un
and effect are immutable, and that each philosophic live in a world of duty. 
individual is now manifesting the effects Both are proving the same truth-for 
of previous causations, and is now set understanding and idealism determine 
ting up the causes of future effects-if the merits and demerits of the spiritual 
you can solidly believe as a general fact experience of the race. 
that you and everything else that lives When certain generalities get intoO the 
in space is now in exactly the place and consciousness, by mastery of their prin
condition it has earned for itself, then ciples you can detour the tedious Aristo
a great number of little particular ques telian path toward trying to cut out 
tions are answered. your vices one by one. rnstead, you 

Bring that realization through your build one grand integrity, and watch the 
self and apply it to whatever problem vices fall off as though bitten by a frost. 
comes up, and you no longer need to This integrity is soul power, and it 
clinch your teeth. You no longer need shines out through the eyes that are the 
to pray to the gods for patience in an windows of the soul. By stimulus of 
emergency. You no longer need to feel the integrity that is within ourselves the 
that there is time in this world to be patterns around us immediately begin to 
sorry you are in the place that you are arrange themselves into soul patterns of 
in; that there is time left for you toO wish order. Pythagoras declared that the soul 
you were somewhere else; or there is is in perfect pattern, with no assymetry 
any use looking around for some place within it anywhere. And too, that the 
to go to get out of the place you are in. soul is completely harmonic, completely 
For the reaction cpming from the place rhythmic in all its parts, completely 
you are in, at the moment, is the result beautiful in all its parts. Where the 
of what you are, and what you have soul power is obvious in the life of the 
earned; and the soul-complex of con individual it stamps its beauty and or
sciousness with which you are viewing der upon that life. 
?r interpreting environment. Your world It is said that beauty is a medicine 
IS yourself reflected into your environ for the soul; and this is an interesting 
ment. It has to be exactly like you. thought. We realize that the body of 
You change yoOur world by changing man is not a spiritual principle; it is 
yourself. a receptacle of energy, in the same way 
. With this realization, you know there that the physical world in which we 
IS no injustice; and so, there really is no live is not a spiritual world, but a re
reward for being patient with injustice, ceptacle of energy. It is a plane of 
no reward in being resigned to things forms in which we set up symbols. Be
as they are. There is no reason to be cause it does not belong to the spiritual 
~ieve that you will have two more pearls life of man, and also because it is not 
In your crown because you have accepted sending anything against him except a 
rour burdens and done your duty. There neutral force, it has a powerful advan
IS utterly no reason for such attitudes. tage. The human being can use this 
Your place is the place rou hav~ earI1ed; 'physical world Uk~ the $mall boy use~ 
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his sand box to build his castles. In 
physical matter we. s~t up for~ s~mbols 
of our ideals. This IS the beglnmng of 
our creative power. 
Weare not yet entrusted with the crea
tive force of life, we can create only in
ert things; but the artist painting a pi~
ture, the musician writing a composI
tion is creating. He is creating from a 
neutral substance on a neutral plane a 
pattern or symbol of some inner soul 

power or impulse. And because of that 

creative' power he is forming or fashion

ing emblems or symbols which may be 

seen by others and which probably will 

be interpreted by others in terms of their To the ;oul, because of its awareness, 

own experience. If harmonically cor this brings something of comfort, by 
rect, if properly proportioned, if devised recognition of similitude. The soul, see
in beauty and integrity, these forms or ing the light of Universal Law, grow
symbols react upon the consciousness of ing in the tiny plant, rejoices and is 
all those who see them; they become a happy. It is thus that symbols become 
kind of medicine of the consciousness, a vital to us. 
basis of strength in the life of others. Another person with a different view-

Beauty, according to Plotinus, in his point will experience his encouragement 
Essay on Beauty, is nothing more than through other things. One will find it 
an external pattern similar to that of a in listening to music. Plato said the 
soul conviction; and the soul perceiving soul is a harmonic melody, containing 
through the eyes a form of symmetry also infinite harmonic potentialities to 
similar to its own, rejoices in perceiving eternity. The soul is the perfect har
or observing its own similitude, in the monic, and so it rejoices in harmony, 
reaction of pleasure, which is. nothing for in it is perceived the similitude of 
more nor less than the soul perceiving the beauty of sound. Not everyone has 
soul. It is consciousness observing the trained his faculties to perceive the 
presence of consciousness. growing plant, but many have the facul

The householder who likes his garden, ty to perceive the harmonics of sound, 
working with the plants and flowers and recognize the power of sound. 
like Luther Burbank, hands black with Another person, a parent, sees it in the 
the earth, rejoices in his garden hours building of character, watchful over a. 
because his soul like a plant is growing. small child as a little, living thing grow
Jacob Boehme, the German mystic, said: ing up in the world, bearing witness 
"~he ~oul of man is like a little plant to the growth of eternals. 
With Its roots in the dark earth, the The mystical communion is thus the 
body~ and here it is growing up toward recognition or perception that all things
the hght to blossom finally in the efful external to the individual are symbolical 
gence of soul power." It is because the to him of powers internal to himself. 
soul is alive and growing according to We can never be part of anything out
Law, the Law th.at. is eternally beautiful, 

side of ourselves. 'vVe can be sympathat the soul reJo'lces when it beholds 
thetic with it, we can try to understandthe .plant that is likewise grow'ing ac
it; but when we say we are trying tocordmg to Law. The plant releases 
understand something outside of our~~weer t~rough itself without any mental 
selves, we must realize what we are1 mot~onal frustration, for it merely 
really trying to do is to karn to under;;::ses Its ?wn .nature in life and blos


~ reachmg tmy fingers to the light.. st.and .ourselves, 
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When we say we understand some- verse changes instantly. 
one, we generally mean we have found We .can k~ow that within ourselves is 
ourselves in that person. We can never a ~aleldoscoP1C power, a ~ower to be all 
for an instant be anyone else. In every- thmgs. And we are gomg to be all 
thing that we do then, we are .merely th!ngs; . we are going to accomplish all 
acting externally as a means of sttmulat- thmgs m the fulfillment of our eXistence. 
ing internals. This world is made up When the Universal look at things is 
of a great number of persons, and each acquired, we no longer think of life in 
person to himself is real; and all others terms of seventy years, or seven thou
are unreal, and must remain so. Each sand years; we think of life as eternal. 
knows himself as a fact; all others are As eternal growth. We recognize eter
symbols of that fact. We get close to nal growth as the happiest, most beaut i
people because they are like us. We de- ful, most worth-while thing in the 
part from them because they are not · world. This is the point at which we 
like us. Always, we ourselves set up get tired of getting tired; knowing that 
the standards, as always we seek for weariness is of the flesh, and not the 
ourselves in others and are disappointed. spirit, we realize that surely we will 
Ever trying to bridge across the inter- wear out innumerable bodies. before we 
val that divides us, in the end each has completely rejoice the soul; and that is 
become a symbol to the other. What no more a matter of serious concern 
we perceive in others is something seek- than that periodically we are fitted to a 
ing release in our own nature. new suit of clothing. For we will be 

As we realize that the soul contains tireless, spiritual entities, engaged in the 
within it the potentiality of all power, releasing of beauty through ourselves. 
we can see outside of ourselves the sym- We will eternally have a certain regard 
bois of this power. We appraise one for the time in which we live, never 
person as a musician, another as an ar- shall we become lawless spirits, nor 
tist, a third as an astronomer, a fourth shall we attain this growth at the ex
as a builder, ~nd the reason they all in- pense of others. He who desires to 
terest us is because we are all of those have those things that are real, can have 
things ourselves, although we do not all that he can master, without taking 
know how to do them well. anything from anyone else. One be-

One individual is. to us a great poet, comes rich in wisdom without need to 
and we have a kinship with him be- disturb anyone else, for no man is less 
cause of the soul-yearning to express wise because another has great wisdom. 
ourselves in glorious words, as ever we If our growth is at the cost of any liv
maintain the hope of accomplishing all ing thing, we are not growing; we are 
admired things in time and eternity. merely expanding our ego. Spiritual 
The soul is ever seeking harmonv and growth achieved at the expense of others 
good, and rejoicing in their poss~ssion. is not spiritual achievement. Spiritual 
But t~e lower nature of man is forever achievement is within. Any hardship 
?ppo~mg. Through envy and jealousy we work upon others. is achieved with 
It tnes to bl~ck the motion of soul the outer personality. 
~ower. We g~m. control over this situa- There is no reason why your spiritual 
tlOn an.d put It m ordc;r w~en we give achievement should be attained at the 
free reign to that which IS the inner expense of neglecting physical responsi
part of ourselves, when ,,:e recognize bilities; because the growth of the con
~hat as we. place the emphaSIS upon Self, sciousness is an internal experience to 
III that msta11:t the not-self becomes be achieved while you are doing the 
Phwl~ess. It IS upon Reality that we things you are doing. The release is in
s oU put the emphasis, for unrealitv I~ wardly, not externally. It requires no 
efv~Iops /he sp?ere of our present com 'iH ;reat amount of time, but it requires a 
Phexlty o. conSCIOUsness. When we ~' ,reat amount of understanding. Undereffe(" I
t e consClOusness change, the whole uni· ,tanding is an intensity of consciousness 
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that is not of this world; it is not mea
sured in terms of this world. It is not 
necessary to spend hours and hours and 
hours meditating. In hours of medita
tion you are not accomplishing anything, 
for understanding is a matter of internal 
realization. When the internal con
sciousness is at peace, when it is quiet Of course, we always think in terms
and still within, the hands may actively of other people changing. In reality,
be performing their usual tasks. we are the ones who become more 

The individual who cannot meditate preciative or more understanding 

while doing the thing he is supposed to values. 

do, will never meditate at all. It is an We say things are getting better. 

experience of inner consciousness; it is What we mean is, we are getting better 

an inner mystery of the soul. A mys in some particular; and because we 

tical experience comes from within the better, things seem better. We say that 

individual as a timeless fact-but it ori the world is a little better, when all that 

ginates from a careful and thoughtful has happened is, we are seeing it with 

observation of the phenomena of life. more order in our souls. 

The mystical experience is the increas If there is anything on the outside 

ing of the consciousness of soul power that we do not like, we must try to find 

to the point where it bursts through the the Law within ourselves - and 

barriers of the personality. This is when watch the difficulties drop away! There 

there has been sufficient strength stored is only one way we can get the 

up in the consciousness for the individu into a livable state; and that is to 

al to release, at least temporarily, that ourselves into a livable state. When 

strength through the personal conscious do that, strangely enough, we will 

ness. It is the power within that makes surprised how much the world has 

the outside world into the likeness of proved while we were doing it_ 

the inner understanding. I think this is a problem for each in


dividual to work with at home.It is always that way. As the inner 
to get the Universal Law into yourself; understanding grOWs, more beautiful, 
see if you can begin to realize one thing; the whole world appears to be more 
that all externals are but the shadowsbea.utiful.. It.is like the story of the boy 
of ourselves. tellmg hls fnend about his father. He 

If you can begin to think thatsaid, "You know, when I was fifteen 
if you can know it, it will be the answer years old father knew very little; but 
to many problems, not only now,later when I was twenty it 
in the delightful postwar chaos that 

five years 
was surprising how much father had 

learned in those five years." to come. 


(A PUBLIC LECTURE By MANLY PALMER HALL. 

Suggested reading: THE GURU; SELP.UNJ'OLDMENT) 

~ 

• 	 It our thinking is untru~ 
th~n our living is untru~ 

The Magic Mirror of the Mind 

T HE hours of wartime are those in 
. which intangibles appeal forcibly 

to us, with their values which we can 
not see and we can not buy; for these 
are values not given to us by our world, 
or by our education, or by our culture; 
they are values that by the grace of God 
we have in our hearts-in spite of every 
effort of tyranny, oppression, and stupid
ity to block these values from our lives. 

We can justify all of the sorrow of our 
private living since infancy in the reali
zation that we are a privileged few alive 
today to know what is happening. 
Others yet unborn will have to read the 
cold accounts of history; we are alive 
to perceive the workings of the Law. 

In our own way we must now see in 
this great struggle of the ages something 
to call us more definitely, more clearly, 
and more dramatically to the challenge 
of approaching victory; for we will have 
to put this world back together again. 
We will have to re-establish it, and re
form it into a better shape. It will have 
to become a better kind of world, one 
in which there is greater opportunity, 
greater understanding, greater friend
ship. 

In thinking now of what we are go
ing to do with victory we might well 
be mindful of the words of Cicero who 
said, "The burdens of adversit; are 
heavy, but the burdens of success are of 
such great weight that very few can 
carry them." 	 . 

To bear with integrity the weight and 
burden of success is the great test which 
now approaches us. If we are to carry 
this weight, we can not allow ourselves 
to sink back into the old concepts of 
~uccess. ~or can we look forward long_ 
mgly to tImes. when our private industry 
can re~ume ltS thoughtless exploitation 
of the mdustry of our neighbor, and the 
n:sultant self-destruction which marked 

the years that have led up to this cross 
road of time. 

It is our present task to discover the 
great work to which America is pre
destined, and to dedicate ourselves to it; 
so that our world will go forward to its 
rightful destiny, no longer encumbered 
by the horrible burden of man's selfish
ness and inhumanity to man. The 
future of a democracy depends upon 
one thing above all others-it is that the 
people of a democracy must be capable 
of self-government. That does not mean 
merely representative government in state 
and nation. Self-government must mean 
basically the government of each indi
vidual by himself, according to a code 
of national or social convictions which 
preserve and protect the structure of our 
social order and political state. 

In order to function as a democracy 
a nation must be made up of thoughtful 
persons. We cannot hope that collective 
legislation can neutralize the thoughtless
ness, ignorance, or stupidity of an in
dividual citizenry. We must build to
ward a collective enlightenment, strong 
enough, enduring enough, to preserve 
our collective democracy. 

In order to do this, we must each of 
us come face to face with the challenge 
of our own living. The initial respon
sibility is for clear thinking; not think
ing conditioned by our personal interest, 
but thinking based in a broad, universal 
attitude-deep enough to explore into 
the substratum of uncertainties; liberal 
enough to include the viewpoints of all 
other men; and lofty enough to bind us 
to the great spiritual and idealistic con
victions which are the priceless heritage 
of enduring peace. 

All these things we must have. Each 
individual must experience within him
self the magnificent adventure of dis
co:,ering these things in himself. It is 
wlth these qualities, these powers, this 
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these machines there flows out into life, 
into the world, into our environment, a 

.~ ~- confusion of impulses, noble' and ig
noble, constructive and destructive, longf!!!fUlTh¥, ..{:;:: ~ .') or, 
visioned ' and short-visioned; and from 
this strange oracular fabric of our beings .... ~.: .. :.;· ....... . 	 there are constantly flowing out oracles,
.a.. . 

'., 	 ideals, dreams, purposes, hopes, struc
tures for the future, and each person in 
his own small way is trying to live out 
some small dream which hovers in the 
intangibles of his life. 

We do not know what these things 
integrity, this virtue within himself, that are. We do not know why they are. 

We do not know with any certaintyhe must then prepare his life and his 
what is to come from them in the fullcharacter for the burden of a new way 


of life, the one that must surely come ness of time. 

from the ,de~truction of an old order But we do know that they are. 

which we see collapsing about us. Again, And because we have this basic con

we are bringing to an end an age of 
 viction, a self-conviction based upon 
tyrants. But this tim~ the victory will testimony of the self, we are living 
not avail us either, unless we check and ings, living creatures, realizing 
cure the tyranny that lies subjective in and more the infinite limitlessness of 

own potential, and recogmzmg ourselves. 

The human mind is still a structure 
 more surely how we are limiting 


of mystery . We do not know of what 
 potential through the limitations of 

it is composed; we do not know the 
 own perspectives and the limitation 

secrets of its function; . we can not even our own intellectual attitude toward I 

perceive its nature. We can approach it itself. 

only pragmatically, by a consideration As living creatures the most 


tant instrument, the most vital tool
of what it does. 
Through the classification of mental our equipment is the mind. Mind is 


phenomena we attempt to discover the name for a nameless thing. Man, 

nature of the mind. This is not an en seeking to find out something about 

tirely satisfactory procedure; but unfor workings of his own mind, is never 

tunately it is the one way by which we tain what is true and what is 

can approach most of the great realities what mind accepts as the realities, w 

of life. We do not know what life is. mind can do to the unrealities. 


We are living as physical creatures· We seem to have the capacity to create 
hfe; we seem to have the capacity to a mental world. More. and more we 

come to realize that we know very Id~str?y it. And yet, with these powers 
wlth.m, grasp, we have no understanding .about this visible, physical world. We. 
of life s own nature, we have no reali have only the testimony given to us by 
zation of its relationship to any uni our minds. When the mind is false the 
versal pattern or universal plan, or uni. world is false. If our thinking 
versal substance. true, then our living is untrue. , 
· We do not know what consciousness . In the moment of this great critical 
~s. yve do not know what that power time in the age-old life of our race, we 
IS Within ourselves that makes us know might make some resolutions. They 
ourselves. We do not know the root of would be New Year-New World resolu
our ()wn b' h . emg, t e substance of our tions-marking the . fall of the citadel of 
OWn steXlsten~. We only know that we Fascism in Europe as the end of a year 

range Instruments, very much like so old that it has extended over many 
machines, and that through years of human life. On the threshold 
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of a new VISIOn and a new way these The great masters of old have told us 
resolutions would be about how we are that the one offering ever perfectly ac
O'oing to rise as individuals to meet the ceptable to the gods is for the individual 
~hallenge of new times: How we are to bring that which is of himself, an 
goinO' to be thoughtful as never before. offering of hands and heart and mind 
How" we are going to be sincere as never in expectancy of the good desired of 
before. How we are going to develop nature. 
integrity as never before-in the deep In working with our minds, the first 
and abiding hope that if we can build thing we must try to accomplish is men· 
enough of truth within ourselves we can tal honesty. There is an infinitely im· 
prevent other ages yet unborn from suf portant kind of honesty that we have 
fering the misery which we have known. not been taught in schools; it is that 

This is a good time for such resolu kind of honesty which we know belongs 
tions, keyed to the individual's resolve to a better way of life. But we are 
to put the house of his own mind in afraid of this kind of honesty in a world 
order. in which so much dishonesty is forever 

It is impossible for tyranny to flourish scheming against us. Yet, admitting 
in the world unless tyranny flourishes that we may not be able to overcome 
in the minds of ' men. Conditions of the burdens of the world's conceits, we 
world conflagration such as we know can learn to think straight and think 
are not brought about by a handful of clearly ourselves. 
opportunists. The leaders of movements We often think of honesty as brutal. 
toward oppression exist only because we We are afraid, possibly, that if we be· 
have sustained them, and because in our come honest we are going to become 
hearts we, too, are opportunists. We unkind. If we, for instance, started to 
know their way better than we know tell people what we thought, we would 
the way of integrity. These leaders are lose all our friends. \ 
closer to us than are the gods. We are That is not true, not true at all. We 
more influenced by their human small probably would lose our friends if 	 we 
ness than by the greatness of truth and told our friends all the stupid ' mis
integrity. And so it is, that if we 	 are thoughts that we have about them. If 
to put our minds in order, we must at our minds were loaded with unfairness, 
once place our first offering upon 	 the prejudices, bigotry, fanatical attitudes,
altar of a New World. animosities, and petty grievances, and

When an ancient went to the temple we regarded honesty merely as the 	 air
to pray for the gods to help him in some ing of these qualities we would certain
particular, when he came asking 	 the ly multiply the objectionableness of 	our
wisdom and guidance of some intan characters! 
gible, invisible power, he never came 

honesty.e,?pty.handed. He always brought with But that is not 

him some simple offering, as evidence That is only a kind of extroversion of 
dishonesty. Most so-called frank peoplethat. he did not expect something for 

nothmg out of nature, or the gods. are merely frankly dishonest, instead of 
being politely dishonest. What he brought was possibly of no 

physical or visible value; but it did re Long before honesty really comes into 
present personal effort. The olden day our lives we must have settled enough 
far,?er would bring a basket of his of our inward conceits so that our 
gr~m ; the shopkeeper would bring some honest words are in themselves beautiful. 
thmg from his store' the housewife Only when man speaks beautiful words 
w~uld bring needlework; children would is he truly honest to himself. The in
bnng flowers gathered by the roadside. dividual who is really honest does not 
Always what they brought symbolized make his character up by going around 
that they were giving something of picking on the characteristics of others. 
themselves. He does not burden the world with the 
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miasma of all of his own negative con
ceits. True honesty is far deeper than 

this.
True honesty is the intelligent search 

for the facts in things, and the building 
of life upon facts and not upon preju
dices. It is building life upon the three
fold foundation that Socrates set down: 
The realization of unity, beauty, and 
utility; the absolute interdependency of 
all fi'neness; and the realization that the 
human being becomes truly human to 
the degree that he becomes truly fine. 

There i's no such thing as brutal hon· 

esty. There may be brutality, as there 

may also be a frankness which is no 

longer concealed behind hypocritical at

titudes, but honesty begins by putting 

life so together within the self that it is 

no longer necessary for us to extrovert 

in an unpleasant manner in order to 
bear witness to ourselves. 

So, we must have mental clarity. We 
must use the mind for the purpose for 
which it was intended; for the purpose 
of thought, and not merely to be a car
rier of opinions and traditions. 

The ordinary individual Jives in a 
world in which the creative power of 
his mind is little used. He depends for 
most of his mental decisions upon the 
weight of counsel, upon the weight of 
experience-mostly his own, as opposed 
to that of all other men-the weio-ht of 
tradition, the examples of others" who 
have known various similar drcum
stances. His mental capacities are there
fore largel y used to perpetuate, in his 
own actions, lines of thinking which 
have originated with other men. 

Bi~ . business is increasingly .inclined 
to ~i~ide mental responsibility, not leave 
declSlons wholly to one individual. We 
se~ ~p groups, committees, boards, com
miSSions, and various accumulations of 
persons, hoping to benefit from the 
colmI?on knowledge of all on matters 
re a~mg to some particular. But evenh' isn'~ the tendency ever present'to use 
k.:Ow1 i~d only for the perpetuation of 
of k e gle, rather than for the discovery 

now edge? 

It is very ci'ffi I f
wid.... , to 1 cu t or the average in-

attempt a truly intellectual 

process. Only in rare emergency do we 
think. That is why emergency is neces
sary to the survival of progress of the 
race. 

In the normal course of living the iB
dividual begins to think to the degree 
that his living becomes uncertain. While 
living flows along in a reasonable way 
we are content to drift; oppose Provid
ence only when Providence becomes un
endurable. 

This is not the function of mind. It 
is not intended that we should remain 
intellectually in a kind of coma, and 
only be briefly stimulated by some world 
catastrophe: 

Possibly the root of it is natural lazi
ness. The body of man is made of 
physical substances. The laws govern
ing those substances are largely laws of 
inertia, and because we must carry the 
burden of this carcass with us wherever 
we go, we are born tired and grow more 
weary with the years. We begin to 
cater to the law of gravity and the prin
ciple of inertia. We begin to believe 
that happiness lies in the inertia content; 
and that the less we do, the more grate
ful we should be; and the less the chal
lenge, the more suitable our times. This 
in itself is entirely wrong. 

Throughout life, from the beginning 
to the end, we fulfill our destiny to the 
degree that we remain mentally alert
and that is as true of age as it is of 
youth.

As the burden of inertia increases 
with the years, we are inclined to seek 
more and more of comfort and security, 
and have less and less interest in the 
challenge of serious and strenuous think
ing. 
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No better expression of this has ever 
been given than the one given by Dio
o-enes, that grand old George Bernard 
Shaw of Athens. Someone said to Dio
genes in his advancing years: "Master, 
you are now rich in age. You have 
come to that time of life when men 
should take things more easily. Why 
do you not relax? Let younger men 
carry the burden! Why do you insist in 
your advanced years on trying to main
tain the pace that you had in youth?" 

Diogenes replied simply: "When a 
man is running a race, shall he slow up 
as he nears the tape; or shall he, as he 
comes to the end of the race, give at 
that moment every ounce of his strength? 
Life is a race. I see before me the tape 
of inevitable death. Shall I therefore 
slow down because of the weight of 
years, or shall I give my best now, real
izing that I have not much longer to 
give ?" 

This very wise viewpoint would prob
ably, if applied, prevent many elderly 
people from running down. More than 
from any other single cause, we run 
down because we believe that the time 
has come to run down. Consider this 
simple example of the tyranny of the 
mind over life. When we reach our 
sixties, we notice that people will get up 
in the streetcar so we can sit down. That 
reminds us that We are in our sixties. 
Our home folks push cushions under us, 
want to carry our packages. There is an 
increase in whispered remarks about tak
ing care of Grandfather. We are told 
we cannot do the things we used to do. 
And when one day we are ailing, every
one says, "Well, what can you expect? 
You're seventy-seven!" 

If we hear this often enough, and 
listen to it attentively enough, read 
about it enough in the lives of other 
men who went to pieces in advancing 
years-as our doctor warns us our heart 
won't stand up much longer, or that 
our liver is going to go bad-if we are 
constantly surrounded by helpful hu
mam sending out in constant stream 
such negative thoughts, is there any 
wonder that some day we say to our
selves, "I guess it's true," and select a 

comfortable rocking chair somewhere 
and rock ourselves into eternity? 

What do you suppose would happen 
if all together we suddenl y said: "The 
older a man gets, the stronger he isJ" 

We might not be able to prove it al
ways, but I am wondering what would 
happen if we stopped regarding old age 
as an unfortunate accident and thought 
of advancing years as a splendid oppor
tunity! If we believed as fully in the 
wealth of advancing years as we now be
lieve in the wealth of youth, there is 
quite a possibility that we would change 
considerably the pattern of things. 

!At any time, we can stop saying that 
people die of old age, and admit that 
which has been true from the beginning, 
that most people die of a bad disposition. 

It would also be constructive to point 
out that Grandfather's end wasn't due 
to advancing years but was brought 
about by his kidney. 

It is both possible and ptobable that 
we could considerably enrich the last ten 
or fifteen years of the average person's 
earthly existence if we did not burden 
him with the psychology of old age, 
making him feeble through making his 
mind gradually contribute to his decay. 
For the mind can do that. It does it 
constantly to us. And simply because 
we have not learned that the most heart
less despot, the greatest tyrant, the most 
completely Nazified item in the entire 
universe is the human mind. Once per
mit it to establish its tyranny over a life, 
and that life is utterly destroyed. 

The mind is not capable of making 
the great basic decisions of living. It is 
a magnificent instrument, an incompar
able servant, but a heartless and relent
less master. Until we are able to con
quer the mental 'tendencies in ourselves, 
we can never hope to cure those larger 
ailments which are manifested in society 
in the form of the collective breakdown 
of individual minds. 
. The . average person comes into this 

hfe With a mind reasonably normal; 
then from the time of childhood on it 
is wadually molded away from nor~al
cy lllto habit patte,rns, into unprovable 
but accepted hypotheses, into the belief 
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able to learn preserves mysteriously his 
ability to think. Education will have 
to struggle with that little , matter for 
the next hundred years-for some way, 
some method must be devised by which 
we can take the educated, and by some 
alchemy transform them into the in
formed. The two are not in the same' 
category at the moment. 

One of the problems of the mature 
individual who-is trying to think is how 
to discover to what degree his basic 
power of thought has been damaged by

in the inevitability of certain formulas his world, his times, and his ' opinions. 
and patterns. It is interesting to observe, It is safe to say that practically every
in the study of the psychology of human one's mind is suffering either from dam
beings, how many of our outstanding age or else from inertia. It has not 
men were regarded as hopeless when established habits of mental industry,
they were young. Some of the greatest and therefore it does not possess them. 
geniuses of history could not graduate And the older we become the more dif
from ordinary day schools. Thomas ficult it is to establish habits that we
Edison was always at the foot of every want to establish, because of more and
class he was ever in, and had very little more subconsciously accumulated habits 
opportunity to be in any. Henry Ford to interfere with our program.
acquired for his little village the railroad 

Up to the present time the principalstation platform from which Thomas A. 
boon of education has been to establishEdison was literally kicked as a useless, 
in the mind of the student the routine,worthless, stupid fool. 
the discipline, and the continuity of the Or, consider another type, of man, and 
learning process. The substance of thatwhat it was that caused the teachers and 
which has been learned is usually hopeprofessors who taught Napoleon I to be
lessly inadequate. But, if we developlieve that he would never be very much 
the capacity to learn, we may, as timebetter than a half wit? Certainly, the 
goes on, improve upon what we havelast thing suspected in the military 
educationally accumulated.school where Napoleon studied, was that 

he would ever be a successful ,p:1ilitary By the time we have reached middle 
officer. He had nothing, according to life, and years of so called thoughtful
the reports of the times, that promised ness, we are pretty well insulated against 
c;xcellence. 	 any reasonable expectancy that we will 

Was failure forecast because so many be thoughtful. To see what damage 
?f these men really were stupid, or was has been done, and how to correct that 
It because. they were the particular 	 damage, many turn to psychology for 
human beIngs who by some mysterious help. But psychoanalysis is still for the 
process were insulated against the stupid privileged few. The average person has 
Ity of their world? They were called neither the money nor the time for a 
st~pid because they refused to learn year or two probing into the wilderness 
thIngs that were not important. They of his subconscious. As one person told 
re~used to take on and excell in some-	 me; "Not only do I lack time and the 
thIngW wh'ICh'ItseIf produced mediocrity. 	 means, but it is a humiliating process, 

and I am so afraid that you will disere they unable to learn or were 
t hey ill' ' cover the facts that I would just as, soon look unw Ing to be misinf<Jrmed? It 

not discuss it any further." sT'hry much as though the latter 

was ~mas Edison's attitude. This is typical. There is enough

~etiInes the individual who is un- in most people for them to resent 
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idea of having the full measure of their A familiar story is the one about the 
folly brought home to them. two rival churches which were doing ex

But there is an alternative that is ceedingly well, so each wished of course" 
simple, less expensive, more practical, to outstrip the other in a good old-fash
and finally, more productive of certain ioned Christian competition. In order to 

good, and that is the process of self find out what was happening in the 
consideration by each living individual. other church one minister sent his most 

Some time ago there was considerable 	 devout deacon to listen to the sermon 
of the opposing minister. The deacondiscussion among educators as to the ad
did not come back. So, another pavantages and disadvantages of university 
triarch was dispatched to listen to a:extension systems of study. One side 
sermon, learn the secret of what hadargued that the individual who studied 
alienated Deacon Number One. Theat home and had to send his answers in 
second patriarch failed to return. Thereby mail had to answer all the questions, 
was nothing left now but for the minwhereas the one who attended class 

might go for several weeks without be ister himself to investigate. Quietly and 
ing called upon to prove that he had with apologetic face he sneaked into a 
learned anything. On that basis it was rear pew of the rival church. An 
assumed that home study was probably hour or so later the controversy ended. 
more thorough than classroom study. The minister, too, never came back. 

The lesson is, to keep up a contro
tion that the average person is not cap

The opposing group held the convic
versy, be careful not to see the other 
person's side of it. A large percentageable of studying alone successfully. He 

requires the association of others per of the controversies of mankind would 
collapse if another person's side of theforming a similar task to help him to 

keep his mind on the thing he is doing. problem was seen, and into the issue 
was injected a little semantics-which isIf he attempts to study at home he will 
the subject dealing with the actual meannot be conscientious, he will have inter
ing of words. So to keep your mind in ruptions, he will put off the things that 
a wholly uninformed state, just maintain he should do now, and because there is 
its prej ?dices enth usiasticall y.no one to watch him he will in various 

ways depart from a healthy consistency Now, the mind itself is very willing 
of action. to cooperate toward this attitude. It will 

advance innumerable ways of misunderIt is certainly easier to study without 
use of mental stamina, and when you 	 standing and misinterpretation. Pre

judices pyramid. At each level they arestudy or progress with a group you 
strong enough to sustain another supermove with a current. But, as the other 
structure. some smallmethod is more difficult, so is it more From point of 
difference we can develop a complete deprofitable. For, in large measure, indi
viation-one which will not exist in fact, vidual accomplishment is measured in 

our own thinking.terms of difficulty. The more difficult 	 but solely in 

the thing is, the greater the accomplish One of the best ways to approach the 
ment. And there is no reason why with pattern of your own living therefore, is 
thoughtful consideration, with possibly to realize that it is almost a certainty 
an occasional bit of hel p from others, that you have created that pattern by ig
that the average individual can not noring everything that differed from 
make a hundred percent improvement that pattern, gradually becoming sub
in his own way of thinking. This im consciously incapable of quickly and 
provement will emanate from him in easily accepting any factors of contrary 

implications.numerous ways, affecti'ng those about 
him; for he will discover that most mis Persons who choose to be Sorry for 
understandings are 'simply lack of under themselves build a magnificent wall 
standing-of anything. 	 around themselves, behind which they 
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of the group catches it. And this is aare able to transform into a disaster any 
process so sterile that most of us leavepossible good that might sneak in. They 
this world very little better _ in wisdomdo not want any good to come to them. 
than w hen we came into it. It spoils the pattern of their personal 

This pressure group of faculties is
self-pity. represented by our normal religious con

Prejudices may be about religion, victions, our partisan political addiction, 
about races; about nations, about rela and the great voice of experience, so
tives, friends, chilciren; we know preju called, which usually is no more than
dices in business, prejudices in politics recognizing that what other people did 
yes, let us not leave politics out of this to us because what didwas of we to
-and all these prejudices, and innum them. But because of this group of
erable others, demand for their main pressure faculties, the rest of the mind,
tenance our cultivation of blindspots. We probably three-quarters 9f it, has no
just refuse to see that which differs chance. When its voice is raised occa
from our beliefs. sionally, it is treated exactly the way the 

This does not mean that we clench voice of the minority is treated in our 
our teeth and settle down to stubbornly social life-it is ignored. Or, if it is 
saying, "I do not want to see!" We too loud and too continuous, then the 
couldn't live with ourselves if werewe necessary steps are taken to shut it up. 
that obvious in our technic. Instead, we That means then, in terms of human
permit ourselves to be guided by the thinking, that to break up the domin
pattern of our conceit, and we move ance of the pressure group requires 
along upon it, and this pattern of its we break up the patterns of our lives,
own accord carefully steers us away and that means discomfort. We
from any point in which we might be lived according to a policy which
in danger of discovering something. It in the solemn pronouncements ofbecomes a process that is subconscious, board of pressure faculties within our
automatic. minds; it is our way to live, the direc

,When we have trained a group of tion in which we think we are going, 
faculties above other faculties, we always our attitude toward other people, our 
hear from them first, and the counter conviction toward our religions, and our 
faculties remain as mental minorities. philosophies and our sciences. Smug 
And we have of course no more solved conceits about the way we want to do 
the problem of mental minorities than things constitute our philosophy of life
we have solved the problem of political and this common and woeful misuse of 
minorities. Out of the mind's 40-some the word, philosophy. 
odd faculties-and some of them are This pressure group, if we upset it, 
very odd-we probably have no real forces us to change our way of living. 
faculty majority; we have a pressure That means work. That means adjust
group majority. The average person may mean Itment. It stress. might 
uses about one-quarter of his mind. 

W ithin that quarter he has created a 

pressure group, and it is a group that is 

Just ?s militant and arrogant as any dic

tatonal pressure group in an invaded 

~~un.try. One of, th~ reasons why it can 

h,mmate our thmkmg processes is that 


~ l~ pressur~ group is integrated, organ

Ike Ii It IS organized inside of our 

~a~ ~' so that within this group an idea 

appe e tossed back and forth with great 


arance f l'be 1 'd.....~ 0 I ra -mm edness butno ~... tter wh " ' ere It IS tossed, always one 
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even mean continued discomfort. The works him up. He loses all power to 
prospect of such things have no more control any excess of temperament, be
than to loom over the horizon for us cause he continues the bad habit without 
to scuttle right back and hide ourselves the required modification and directing 
behind the pressure group, and decide, of it by the mental power of will. 
"It is easier to live and die this way." Take worry. Worry is not a mere 

Whether it is really easier to live disease; it is progressive, infectious, and 
that way or not is a question. But it is contagious, and of epidemic proportions. 
certainly easier to die that way. And so The individual who starts out by worry
it is that the longer the average person ing about something finishes up by 
lives in this world, the more placid be worrying about everything. 
comes his attitude toward getting out of Habits gradually escape from the con

trol of the consciousness. Then, by ait. 
A pressure group of faculties deprives mysterious process not entirely under

the businessman of the privilege of en stood, we gradually come to accept those 
joying music or art and all participation habits as ourselves. We begin to bestow 
in the arts. He remains apart from the upon them the infallibility of our own 
whole world of culture, simply because birthright. Instead of admitting that 
he hasn't time for it, (says he); simply the mind is tyrannyzing over a circum
because it would interfere with a life stance, we say "T,hat is what I believe!" 
policy, (says he); simply because if he Ordinarily, it is not at all what we 
did, his competitor would get ahead of believe. It is what the mind is telling 
him-says he! us that we believe. We are victims of 

If by some circumstance he should the propaganda of our own intellect. It 
achieve greatly in industry and become can be vicious and constant propaganda, 
one of a minority achieving economic On and on, through every circum
independence to the point where he stance of living, the same condition pre
might relax and begin to think about vails. On and on, in the daily course of 
beauty and fineness, then he discovers our experience we go, continuing the 
that he has developed no faculty for en patterns that have come finally to be 
joyment of beauty and fineness. He auto-suggestive and auto-hypnotic, and 
would have to begin life all over again so we reach advancing years in a state of 
if he wished to make this adjustment. hypnosis, hypnotized into believing that 
And there's the problem too, that if he things are actually the way we think 
becomes truly cultured it is going to in they are. 
terfere with his business policies. The Break down for examination your 
easiest way out is to fall back on his mental procedure and you will realize 
pressure group faculties and acknowl that this is true. So definitely is it true 
edge, "If I cannot be the hero, I will be that we struggle ever with the great 
the knave." problem of human incompatibilities, for 

So, having made the first million, the whatever the number of persons we en
one he was going to retire on, he dis counter, they have an equal number of 
covers that there is nothing for him to atittudes on everything, enabling us all 
do retired. To settle down to making to differ dramatically on the simplest 
the second million is the only reasonable and most obvious facts. And the one 
thing left for him to do. All because of reason why we can differ on facts is that 
the unhappy lack of the development of we do not, any of us, know what the 
balanced power within the mind. facts are. You can not of course differ 

All habits, good or bad, become ul on facts, and the very differences of our 
timately automatic. The person who attitudes and opinions prove the absence 
starts out nagging finishes up nagging. of the fact. 
In the beginning he has to think it oui; If we are to build a world in which 
and work up a nag for the occasion; be people will get along together, we'll 
fore he gets through it is the nag that first have to rescue ourselves from the 
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is not any easier than getting rid ofdictatorship set up by pressure groups 
own pressure groups in international politics.in our thinking. 

Political pressure groups die hard, andAs long as civilization goes ·on, we 
most of them would rather destroy thewill be subjected to pressure groups 
world with themselves than give up.from outside of ourselves, but that does 
And in oursei ves the pressures die hardnot mean that we necessarily have to be 
-and that is the reason why we all have 

influenced by them. to learn how to live the hard way.
In another gro~p of mentalities are There is no earthly reason-or heavenly

the isolationists. An isolationist in poli reason, for that matter-why any of us
tics is just a man in politics who has an as individuals should not be able to live 
isolationist mind. If his mind is strong happily and comfortably and coopera
enough in its isolationism and he as an tively in this very handsome world that 
individual is prominent enough, he can has been given to us; but we would 
pass on his conviction as fact, when it pay largea rather live with difficulty, a 

is not. 
 percentage of our taxes to keep up our

We are beginning to recognize some police, our criminal courts, our armies,
of the dangers that not long ago we and other protective institutions, and
hugged to our bosoms under the name 
of isolationism. And also that we stand 
in the presence of the certainty that as 
soon as the gl1ns of war are silenced the 
isolationist will be back preaching ex
actly the same thing that he preached 
before. That isolationism failed on the 
entire surface of the earth and that 
continuance of it would have destroyed 
civilization is of no interest to one 
whose mind is under the domination 
of a pressure group of faculties. Under 
a pressure group of faculties, a miscon
ception cannot be dis proven to the mind, continue through to the end of life bur
even though disproven to the entire dened with taxes and with misfortunes, 
world. living unhappily and dying wit 

You will find that in many things it hope. This we would rather do than 
comes easy to look a fact in the face, break down the tyranny of pressure 
deny it, and believe completely in the groups within our own minds. And 
opposite of that fact, conscientiously and since we prefer to do it the hard way, 
ent~usi~sti~ally. This is to some degree the gods are forever obliging. If that 
an 111dlcatlOn of how far the mind can is the way we want to do it, that is the 
go in the obscuring of realities. Of way we will do it. It is the way we 
how much it can accomplish in the have done it since the beginning of his
name of thinking which is not even re tory. But, it is not the way we have to 
motely related to the thinking process. do it until the end of time. 

Now, it is n.ot l.ikely that everyone is Every individual should set to work 
unde.r the dOmlI~atlOn of an entirely die at once to clarify his mental process. 
taton~l, destructlve, tyrannical group of The most perfect type of mind imagin
facul~les; but I am ready to accept after able is the mind that has no opinions
work . h h ' \fig wit t ousands of people that about a thing until the facts are avail
scarcel . d . ' b ~ a mm 111 today's world has not able. Now, that i,s the rarest type of 

een . diverted in some way from facts by mind possible to imagine. The mindthe inward presence 0 f some pressure is truly to is the mind. that able thinkfac Iu ties. that is capable of following the course 
To get rid of these personal faculties of cause and effect, and perceiving the 
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mtlmate relationship between these two It is the experience of the average 
factors in experience. physician that he will practice for twen

It is the tendency of the average indi ty-five years before, by chance or acci
vidual to think from his solution, rather dent, a case will come to him that re
than toward the solution. While that quires the treatment which was pres
goes on, there is no answer to any cribed in the textbooks. He may never 
problem. meet such a case. The textbook is pat

We approach nearly every problem in terned upon the theory of a certain 
life with a preconception as to what it normalcy. A doctor may practice medi
is, what we want it to ~. cine the whole of his life without ever 

rrhe motion picture producer knows finding an individual who is in himself 
what the public wants, so he produces exactly that normal. As one brilliant 
what he wants them to have. And this specialist told me, "I graduated from 
he considers perfectly reasonable pro college quite certain that I was ready to 
cedure. change the course of medical history. 

He has a conception that all human After I had been out for five years, and 
beings have twelve-year-old minds, in practice, I realized that I had not 
(which might even be optimistic in some sufficient knowledge to maintain the 
instances). But what the motion pic course of history in its present develop
ture industry fails to realize is, that in ment. It was after I got out of school 
the course of twenty years of the produc that I began to study." This doctor then 
tion of films, its own industry has it added, "I changed everything I learned 
self bestowed-knowingly or unknow at school, and because of those changes 
ingly, mostly unknowingly-a certain I have written a new textbook. Others 
amount of progress on that mind. No will cling to that textbook with the same 
use whatever is made of the very growth fanaticism that I clung to an earlier one; 
which it has brought about by its own and they will all have to pass through 
activities. the experience of disproving me." 

In government we see very largely the 
In all forms of our tradition we havesame omission. And particularly do 

this sterile limitation of perspective. Wewe see it· in education. Education be
are taught patterns and solutions for setstows upon the individual a complete 
problems, for supposed use in a dynamiccomposite viewpoint, and assures him 
world which is in constant motion and it is the equipment which will enable 
change. A large part of this set inforhim to mix and mingle, make friends 
mation is obsolete before we can getand influence people. For this is the 
around to applying it. particular kind of polish that will make 

him acceptable to everyone else who has The situation makes it imperative that 
that particular kind of polish. Upon him we keep our thinking apparatus in a 
will center the envy of each one who condition of open-minded alertness. 
has not that particular kind of polish; That was why the Greeks instituted 
for surely each will hold the belief that What they called the Gymnasia. What 
he would like to have it. we did with the Gymnasia, we did with 

The result of all this conditioning is the Loggia, and later with the university 
that we are attempting to produce a idea-the interpretation we put on it 
group of people acceptable to each other, dates from the Middle Ages, when no 
and not a group acceptable to the chal interpretation was important, and the 
lenge of a universal progress. We are continuing misconception has blighted
forgetting that the primary purpose of and overshadowed our own time. The 
education is not to teach an individual gymnasium is to us a place where people 
what to think, but how to think, so that go to chin bars and reduce superfluous
he can bring trained faculties, kept clean avoirdupois. We have forgotten entirely 
and clear, to bear upon the problem of that the gymnasium was to the classic 
living. Greeks a place to exercise the mind. 
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couldn't do what we do 
one day ahead of the class. He 
forced to be constantly alert, drawing 
answers for particular problems from 
general fund of knowledge. His 
was to adapt, interpret. Mentally he 
to be on his toes every minute. 
when by some chance the pupil was 
to outwit him, then the teacher was 
first to rejoice, because-as. one 
master expressed it-"I have produced 
thinker. I have not lived in vain." 

If we are to have a new kind 
world, the kind of world we want, 
will have to have some of this 
virility in it. It has got to be a 
that can produce thinkers, not 
The thinker will follow that which 
reasonable without question. Very 
dom is serious crime spawned in 
minds. Sound thinking directs 
mind inevitably to the public 
Socrates refused to evade the death 
ishment that was meted out to him 
the Athenian court. A neighboring 
offered him free citizenship. "I 
p~y the penalty," he said, "not 
I have committed the crime, but 
it is not good for my state that a 
losopher should disobey the law." 
tegrity does hot countenance 
it insures obedience and respect for 
thority. It produces a more willing 
dience wherever laws are good, but 
obey even when laws are not too 
just so long as those laws are not 
bad. 

So, thinking makes 
community-conscious; it 
comm unity-responsible. .The 
person is the only one capable of 
ing intelligently. It is necessary for 

We need to chin the bar mentally, 
subordlnate muscular development to 
the exercises that will keep us mentally 

fir.
Alcibiades, a disciple of Socrates, was 

very proud of his externals. Always his 
toga was of the latest cut, and habitually 
he wore the family heirlooms. For he 
was a rich man's son, owner of large 
properties. He had the grace of an 
Apollo and the strength of a Hercules, 
and he was particularly proud of the 
magnificent development of his body. 

One day, after he had been parading 

like a peacock up and down the Athen

ian forum, Socrates turned to a disciple 

and said, "What a pity that so beautiful 

a jewelled sheath should hold a leaden 

sword." When there is a poor mind in 

a fine body, Nature has been deprived 

of its perfect adornment; for man's body 

is most adorned by the beauty of his. 
intellect and the transcendency of his 
emotions. 

Our entire culturing of personalities 
has been at the expense of principles. 
The gymnasium of the classical Greeks 
was devised as a place for keeping the 
human being mentally alert. Teachers 
and their scholars met in the gymna
sium, and sometimes performed mild 
physical exercise while at their mental 
endeavors. Here, the teacher stated the 
p~o~lems and threw his questions at the 
disciples, and they would take them, in
terpret them, and throw them back. 
They would try to disprove him. They 
would take up current problems of their 
day, throw them back and forth. Each 
would try to find his own solution, and 
all would try to detect the weakness of 
the solution of others. 

!ma~il1e the pandemonium that would 
reign. 111 one ~f our places of higher 
learm.ng today If the pupils were given 
thh~ fight to tell the professor what they 
t II1k of him! 

becauseschool b 
he 
stud~~td ansier 
swer th 
books 

In classical days a man did not teach 
he h d hkat e necessary formal 

I ac ground. He taught because 
more questions than his 

CoU? ask. And he could an
~r without. reference to the text-

a promll1ent authority. He 
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furtherance of any purpose, that those 
who obey, obey intelligently. 

In the development of the mind, there
fore, the first thing that we must do as 
individuals is to clear the mind of the 
accumulations of half-digested previous 
action, release it from the burden of in
valuable or worthless traditions, and also 
free it from the impediment of too per
sonalized and insufficient experience. 

:The final criterion for life of the aver
age person is his own experience. What 
has happened to him, he knows is so
and that in itself is one of the great lies 
of history. 

That a thing happens to an individual 
in a certain way does not necessarily 
prove any general fact. It proves no 
more than the re~ction of a circum
stance upon the chemistry of a particular 
personality. A man may have always 
liked to go fishing on Sunday, but that 
does not mean that his son will. 

If one of us has had certain experi
ences with a person, it does not mean 
that another wiI! have the same experi
ence with that same person . . We know 
that to be absolutely true. And we 
know it is diametrically opposed to the ' 
popular belief, "If you like me, dislike 
everything I dislike." 

It is very hard to accept as a friend 
one who likes your enemies. In order 
to be devoted to your friends must you 
have the same friends a.nd the same 
enemies ?-this cannot honestly be true, 
any more than if a certain member of a 
family gets into disgrace, all the mem
bers are expected to hold a certain at
titude toward him. 

It is quite possible for one individual 
to have a very unpleasant experience 
with a certain person, and the next per
son who comes along to have a perfectly 
charming and helpful experience. It is 
quite possible for the reason that there 
i~ a chemistry in relationships, and the 
things that people do to us are intimate
ly related to the part of our own per
sonality which we project toward them, 
and if we present to them certain tem
peramental problems, then their reaction 
will be conditioned by our problem. For 
that reason it is impossible for an indi

vidual to use his own personal experi
ence as a final criterion in the decision 
of anything. But we do it all the time. 
Usually on the assumption that that is 
probably the nearest to a fact that we can 
possibly come. 

"Why shouldn't I believe it? I saw it 
with my own eyes! Why shouldn't I 
believe it? It happened to me!" To 
either statement there is supposed to be 
no answer except agreement. 

But there are all kinds of ' answers. 
Things happen to a person usually 

because of what that person is; and not 
because of what the thing is. 

A change in your own temperament 
and in your own personality can change 
all of the reactions you set up about you. 
I know at least three instances in which 
bitter enemies became friends because 
one of them changed, not the other per
son, but himself. With a change in 
basic attitude on many things, on gen
eral problems of living, came the sud
den discovery that the animosity toward 
this other person was an illusion. . 

Customarily, we befog our attitud'es 
through mental processes loaded with 
various types of astigmatism. The focus 
distorts everything that impinges upon 
it, and our lives are lived in a world of 
illusions. Whatever our world, it is 
really mostly made by ourselves. Great . 
imponderables, great universal factors 
surround us, but our reaction to these 
is very largely governed by personal ex
perience. And experience is hardly 
more than a name for our own preju
dices, and our own pressure group of 
faculties. 

Your preparation for the postwar 
world should begin by preparing your 
mind now for the changes that are com
mingo If you do not prepare your mind 
for change you are gOll1g to be horribly 
hurt. Suffering is sure to accompany 
any attempt to remain static in a dy
namic world. If you have not developed 
mental flexibility, if you have not the 
power of easy adjustment> it is not going 
to be easy to meet the challenge of a 
different way of life. For the change 
will encompass even our scientific pro
gram with a resultant different way of 
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conViCtiOn, no basic purpose, no funda
mental viewpoint to which we will bind 
the intellect in a condition of intelligent 
service. Merely to take the mind out of 
the saddle, and merely to break up the 
pressure group, is to leave only chaos. 
Something else must then take over and 
become a king of kings over the mind, 
become the true administrator of the 

life because we cannot change the com life of the individual. 
modities and conveniences and sub This thing that must take over is what 
stances of the physical things of our liv the old religionists call consciousness. 
ing without changing temperamentally The word, consciousness, unfortunately, 
as well. is another vagary, an abstraction. The 

It is a necessity that we begin to get only thing that we know about con
our minds into a condition of openness, sciousness is, that it is the peculiar ap
free from fixations, and into honesty of preciator of integrity. Consciousness 
purpose; for only then can we c;stimate might be said to be much like the 
factually the things that are go1Og on, scription of the soul, given by plnt;n",, " 
not allowing personal interests and pri in his essay on The Beautiful. 
vate prejudices to distort the whole pat sciousness is that something which 
tern of the things to come. the midst of all confusion still 

There is an old saying. that one can the stamp of the good." 
be so broad-minded as to be flatheaded. It is that something that is at 
Broadmindedness is almost completely root of our dissatisfactions with 
an abstraction; it really doesn't mean selves, when we do that which 
anything. Semantically it can indicate than ourselves. 
that its possessor is a liberal. But it can It is not conscience; which is 
also indicate that he hasn't any bound the voice of experience. 
aries whatever, and therefore he has no is that inner conviction concern 
integrity whatsoever. So, broadminded nature of right, with which all 
ness can be the term applied to simple beings are endowed; but which in 
scattered ness. Or, applied to those cases is seldom transformed from a 
superficial and dilettante states of mind tential to a potency during life. 
in which there is nothing of value. In the terms of the ancient 
Many a person who claims to be a lib consciousness "rejoices in the 
eral is no more than an individual who of the oneness of life, perceives 
hasn't made up his mind on anything. in all things, and strives 

Broad-mindedness, as a word, is not toward the accomplishment of 

satisfactorily definitive, but it does carry Those are the three powers. 

the important implication that some of not define the nature of consciousness 

us are liberal in our decisions and deter structure, organ, or .faculty; but from 

mination. 
 own experience we may know that 

Something has to happen before the today's crisis there is something within 
mind will get out of the way, before the us, something that is shining out from 
pressure groups can successfully be us, and that it is more important than 
b~oken up-the life, the being, the man life; it is something more significant 
himself, has got to take over the manage than wealth, greater to be desired than 
ment of his own affairs. The mind is a happiness-it is the strange shadow, the 
Sort of Prlm' M" " b e lnlster serv10g 10 the towering mystery of the good itself . . 
~ se::ce of the ruler. This absentee ruler It is strange that we should want 
15 t e root of Our problem. The mind something the very substance of which
runs us beca d . use we 0 not run ourselves we do not understand. We do not know 
...-or anythmg else-because we have no what good is. 
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We know what comfort is•. and dis thing as an ugly goodness. If we could 
comfort. We know that some things perceive clearly enough, we'd discover 
seem a little better than other things. that behind all things there is this pat
But as to the nature of the good, we do tern, this law, this order, this procedure. 
not know. We say that beauty belongs not only 

We do not know what we would be to forms, but to faculties and to values. 
iike if we really served the good un We know that in some way honor is 
ceasingly. beautiful. We know that in some way 

We do not know really what the good friendship is beautiful, that integrity 
wants us to do. must have about it some magnificent 

We do not know, even in the best of and dignified appearance, could we but 
our moments, retiring into the deepest of see it. 
our convictions, the infallible fact of We have a belief that truth is like the 
next action. great head of Zeus, by Phidias, with a 

We don't know. magnificence and sublimity which is in 
Yet, not knowing, we aspire. Not some wayan essential part of its own 

knowing what good is, we love it. Not nature; with a consciousness searching 
knowing what good is, we pray to it. ever for the beautiful and never finding 

We are sure that somewhere in the it, in eternal contribution to the winter 
root of things there is something bigger of our discontent. 
than we know. And not because it has And also, somewhere in the back
been proven to us; not because it can be ground of things, consciousness tells us 
demonstrated; not because some of our that things can not be beautiful and can 
most bosom companions agree with us, not be good unless there is a divine har
but simply because we believe. mony among them; and that the most 

,That simple fact of believing lies at perfect of all conceptions of harmony is 
the root of all mysticism. It has been unity oneness. Somewhere conscious
there from the beginning of time, the ness tells us life is one. Purpose is one. 
human being's abiding and eternal faith Humanity is one. Truth is one. Beauty 
that somewhere is the good. is one. 

The part of us that has that faith is In some mysterious way the discovery 
consciousness, and part of consciousness of that unity is power. The inward 
has the realization that within its very experience of the unity of life is the 
nature good is in some way transcenden most powerful thing that can happen to 
tally beautiful. All peoples, even the an individual. It changes the pattern 
most primitive, have had the imp).11se of his ways. 
to be bea,utiful. They have had the im Havelock Ellis called such a realiza
pulse to do beautiful things, and to tion a mystical experience. Perhaps it 
adorn themselves to beautify themselves. is. Perhaps it is only an experience in 
An aboriginal bedecked with all the value. But, beyond the mind-debating,
habiliments of his beauty may seem to discussing, comparing, analyzing, and 
us grotesque and strange, and even fear eternally defending-behind that Doubt
some; but to himself he is beautiful. ing Thomas which we call the intellect, 
Some great yearning of his soul has been there is this abstract thinking. It is con
filled. He has adorned the outer sem sciousness, facing hopefully, always with 
blance of his natur~ with something that upturned visage, toward the one, the 
Was an inspiration from within himself. beautiful and the good; knowing these 

Behind all the arts, as behind all the three to be one, and this one to be truth 
creative impulses of mankind, stands -the Truth that is the savior of the 
this majestic pattern of the beautiful, the world. 
beautiful that is also the good. The great Consciousness is faith that can not be 
philosophic conviction is, that which is analyzed, belief that is stronger than 
beautiful is good ; and that which is life. It is that something that can not 
good is beautiful. There can be no such be met by the mind, cannot be analyzed 
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by it. The more we think about it, the ,..",'"11. 
more we destroy it. In moments of 

great inspiration somethiIl:g wells up ~~~ 
within us in that deepest mner part of ~ 

our consciousness and we say, "I know." 


.:-&0::::' ..If we know, we know those things .:::. ..... ~ 
the one, the beautiful, and the good. 
They are the only things we can know, 
because the mysterious power that turns 
toward them is the only one capable of pi""'"
knowing anything. 


For the rest, there must be doubts, 

and hopes, and fears, wonderings; and 

eternally like the Prophet in Omar, "We 
 Ii 
go out by the same door we came in." 

No certainty is possible to man ex on the rough currents of opinion is 
cept the internal certainty of the unity be without any permanence or any 
of life, the beauty of law, and the good stamina with which to face complexities 
ness of the world. Those are our foun and difficulties. 
dation. If we must believe in some If we would give up the senseless 
thing that we can not prove, why not wrangling of the senses, we must place 
believe in these? Why not believe in over them the benevolent rulers hip of 
these things, rather than in other equally the great truths of the world. 
unprovable things that are not equally perceived those things, we must 
good? If we must have belief, let be the mind to fulfill them, admitung 
lief be in the noblest. the mind no conclusion that is contr:l rv .! 

If we must have faith, let our faith to our basic integrity of values. 
be in the grandest and the most glorious because our world is without an 
conceptions that the human being has world to guide it that we come to the 
ever been capable of expressing. For the present disasters. It is because we have 
power that believes in the one, the beau not found a world consciousness that 
tiful, and the good, stands as a magician turning hopefully and gloriously to the 
above the intellect, capable of solving contemplation of unity, and beauty, and 
thoughts, and the reasonable doubts good work, it is because that conscious
concerning providence which lie at the ness is missing from our world that we 
roots of our indecisions and our abuses. feel that our world can afford and can 
This consciousness must take over be sustain and can excuse the innumerable 
fo~e we can escape the tyranny of the strifes that break out within it. 

m~nd. Before it is possible to put the 


Having no vision, the people perish.mmd to work to build the world, we 
Our w'orld must have a vision. Thosemust be master of .it. Our vision must 
who are to be leaders must be partakers be greater than the vision of our own 
in a vision. It is a vision that we wouldminds. 
call an intangible; it is something weNot long ago a scientist stated that 
cannot describe on paper, nor can wehe had found a new kind of mental in
determine for it a value in dollars and. str.um.ent. He said that inside of our 
cents. It is something in visions that isthmkmg mind there is another mind 


Pe~haps he is on the threshold wher~ different and beyond. 

abides that st .
tha . range, mystenous power There is a great difference between a 

t has. Its foundation in the great vir person of vision and a visionary person. 
~~:s of life. For certainly if we give up A visionary is one who has floated off 
hay press~re groups of thinking, and on his emotions; but a person with 
can e ~~t~g t.o put in t~eir place, we vision is one who has penetrated illu

Wise. To dnve hopelessly sions and has found the real. 
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The beginning of honesty is, that we being dominated by a complete con
shall have such a complete and abiding sciousness of right purpose. Without 
devotion to a belief. in universal honesty, that consciousness war comes again, to 
that for that belief we are willing to obliterate all the things we have dreamed 
sacrifice all; and for that belief we are of. 
willing to become learned, dedicating lt is not to be supposed and presumed 
our learning to the proving of that that humanity will suddenly, by some 
eternal belief. mystical extension of power, partake in 

That is the conclusion that unfortun a Universal consciousness. Yet there 
ately must come first. It is so grand a never has been or can be any doubt 
conclusion, it is so completely utilitarian, that integrity abides with the ' majority 
it is so infinitely broad, that it is the one of mankind. Most human beings are by 
great c~nclusion that we can afford. nature gentle, kindly, well-meaning, and 

The absolute definition of all these well-disposed. By very substance and 
abstractions is truly beyond us; but the nature they are peace-loving, religious 
conception of them can be experienced in their conviction, idealistic in their way 
inwardly as inspiration, and ' practiced of life. But, by a pressure that is ut
outwardly as intelligent living. This terly artificial, destructive, and not even 
complete program will put the mind acceptable to the creatures that are ex
where it belongs, in second place in the erting it, humanity has been forced away 
governing of the purposes of our lives. from its own natural way of selection. 
It is perfectly possible to let the mind The industrial life which we have im
abide as the servant of a great universal posed upon ourselves has been a great 
conviction concerning the order of the cause of the breaking down of the con
world. sciousness content in our nature. We 

With that as a beginning, we will not are by nature good, and by circum
be guilty of a kind of honesty that is stance dishonest. 
of physical things only, and lacks in For our start in rebuilding our world, 
tegrity. We will not be left without we have better timber than we know, 
motivation and without principle; and and we have plenty of it. The question 
if we really have this conviction within is, whether we will build a world so 
ourselves, we will be incapable of inter that these better qualities in nature will 
preting honesty · destructively - because have a chance, or whether we will start 
we will be too internally aware of the right in building an arbitrary system 
great intangible, the great integrity that will smother out the best part of 
value that lies with it, above it, and be man again, as it has in the past. If we 
yond it. do that, we destroy all. If we do that, 

Now, with that basis we can go to we frustrate the very end for which we 
work on ourselves thinking through to are making so great a sacrifice today. 
the kind of world we want. We can There is ' no question that God does 
think definitely in terms of the purpose dwell in his creation. There is no 
for life. The purpose for living is not question that love of beauty, the reali
creature comfort. The purpose for liv zation of the oneness of life, and the 
ing is none of the things which we have realization of the virtue of good works, 
made important. The purpose of living are qualities that exist in and are avail
is to discover reality and to serve it. able to the majority of human beings . 

The purpose of living is to practice And also, that if they were cultured 
outwardly the impulses of unified real with one-half the intensity that we cul
ization, beauty, and utility. ture and reward selfishness, there would 

The purpose of living is to discover be a complete change in the whole so
that happiness, abiding happiness, the cial state of humanity. 
happiness internal to man, the happiness The human being is better than the 
between men and the happiness of the world he is living in, because he is mov
world itself, all depend upon the world ing, and hiJ world is standing. 
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. fy all progress. In its final abode, the

The institutions under which we live subconscious, it seeks to maintain, as 
are most of them medieval and many of from some place in a dark cabin, its
them ancient. We have outgrown them; infernal rulership over the affairs of
but we must still live in them; and the mankind. From the subconscious the
only way we can do it is by a constant individual must root it out; for that is 
compromise of everything that is im· where we have to begin the process of 
portant in ourselves. preparing ourselves for a world in which 

There is every possibility that in a we shall be honored for our virtues
comparatively short time human beings rather than our wealth, appreciated for 
can be released from a large number of our ideals rather than for our ambitions, 
the faults that bind them today. They and wherein we shall be famous for our
have no basic desire to continue in these good .works rather than infamous for
faults. By millions they are willing to 

our crimes. make a great sacrifice to maintain a 
The establishment of any kind of anculture and a civilization that they do 

enduring peace will have to be uponnot understand, and which for the most 
the foundation of a better ideology than part has been brutally cruel to them. 
we have had before, or it can not hold Here is proof that the human being is 
up. Although we may not want tobasically an idealistic creature. All the 
accept this-and probably we will resistrealism that has been preached to him 
it as long as we can with the for the last three hundred years has not 
of our subconscious minds-but, acceptdeeply affected his consciousness. He is 
it or not, the fact remains that the huan idealist, and he wants to live in an 
man being is gradually growing out of 

ideal state. the earth and earthiness H it is obvious that there are difficul and away from 
as a dominant factor in his living. Andties in the way of the establishment of 
whether it be the good soil of ourthe Utopian dream it is also obvious that 
Great Mother, the Earth, or whether itall progress in history has been in that 
be the earthiness of our materialisticdirection; and also that the whole pro
civilization, we are growing out of both gress of the world is toward internation
of these things. Weare growing, asal understanding, which is recognition 
the Greeks said, "Upward toward theof unity in the political state of man. 
heavens." Our thoughts are becoming. All ~rogress is in terms of recogniz
loftier. are and moremg umty, beauty, and utility. We are We living more 
in our dreams and ideals, and less andcreating toward that end, we are at
less in our physical realities. We aretempting to recover those' values in in
shifting the consciousnessstitutions; and we regard the establish of reality. 
The shift is gradually away from thement of them as the noblest ideals of 

our race. 
As the time comes for the world to 


go back to a peactime foundation of 

s~me kind, there will be inevitable con

fhct between the released ideals of hu

maD: beings who have been picked and 

earned to a higher state of realization 

and the pr~ssure of old methods and old 

ways commg back to torment the life 

ahend to frustrate the progress that has 


en accomplished

Th .

tion ~ la~ stronghol~ of worn-out tradi
mind s ~ e su~con~clOus of the human 

new't here It sticks; to frustrate the 

the 'sa 0 persecute the dreamer, to crucify 


ge. and as far as possible to nulli
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visible things to which we have been struggle together, the intangible of un
accustomed, to the invisible things toward derstanding. Without all these intan
which we are striving and searching. gibles a palace may become a prison. 

We are no longer convinced of the To get right down to the fact, the in
absolute reality of our bank book. We tangible part of a thing is the basis of it. 
are beginning to believe in the absolute The beauty that we are seeking is 
reality of an international nation based not gained merely by putting shrubs on 
upon the unity of life. street corners, or adorning our buildings 

We are beginning to believe that the with Grecian facades. It is in more 
unity of life is a reality. than that. This beauty that we want 

As we begin to believe in the reality has its human values, relationship values, 
of the great and constructive intangibles, quality values; and unless we can· find 
we encompass an enduring system of this beauty among others of our kind, 
living which can sustain our tangibles. it is missing, regardless of all the archi

The belief in the reality of life and tectural order we may build up. 
the reality of the unity of life is the best Overtones are the facts and substance 
possible insurance for our pocketbooks. of the world. 
But that we do not see. We do not see Our whole physical universe is a 
that the stronger our belief in invisibles, second Story, a visible second story built 
the surer our ability to hold onto vis on a foundation of invisible, intangible 
ibles-if we want them. It is when the things that are a hundred per cent more 
invisibles in our lives perish that the real and a million times more enduring 
visibles go right along with them. than anything we can build on them. 
Patriotism is an invisible, but nations That is where the shift has got to come. 
would not last long in their economics It must be a shift from a belief that 
without it. Integrity is an invisible, but strength lies in things, to the belief that 
very few firms want to hire a man who strength lies in the relationship of things 
doesn't have it. Beauty is an intangible, according to unity, harmony, and order. 
but very few want to live in a house It must recognize that our strength lies 
that has ' no beauty in it. And as we not necessarily in mere physical power, 
wonder whether beauty is in the rugs but in the integrity that motivates that 
and the chairs and the pictures, we dis power. 
cover it is not, but in the arrangement lOne of the things that we must have 
of those things-where we put the pic is a superstructure, an overtone, an up
ture, and what color the rug is, and per world, a world above us, a world of 
how the rug matches the curtains, and values to which we are addicted, a world 
how the curtains the rug, and the pic of values which flows down to make 
tures match our disposition. For beauty fertile the world of our physical endeavors. 
is not in things alone, but in the psy Industrial strength means little. Wealth 
chological relationship of objects, the ar means less. Physical power is nothing 
rangement of things. Even form, which but a caricature - unless all of these 
may have beauty, is an arrangement of things are the servants of great ideals. 
matter and it is the form, not the mat We stand at the threshold of maturity. 
ter, that is beautiful. Our world civilization of tomorrow, the 

Getting away from the physical .aspect new world government we hope to set 
of beauty, we begin to see it as a kmd of up, the new-world way of things which 
intangible order or pattern, one that is ac we hope to bring into existence, the new 
ceptable to something inside of ourselves. world vision that we hope will rise from 

Then we go on to the realization that the chemistry of this present war-these 
a house is not a home, no matter how depend for their survival upon the ideal
well and artistically it is furnished, un ism that is innate in the consciousness 
less other intangibles are there-the in of the human being. That must be de
tangibles of human understanding, of veloped. It must- be taught, must be 
human love, of personal sacrifice, of part of education. It must he the great 
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cry of religion. It must be in medicine 
and law. It must be in everything that 
contacts the human being. 

The realization requires a complete 
switch-about of everything to which we 
have held. We must know that our 
inner convictions concerning the nobility 
of life are the most important, the 
strongest, the most enduring of all 
things, the only possible foundation for 
an enduring physical civilization. With
out that realization we are lost. 

We must be taught it. It must be 
given to us in whatever way that is con
ceivable to bring it to us. Whoever 
wishes to feel that he is a patriot, that 
he is serving the public good, must set 
aside something from his personal in
terests to make sure that the next time 
the world is in crisis it will not lack a 
solid structure of basic idealism with 
which to meet that crisis. 

Less than nine years ago a powerful 
industrialist and leader of our American 
life told me, to my face, that ideals had 
no place in education. That gentleman 
is due to eat his words, and find them 
indigestible. I suspect that at the 
present time he has sons in the Army, 
and I suspect he may be worrying more 
than he was worrying then. It was a 
depression year then, and his children 
were eating; it is a war now, and his 
children are as others. 

The day is gone when we can have a 
philosophy of life that eliminates ideals. 
No longer can we hope to build any
~hing ~orth buildi~g without a strong 
Ideolog'lcal foundatIOn. We will have 
to get our minds accustomed to that 
idea. We will have to get our intellec
tual natures completely used to the idea 
of. spiritual values coming before every
thmg. else, and not in terms of theology 
but m terms of conscious convictions 
a~d ~bedience to that conviction. W~ 
w1l1 Just have to do a right-a bout-face 
and a lot of house-cleaning. 

b
WIe. will have to get, rid of innumer

a e mtempe d' 1 . d' 'd ranees an mto erances as 
In IVI uals; and we will have to get rid 

(A PUBLIC LECTURE By MANLY PALMER HALL. 
SUfIfIes~d reading: PURPOSEFUL LIVINC LECTURES ON ANCIENT PHILOSOPHY; 
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of a lot of serious world mistakes 
policies; we will have to look forward 
the time when we can educate a genera
tion of people in an adequate ideology. 

How do you suppose it was possible 
for Nazi Germany with a population of 
actual converts of probably not more 
than seventy or eighty millions, to over
run nearly the whole world, and 
catch at disadvantage three-quarters 
the earth; and to withstand-even today, 
after years-up to now, the onslaughts 
of a dozen nations inside and outside of 
itself? It was simply because German 
youth was indoctrinated with a basic 
structure of idealism. Certainly, it 
a destructive ideal. Certainly, it was 
purely inadequate ideal. But, it was 
ideological overtone. It was a conviction. 
It was an intangible, an intangible 
nitely more tangible than guns or bullets. 

Now, if we want to build a world 
toward something permanently fine; 
we want to have something that is 
finitely strong; then we might as well 
prepare ourselves to know that the only 
way we can have that is by ideological 
instruction. We must teach a great and 
constructive ideology which will bind 
the civilized world together, and teach it 
with the same enthusiasm for that which 
is fine that the Germans attained 
binding their people together for a 
chology of exploitation and destruction. 

We want to know, and we must 
ize, that the permanence of a new world 
pattern of peace depends upon an 
quate ideology, created and taught; 
it must be regarded as more important 
in every sense of the word than 
profit system at any moment in history! 

We can build a peace; but we can 
build a peace until human beings 
partaken TOgether of the great sacrament 
of the realization of the unity of 
the brotherhood of man, the reality 
beauty, and the glory of cooperation. 
Until we get these things we haven't the 
solution. They are all intangibles, 
they are the eternal, immortal founda
tions of our mortal life. 

• The release of spiritual power 
through sculptured stone 

The Smile of Angkor 

FIVE ancient countries of Southeastern 

Asia are now assembled in what is 
known as the Indo-Chinese Union. The 
largest of these , countries, in terms of 
population, is Tonkin; and the second 
is Annam. As a double kingdom, these 
two are under the rulership of H. M. 
Emperor Bao-Dai. Two other king
doms, Cambodia, and Laos, are each 
ruled by its own Raja. The fifth coun
try is Cochinchina, a French colony since 
1862. 

The four independent kingdoms, hop
ing to secure protection , from internal 
strife and the aggressions of outside 
powers, sought a protectorate from 
France, and together with Cochinchina 
came under the administration of a Gov
ernor General seated at Hanoi, the cap
ital of Tonkin. The combined area is 
officially known as French Indo-China. 

The little kingdom of Cambodia, with 
a population of about 3,000,000 persons, 
is all that remains of the ancient em
pire of the Khmers. The name Cam
bodia (Kambu;a) is derived from the 
Hindu Kambu, mythical hero and foun
der of the Khmer race. The old capital 
of the Khmers was the city of Angkor
Thorn. Angkor is the Cambodian word 
for "capital" and Thorn means "city." 
About a mile to the south of Angkor
Thorn stand the ruins of Angkor-Vat, 
the capital temple, an immense com
plex of shrines, towers, galleries, ~nd 
staircases. This assemblage of rums, 
Angkor-Thom and Angkor-Vat, contains 
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the principal relics of the old Khmer 
civilization and is now generally referred 
to simply as Angkor. 

Most of Our knowledge of the early 
history of the inhabitants of the Indo
Chinese peninsula is derived from Chi
nese sources. The records are not parti
cularly satisfactory for they confuse fact 
and fable to such a degree that it is al
most impossible to disentangle the various 
elements. The Chinese chronicles cover 
the period from 1200 B. C. to approx
imately 500 A. D. During this time the 
region which now includes Cambodia 
was called, first, Fou-nan; and later, 
Tchin-Ia. Nothing in the records indi
cates an advanced degree of culture 
among the inhabitants of the Cambo
dian area prior to the beginning of the 
Christian era. They were wild tribes, 
arising from a mixture of indigenous 
peoples with invading groups from the 
plateaus of Central Asia. These tribes 
were in an almost constant state of war
fare, and their jungle villages were 
much the same as those still to be seen 
in upper Burma and Siam. 

The culture of the Khmers was essen
tially Hindu. As the stream of migra
tion from India grew stronger it intro
duced the religion, philosophy, and art 
of Brahmanism. The old legends re
cord that Indian Brahmans married na
tive princesses, and the fusion of the 
two blood streams is symbolized in a 
number of mythological beings. From 
the period comprised in at least the 5th 
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Century to the 9th Century the distinct 
characteristics of the Khmer civilization 
began to appear. A strong dynasty was 
formed, but this broke up from internal 
causes and a dual kingdom was formed. 
About the beginning of the 9th Century 
a powerful leader arose, Jayavarman III. 
He united the state and established the 
era of the city and temple builders. In 
the hundred years that followed Angkor 
Thom was built. It was begun about 
860 A. D. and was completed during 
the reign of Yasovarman, forty years 
later. The nearby shrine of Angkor-Vat 
was not erected until the early part of 
the 12th century, A. D. For practical 
purposes we may consider the civiliza
tion of the Khmers as enduring for ap
proximately 600 years, covering the peri
od between the 9th century and the 
15th century, A. D. 

The Khmers were destroyed by war. 
The particular enemy was Siam, and 
hostilities continued with only occasional 
interludes of peace until the year 1867, 
when the Cambodian king, Norodom, 
placed his country under the protection 
of France. 

The emergence of the Khmer culture 
parallells closely in time with the rise of 
Buddhism in India. In what is called 
the pre.Angkor period, Brahmanism 
dominated almost certainly the political 
institutions, and the religious art of the 
Khmers. But by the middle of the 10th 
Century, the Buddhist influence was 
well established. Although Buddhism 
was a reaction against Brahmanic ortho
doxy, the two ~aiths mingled peacefully 
and serenely 10 the Khmer empire. 
!"fost of the shrines and temples contain 
lI!lages and sculpturing of both reli
gl~ns, ~nd the worshippers frequently 
umted 10 the celebration of their rites 
and festivals. 

Buddhism itself is divided into two 
schools, known as the northern branch 
and the . southern branch. The southern 
school is called the Hinayana or the 
sma. ll veh· I lC e. The followers ' of the 
H mayana d ..\ . cree practice an extreme 
ph1 osophlcal . b 1· . .attain austenty, e lev10g that the 
achiev~ent ~f the Nirvana must be 
nonherd enthrely by personal merit. The 

n sc 001, called the Mahayana, 

the great vehicle, modifies the severity of 
the older creed by introducing the doc
trine of the Bodhisattvas. These are en
lightened human beings who act as in
termediaries between ordinary mortals 
and the principles of supreme realiza
tion. The Bodhisattvas, like the Chris
tian saints, may properly be approached 
through prayer, meditation, supplication, 
ritual, rite, and ceremony. The Khmers 
followed the Mahayana school or great 
vehicle, which explains the diversity and 
complexity of their religious art. There 
is very little of the ornate in the con
sciousness of the Hinayana or small 
vehicle devotees. 

It may be interesting to consider brief
ly the lives and customs of the Khmers 
during the height of their culture. A 
Chinese traveler, Tcheou Ta-kouan, has 
preserved for us some details. Life in 
general was typically Oriental. The 
king had five wives; one occupied a· 
central position, and each of the others 
one of the four points of the compass. 
Slavery was general, and well-to-do fam
ilies had a hundred or more 
acquired by outright purchase. 
was administered in a cur·ious manner. 
In matters of dispute the adversaries 
were seated facing each other in one of 
the little towers built for this purpose 
in front of the palace. Families, friends, 
and well-wishers gathered below and 
waited in silence. To quote the Chinese 
traveler: "When one, two, three, or four 
days have elapsed, the one who is 
wrong shows it in some way or other; 
either he developes ulcers, or catches 
cold or is seized by a malignant fever. 
The man who is right does not feel in 
the least ill. This settles the merits of 
the case and is called 'heavenly justice.''' 

We learn that women were the most 
shrewd in business at Angkor. A Chi
nese who married a native woman was 
certain to acquire an able partner. 
Tradesmen displayed their merchandise 
on a mat; there were no regular stores 
and each merchant paid rent for his 
space to one of the Mandarins. Small 
purchases were on the basis of barter, 
but for important transactions gold and 
silver were used. 

1945 THE SMILE OF ANGKOR 

Clothing, except that worn for impor
tant functions, was extremely simple; 
merely a strip of cloth wrapped about 
the waist. All the people devoted much 
attention to their hair, which was ar
ranged in a chignon. In majority the 
population was dark skinned, but among 
the aristocracy were some described as 
"white as jade." Our Chinese authority 
noted that a number of his own country
men elected to leave their homes and 
settle in Angkor, and the reasons given 
are amusing: "the climate makes it pos
sible to discard heavy and expensive 
clothing; rice is easily earned, women 
easily found, houses easily furnished, 
and business easily done." 

The ruined cities of Angkor first came 
to Western attention when the French 
scholar, Abel Remusat, translated the 
13th Century record of Tcheou Ta
kouan. The subject was dismissed, how
ever, on the assumption that it was most 
unlikely that any of the old Khmer ci
ties had survived. It was not until Jan
uary 22, 1861, that the French natural
ist, Henri Mouhot, discovered the towers 
of Angkor.Vat. He died shortly after, 
but the material which he collected was 
sufficient to interest explorers and ar
chaeologists, and in a few years the 
world knew that one of the most splen
did ruins of all times lay hidden in the 
jungles of Indo-China. 

The fine arts principally cultivated by 
the Khmers were sculpture and bronze ' 
casting. Both arts reveal a mixture of 
foreign element, especially Hind';l and 
Chinese. In sculpturing, the artists of 
Angkor produced a number of fine 
heads, also full length figures remark
able for their simplicity and sincerity of 
line. But most authorities on Khmer 
art consider that the bas-relief was their 
most important m.edium of esthetic ex

pression. The cutting in these reliefs 
was so shallow that the effect has been 
described as a tapestry in sandstone. 

In bronze casting, the Khmers 
achieved a variety of delightful effects. 
A few heroic pieces have been discov
ered, but most of the bronzes are small 
and delicate miniatures of the figures 
that ornament the palaces and shrines. 
As in the larger works, these figurines 
abound in mythological subject matter. 
There are delightful little dancing 
spirits, belligerent looking lions, seven 
headed cobras, princes and warriors, 
temple dancing girls with tall pagoda
like headdresses, and images of the 
Buddha seated in meditation upon the 
coils of a serpent. 

Khmer art is customarily divided into 
three general periods. The first is called 
pre-Angkorean, and extends roughly from 
the 7th Century to the 10th Century, 
A. D. Figures of this period are distin
guished by the impression of mass and 
weight which they convey. The treat
ment of the female figure is quite 
Hindu, with a pronounced sideward 
thrust of the hip reminiscent of the 
posture of Oriental temple dancers. The 
treatment of draperies is worthy of note. 
These cling so closely to the bodies of 
the entities that the effect is that of al
most complete nudity. 

Occasionally the extreme stylization of 
the Hindu school is modified by the 
subtle grace of the Chinese craftsman of 
the Tang dynasty, for the Hindu and 
Chinese schools were not as yet recon
ciled. The characteristic peculiarities of 
each stand forth sharply; both were rich 
in p~astiC' detail, but the compound was 
dommantly architectural rather "than 
scul ptural. 

The second period, called the first 
Angkorean style, extended from the 10th 
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Century to the 12th Century, and coin
cides with the building of the capital 
city, Angkor-Thom. The Khmer artists 
had then reached that point in the de
velopment of their technique when they 
were able ·to impress their own indi
viduality upon the borrowed traditions 
of China and India. The transition 
was gradual, but the motivation was 
strong and sincere. The artists no lon
ger copied, they created, and achieved a 
perfection of spiritual content unequalled 
by any other Asiatic nation. 

The sculptural art of the first Ang
korean period is characterized by a 
curious stylization in the treatment of 
the human head and face. In the be
ginning, the eyebrows were indicated by 
a straight continuous ridge. It is diffi
cult to define the reaction which this 
simple device stimulates, but perhaps 
we may say that it is sufficiently unna
tural to be appropriate in the depiction 
of superhuman or mythological beings. 
It conveys the impression that the rep
resented figure belongs to another world 
or to a different order of life. 

Another peculiarity of the first Ang
korean period is the double line around 
the eyes and mouth, with sometimes an 
added conventionalized sign of pointed 
shape beneath the chin symbolizing the 
beard. These double lines give the im
pression of drawing, as though the ar
tist had first cut the features and then 
pencilled them to emphasize the con
tours. 
. Plat: One and Plate Two photograph
Ically Illustrate a head belonging to the 
latter part of the first Angkorean period. 
The head is 15Yz inches in height, 
carv~d from ,g~ay stone, and represents 
a deity combmmg Buddhistic and Brah
m~nic characteristics, Brahmanic domin
a~lUg. Plate One shows clearly the con
tmuous line, of the eyebrows, which 
however, whIle a prominent ridge is no 
longer straight. The double lines ~round 
the eyes and mouth show to advantage. 

Ttere are several other details peculiar 
to ~ e Khmer school which are worth 
noting A d'C b 'd' n outstan mg feature of the 
m~r::thO lan, sculpturing is the large full 
ity al~o:hlch. clonveys. a ~ensuous qual-

entire y lackmg m Chinese art 

of the same period. The T'ang and 
Sung artists favored unnaturally small 
mouths with delicately formed lips, giv
ing the impression of being perpetually 
pursed. The deity illustrated also ex
hibits what are called "the long ears of 
wisdom." This is part of the Buddhis
tic symbology and is found wherever 
Buddhism influences art technique. The 
long ears symbolize the power of the 
divinities to hear the prayers and peti
tions of their worshippers. The Chinese 
have long believed that large ear-lobes 
signify a good disposition, nobility of 
'character, and the capacity for under
standing and mental superiority. 

The head is surmounted by an incised 
diadem, above which rises the hairdress 
in a cylindrical pattern. The front of , 
the hair is ornamented with the conven
tional form of the serpent. The head 
is from the area of Angkor and was 
carved in the 12th century. 

The power of Khmer sculpturing is 
not to be discovered by a mere analysis 
of the elements of pattern or design or 
the technique used by the artist. The 
head is obviously geometrical and still 
strongly influenced by the architectural 
quality. This is especially evident in the 
relationship between the headdress and 
the face. The real art is the subtle com
bination of factors to create a desired 
effect. 

To appreciate the psychology of this 
face, turn to Plate Two, which is the 
same image photographed in directly 
front view. By this change of perspec
tive, the details resolve themselves into 
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the mass; and the idea dominates the 
technique. The deity itself emerges, 
and we look upon the face of a being 
strong, calm, detached from all wordli
ness, and resplendent with gentle dign
ity. There is something almost Egyp
tian in the composure, something Hindu 
in the aloofness, something Chinese in 
the subtility; yet withal, the head is 
Khmer; it can nev<;r be mistaken for the 
product of any other school. The ideo
logy of Cambodia radiates from every 
part of the head, and through its strange 
distant expression flows the whole mys
tery of Angkor. By it we touch the 
soul of a people, we know their hopes 
and dreams, .and we discover in that 
soul a strength and beauty which de
mands and receives our spontaneous re
spect. 

The transition between the first and 
second periods of Angkorean art indi
cates a shift in religious psychology 
from Brahmanism to Buddhism. The 
Brahmanic influence remains but is sub
ordinated, at least psychologically, to the 
gentle, mystical quality which pervades 
all Buddhistic art. The technic retains 
the Khmer stamp, but the treatment is 
more subtle and sculptural. 

Plate Three is an outstanding example 
of the second An.gkorean style, which 
extends from the second half of the 12th 
Century to the decline of the Khmer 
culture. The example illustrated still 
retains part of the early influence, but 
all the elements are treated with a sen
sitiveness and refinement not so evident 
in the earlier examples. The heavy 
ridge forming the eyebrows has disap
peared. There is finer modelling and 
less dependence upon the pencil-like 
outlines around the principal features. 
It appears almost as though Plate Three 
represents an entirely different racial 
type. The head is aristocratic, sensitive, 
and almost entirely lacking the Mon
goloid stamp which distinguishes so 
many of the Khmer sculpturings. The 
carving is in light grayish-tan san~stone, 
and measures in height 20Yz IUches. 
The piece was for many years in the 
Yamanaka collection, and has been re
produced several times ill art journals. 

The head represents Buddha as a 
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young man with finely and delicately 
sculptured features. In certain lighting 
the impression is that of an adolescent 
boy. The eyes are open, showing the 
pupils, which is unusual; the full lips 
curve upward in a benign smile. The 
eyebrows are treated with much more 
delicacy than is usual with this school. 
The hair is formally braided and is sur
mounted with a quatrefoil topknot. 
There appears to be an ornamented 
band holding the hair in place. The 
figure has been repaired at the neck and 
the right shoulder, and the lower lobe 
of the right ear is broken away. 

The face and head show high organic 
quality and structural refinement. The 
ears with the long lobes of wisdom re
veal an interesting trifoliate sculptural 
treatment of their inner parts. The 
shoulders are beautifully modeled, and 
·the composite effect is one of appealing 
simplicity and dignity. 

The lines of this head and the treat
ment of the eyes are especially reminis
cent of Egyptian art of the period of 
Akhnaton. The contrast between the 
severity of the face and shoulders, and 
the ornate and detailed treatment of the 
hair, is most pleasing. This head was 
carved in the early years of the 13th 
Century. 

Rene Grousset, in The Civilizations of 
the East (Vol. II) thus describes the 
transition between the first and second 
Angkorean style: "Instead of these heads 
with their 'conventionalized construc
tion,' we suddenly find ourselves in the 
presence of faces that are strangely gen
tle and living! So living, indeed, and so 
gentle that in this respect Khmer art at 
a single bound equals and surpasses all 
that Indian art has had to show us. 
In the second Angkorean manner of 
Cambodia, together with the Javanese 
art of Borobudur, we find an art that is 
quite close to ourselves, infinitely idealis
tic, it is true, but also infinitely tender; 
here we have no effort at adaptation to 
make; even in the presence · of the gods 
we fe~l, as in Greek art, the delightful 
se~satlOn, of a fullness of humanity, 
With whIch we are wholly in touch." 

As we study the descent of the Khmer 
sculptural tradition we see the grave 
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stone images slowly change their expres
sion. Little by little an elusive fleeting 
smile lights the features, dispelling the 
gloom of the old faith. This is the 
mysterious smile of Angkor, a smile far 
deeper in hidden meaning than that 
which hovers about the features of Da 
Vinci's Mona Lisa. The Smile of Ang
kor is the most famous and most won
derful facial expression in the world of 
art. 

Like the rays of the early morning 
sun slanting through the jungle and 
spreading a soft gleam over the ancient 
carvings of Angkor this strange smile 
lights up the faces of thousands of im
ages and bas· reliefs in the long terraces, 
deep shrines, and ruined temples. It 
touches the faces of gods and gives the 
austere old Brahmanic deities a patient 
sweetness. It radiates from menacing 
demons taking from evil spirits their 
power to frighten and to harm. It 
lurks like some elusive sprite in dark 
passageways, and is repeated indefinitely 
in the faces of the dancing girls, postur
ing in their stone niches. Great Siva 
smiles down upon his ancient city. 
Smiling lion dogs guard the entrance 
ways. Nor does the smile become mon
otonous because of repetition; always it 
is a little different, and forever it is 
releasing a subtle beauty of spirit 
through the cold gray medium of stone. 

Of this smile M. Grousset writes: 
"Sometimes, when, for instance', it hap
pense to shed its illumination upon some 
~lender .type revealing Indian influence, 
It remams absolutely immaterial and 
ethereal; so much so that the smile is 
the essential feature of the face' at other 
t~me.s it acquires an even more' poignant 
slgmficance, when its great peace des
ce?ds l!pon some mask-like native type 
With ~Igh cheek bones and thick lips, 
breathmg a deeply human quality. This 
contrast between the racial type and the 
gleam. of supernatural illumination this 
hflectlon of the divine light falling' upon 
t e .dull matter, is perhaps the most 
!?ovmg th.ing to be found in our collec-

Ith~n. t. IS even more curious to find 
15 smile of B ddh' k' 1Vhat " u 1st mdliness on 

was. ongmally a demon head as 
In one of t~ finest , Kru:ner 
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figures in the Musee Guimet, represent
ing, a yakshak converted by Buddha, 
with protruberant eyes and fangs peep
ing out of the corners of the mouth, the 
whole face of this carnivorous monster 
being transformed and sanctified by the 
preaching of the Blessed One." 

The finest collection of Khmer sculp
turing outside of Cambodia is housed in 
the Musee Guimet in Paris. The ex
ample illustrated with this article ' is re
presentative of the final form of the 
Angkor smile. In this head all tech
nique is subordinated to the strange 
and raptured expression. Most of the 
traditional design factors of Khmer art 
have disappeared. The power of the 
school remains, however, lurking mys
teriously in the lights and shadows of 
this wonderful sculpturing. 

Plate Four is a challenge to all artists 
seeking to 'escape from the limitation of 
realism. Here is proof positive that it 
is possible to reveal extra-physical values 
through a physical medium. The re
lease of a spiritual power through art 
is not to be achieved by a struggle 
against literalism. It is the natural re
sult of the culturing of consciousness 
and the setting up of spiritual values in 
the tradition and school to which the 
art belongs. 

The smile of Angkor is Buddhism in 
stone. It is the force of an inner con
viction about life and living. Some
where in the dark jungles of Cambodia 
a mystical experience came to a nation. 
Because the experience was internal, sub
jective and completely intangible, it de
fied any formal expression of itself. 
Most Buddhist painting and sculpturing 
is the work of priests or craftsmen 
trained and supervised by priests. So 
long as art was under the influence of 
religion, its primary purposes were to 
teach, to enlighten, and to ennoble. The 
ideal quality is th.e main difference be
tween sacred and profane art. 

When the Buddhist artist resolved to 
portray the spiritual convictions through 
painting or sculpturing, he selected first 
the materials necessary. After stretching 
his silk or setting up his stone he seated 
himself quietly and visualized internally 
the universal truth which he desired to 
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From 1/,. MUJellm 0/ 1/,. PhiloJophical Research Sociely 
PLATE ONE-Th is stone sc ulptured head is an excellent example of the ancien t art 
of Ang kor, in French Indo-China. [t da tes from abou t the 12th Centur y, when 
the Khmer artists had begun to impress their Own indiv idual ity upon the borro wed 
traditions of China and India, [n the curlo us styliza tion of the treaunent of the 
[ace the eyebrows are particul arl y to be noted, in sensitive refinem ent of the earl y 
dev ice of ind ica ting eye.br,lws by a straight continuous ridge , a device sufficientl y 
unnatu ra l to be appropriate in the depiction of superhuman or mythologica l beings, 
in conveying the impression tha t the represented figure belongs to another wo rld 
or to a different order of life. The head represents a deity combin ing Budd histi~ 
and Brahmanic characteristics, Brahma nic dom inatin~ 
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From the Museu.m 0/ the Philosophical Research Society 
PLATE Tw<r--A directly front view uf the same image illustrated in Plate One, 
conveying the full impression of a deity strong, calm, detached from all worldliness·. 
The large full mouth conveys a sensuous quality almost entirely lacking in Chinese 
art of the same period. The deity also exhibits what are called 'the long ears of 
wisdom,' a symbol found whercv~r Buddhism influences art technique to convey 
the id.ea that divinities ha ve the power to hear the prayer and petitions of their 
worshippers 

.. 

T· 
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From the Museum of the Philosophical Re,'earcll Society 
PLATE THR EE-A later and oumandlng example of the developed art of Angkor, 
carved in the ea rly yea rs of the J 3th Century. The carving is in light grayish-tan 
sandstone, the modeling is finer and the hea vy ridge forming the eyebrows has 
disappeared; the heacl is aristocratic, sensitive, and almost entirely lacking the 
Mongoloid stamp. The head represent, Buddha as a young man; the eyes are 
open, showing the pupils, which is unusual, and the full lips curve upward with 
a benign smile 
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From the Musec Guimct 
PLATE FouR-The fi nal fo rm of the Angkor smile; all technique is subordinate to 
the strange and raptured expression, the power lurking mysterious l~ in the . lights 
and shadows. This head of a Bod hisatt va is a challenge to all artists seeklOg to 
escape from the limitation of realism, fo r here is proof positive that it is possible 
to reveal extraphysical values through a physical medium. The snule of Angkor 
I~ Duddhism in ston~ 
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convey. This process of visualization 
might be repeated every day for several 
months before the priestly artist took up 
brush or chisel. In many instances pe
culiarities of the medium itself in
fluenced the ultimate form of the design. 
Flaws in jade, the twisted shapes of 
coral, flecks in amber, and the grain in 
wood might appear to the Occidental 
artisan as unfortunate defects. To the 
Oriental, however, these irregularities be
came an integral part of design. They 
were included in the mystic realization, 
and as a result contributed much to the 
ultimate beauty of the work. 

The artist remained quietly in con
templation until his inward vision was 
sufficiently perfected to express its own 
power through him. He knew art as 
impulse. He did not try to carve an 
image or chip 'along day after day hop
ing for the best. The conception was 
complete before he even touched the 
physical media. Finally, completely pos
sessed by the internal image, he painted 
or carved with a certainty of technique 
almost beyond our comprehension. The 
creative impulse required only perfect 
obedience from his skillful fingers. 
There was never any hesitancy or error, 
and nothing of experimentalism. He 
knew exactly what to do, because the 
perfected design was within himself 
with all the delicate and plastic quality 
of a form fashioned from thought, ima
gination, and emotion. 

In the end the rapturous expression 
which he had seen and felt within his 
own heart gazed back at him from the 
silk or stone. He had created the form
less in form. The gods, dwelling in the 
subjective lives of their devotees, came 
forth from their dark retreats and 
adorned the walls of their cities with 
the images of themselves. The artists 
were only the channels, the doorway for 
these processionals of spirits. 

Buddhism was the most civilizing 
force in Asia. It brought to half the 
world the deep and abiding realization 
of the brotherhood of man. It taught 
gentle and kindly ways of thought and 
action, and invited humanity to a mystic 
sacrament of compassion and good 
works. Its simple message released hun

dreds of millions of human beings from 
the tyrany of distant and revengeful 
gods. Buddhism brought with it not 
only a doctrine of spiritual release, but 
a powerful social and political message. 
Under its influence the inner life be
came more beautiful and the outer life 
more reasonable. 

The Arhats and Lohans of the Bud
dha journeyed to the most distant parts 
of Asia. They visited Tibet, China, 
Burma, Siam, Cambodia, and Japan. 
Always they brought with them books, 
poetry, art, music, and philosophy. They 
succeeded because they sought only the 
good, and men find what they seek. 
Race after race, nation after nation, 
tribe after tribe, accepted the Law of 
the Compassionate Lord, and through 
this acceptance found an inner peace and 
understanding greater than they had 
ever kown. The Buddhist art of Asia 
is one vast memorial created to express 
the gratitude of mankind for the vision 
of a better way of life. 

Images of the Buddha appeared a
mong all the converted peoples; in each 
case the likeness of the Great Teacher 
was in the terms of their own racial 
type. In Siam, Buddha was a Siamese, 
in China a Chinese. Perhaps this was 
an essential part of the doctrine. For 
Buddhism is a realization taking place 
within humanity itself, and manifesting 
through the forms of races, nations, and 
individuals. The peace that Buddhism 
brought to China is shown on Chinese 
faces. The wisdom that Buddhism 
brought to Tibet shines through the 
eyes of devotees whose faces are as 
Mongolian as those of the wild tribes. 

Wherever the Buddhist teachings 
went, a calm and ,gentle serenity went 
with it. The cruel old gods softened 
their expressions. The light of compas
sion transformed their leering scowls 
into gracious childlike smiles . . 

Each of the Buddhist nations inter
preted mystical revelation in the terms 
of their Own experience. In some coun
tries the images become strangely calm 
and aloof, in others, great dignity is the 
keynote. Some reacted emotionally, and 
the carvings represent soft-eyed Bodhi
sattvas with haunting wistfulness in their 
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glances. Only in Cambodia did the 
Buddhist mystery touch some responsive 
chord of ecstacy. }Iere the faces radiate 
an indescribable gladness. Religion had 
brought happiness at last. This gladness 
in the old stone faces transcends knowl
edge and thought. There is no longer 
the expression of seeking, waiting and 
hoping. It is the face of fulfillment, 
bearing witness to the perfect acceptance 
and perfect working of the Law. 

It is impossible to explain why this 
mystery should find its fulfillment in 
the jungles of Indo-China. Perhaps it 
was due to the strange mingling of 
bloods, an alchemy that was partly phys
ical and partly meta-physical. India 
never understood Buddhism, although for 
centuries it was dominated by the teach
ings. China was too sophisticated to 
abandon itself entirely to spiritual activ
ity. It remained for the . little known 
Khmers to give the world the most per
fect symbolism of the Buddhist message. 

After the passing of centuries, the re
ligious art of the Khmers has found its 
way into the great museums and gal
leries of Europe and America. As yet, 
very little effort has been made to ex
amine in terms of psychology these ex
quisite fragments of the past. Even 
Western artists, who should be most 
sensitive to the implications and over
tones of the Khmer technique, are al
most completely ignorant of the values 
i?volved. For some years Western crea
tive artistry has been struggling valiantly 
to break down the traditional limitations 
imposed by the medieval and early 
mode;n schools. Unfortunately, this 
breakmg away from convention is large
ly an attempt to be different, rather than 
an .attempt to be better. The motivation 
is ingenuity rather than inspiration. The 

artist wants to be different, but he does 
not know how to be different, and falls 
back upon the infantile device of dis
tortion. 

We hear much these days about art
ists who want to paint psychological por
traits. They wish to convey, not merely 
physical appearance, but character, in 
this way to reveal the invisible but all
powerful personality which lies behind 
form and structure. But invariably the 
artist himself has no comprehension of 
the spiritual force within human beings. 
He is not even a trained psychologist. 
He is attempting to convey his. impres
sions without any real justification for 
the impressions themselves. He is grop
ing for a symbolical medium without 
knowing the real language of symbol
ism. i 

If the Western artist would study East
ern art, he would discover the secret 
which he seeks. The source of all great 
art is the soul-power of the artist him
self. Without a great idealism, without 
strong inner convictions, without a pos
sessing beauty within himself, the artist 
can neither understand nor depict. His 
art can never be greater than himself. 

Through the study of the great phi
losophies of life, through the inward ex
perience of mystical truth, and through 
a complete consecration to the workings 
of beauty in life and nature, the artist 
builds within himself the mystical un
derstanding which must im pel creative 
expression. As these qualities increase 
through patient and loving self disci
pline, the artist will discover the quali
ties which he has developed reflected 
back to him from the paintings and 
statues which he makes. As his own 
soul grows wise, and his heart is patient 
with the love of man, his skill will be 
touched with a larger genius. Then the 
faces which he paints and moulds will 
reveal the subtle qualities of his own 
consciousness. 

The old wisdom will then come back 
to the world through its arts; and who 
knows but that some day the tedious 
portraiture of the West will be lighted 
with the Smile of Angkor. 

(A SPECIAL CONTRIBUTION TO HORIZON) 

• Madame Blauatsl(y's ideas 
about a new order ot religious lite 

The Coming 
World Religion 

THE teachings of The Secret Doctrine 
are an evidence that Madam Blavat

sky had come to certain practical con
clusions concerning the development of 
the spiritual life of the race that were 
almost prophetic in her time. She had 
very definite ideas about the establish
ment of a new spiritual dispensation in 
our world of today, the teaching of a 
new order of religious life. 

We have passed through a series of 
religious experiences. Let us consider 
the parallel between these experiences 
and certain others in another department 
of our living. Imagine that you were 
in business 200 years ago-to a large 
number of persons business is their life; 
it is that which means the most to them 
in their daily experience. And so, you 
were in business 200 years ago, and ex
periencing an economic structure, a ser
ies of laws, regulations, and conditions 
entirely foreign to anything we know 
today. Two hundred years ago it was 
a crime, punishable by years of imprison
ment, for two or more persons to get 
together and form what we know as a 
corporation. A shoemaker and his sons 
might work at the same bench, or 
might have an apprentice or two; but 
any attempt to, say, open a chain of shoe 
repair stores would land him in jail. 
This was because such expansion would 
give him buying power, psychological 
advantage, and enable him to compete 
unfairly with the individual cobbler. 

At that time there was almost no 
advertising, as we know it. I have an 
old newspaper wit~ the announcement: 

Sidney Barton, Esq., will accept two 
or three genteel scholars for the con
sideration of mathematics in 200 easy 
lessons. In reply please pay postage 
both ways for it is impossible for the 
mathematician to stand the extrava
gance of postage. 

..3 

That was advertising! 
Now, as it is with business, ·so it is 

with government, politics, philosophy, 
and religion. We must realize that peri
odically the world deVelops a new view
point, and the new one is not merely 
the extension of the old. It is something 
definitely new; and until it arises the 
human mind does not know what this 
experience will be, has no way of cop
ing with it. We strain to imagine a 
world different from the one we live in, 
we find it hard to believe that human 
beings hold an attitude different from 
ours. Yet history shows that change is 
eternal. Every generation registers 
changes, and things that we now regard 
as absolutely certain foundations of our 
life will disappear, and methods we now 
consider to be based in the most abstract 
and impossible ideals will become the 
simple practical ways of doing things. 

We have a belief, a tradition about 
religion; it is inconceivable to us that 
this will basically change. We are will
ing to assume it can be variously ex
pressed; but it never occurs to the aver
age individual that religion will ever be 
very different from what we know it to 
be today. Yet there is every indication 
at this pre~ent time that there are going 
to be .maJor changes in our spiritual
conception. 
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Religion for the last several thousand 
years has been a process of veneration 
of heroic persons who have brought 
spiritual revelations to the world. These 
heroic personalities whom we regard as 
Messiahs, or World Teachers, have 
brought dispensations of spiritual tradi
tions. Buddha brought one to India 
600 years before the Christian era. 
Buddhism is a curious combination of 
a veneration for a doctrine and venera
tion for a man. Jesus brought a dispen
sation to the Near East 2000 years ago, 
and our entire religious life revolves 
about a conflict of which is the more 
important, the doctrine, or the man. 
To the orthodox Christian thinker, the 
man is important, for it has been ex
pressed repeatedly by leading religion
ists that the accomplishment of a reli
gious life apart from the personal ac
ceptance of the divinity of Christ does 
not constitute a promise of salvation. 

We have this confliqt in regard' to 
persons, in all cases; but in principles 
never. \ 

Periodically in the history of the pro
gress of mankind certain spiritual lead
ers emerge. These leaders sound key
notes, and these are the bases of a 
dispensation of spiritual life. Madame 
Blavatsky taught that as part of the 
Esoteric School, these religious leaders 
were related to each other, emerging in 
a sequence of pattern and design, each 
one expressing in terms of a time and a 
place the eternal wisdom of the Secret 
Doctrine. 

In other words, a World Teacher is a 
great enlightened seer or sage who in
terprets eternal truths in terms of the 
practical necessity of a race, a time, or 
a natio~. Revealed religions are aimed 
at meetmg the spiritual need of a great 
n~mber of people, and nearly all reli
gl(;>~s have been pointed to the under
pnvtleged. They have been pointed to 
those who have lacked the opportunity 
lacked the wealth, lacked the freedom' 
lad ked the incentive, which might hav~ 
e to ~rofound scholarship.


Certaml thO .
h Y lS lS true of the religions 
le:Jer;h know. ~early all religious 
needs of a~h taught m the terms of the 

e common man. Jesus cer

tainly followed in this' path, as did 
Buddha, Mohammed, Zoroaster, and 
Confucius. Those of less pronounced 
divinity but of equal philosophic pro
fundity, such as Socrates, also aimed 
their messages at the downtrodden maj
ority. Therefore, in all faiths we must 
recognize that a revealed religion is not 
necessarily a profound doctrine, not ne
cessarily a deep philosophy. It is a code 
of life. It expresses a point of view, a 
tradition, suitable to the average indi

o vidual. It is an esoteric thing, reinter
preted, simplified, re-stated so that the 
average person may benefit socially by 
inspiration and encouragement toward 
right living. 

It naturally follows that any law or 
system which is aimed at the majority 
must work a hardship upon the minor
ity. The minority problem is the un
solved problem of human society. 

When a philosophy is aimed at a 
majority, two extremes of popular con
sciousness are thwarted in their reason
able expectancy. For example, there are 
those whose minds are not capable of 
assimilating even the exoteric traditions 
of religion, those that are suitable to be 
imparted to a general public. This 
makes it necessary for religion itself, in 
the form of theology, to break down 
doctrine to a degree of extreme.· sim
plicity within the abilities of the des
cending scale of human understanding. 

At the opposite end, the positive end, 
of this scale, there are those whom re
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ligion does not reach-not religion as 
we know it. These persons do not lack 
patience, understanding, or tolerance, but 
they demand for their satisfaction a 
more profound explanation. Although 
in certain measure, ethics, morality, and 
culture are accessible to all, a spiritual 
and intelligent grasp of the esoteric 
problem is reserved for the minority. 
The only religion up to the present time 
that has met this with any degree of 
satisfaction is Buddhism, because it is 
the only religion that the individual 
can use without the religion placing a 
limitation upon his personal perspective. 
I do not know of any other religion in 
which you could go to a priest and say, 
"Reverend sir, I would like to join an 
opposing faith," and the priest would 
reply, "That is . excellent; go right 
ahead." But this is Buddhism, Buddhism 
has the peculiar quality of seeing itself 
in everything else. Perhaps it is a kind 
of sublime egotism, but it sees itself in 
Mohammedism, in Taoism, in Confu
cianism, just as much as in its own 
temples. It does not recognize the pos
sibility of religious controversy. It does 
not recognize the possibility of the in
dividual losing the chance of spiritual 
salvation by departing from one path 
and taking another. 

This viewpoint to our Western mind 
is almost incomprehensible. In every
thing we do, from business to politics, 
we always have those who are for, and 
those who are .against; and our for-ers 
and against-ers cannot imagine a condi
tion wherein they would not be constan
tly wrangling. Our religion seems tepid 
unless we are accusing some other re
ligion of false doctrines. 

Religions as principles are not an
tagonistic to each other; but man in his 
enthusiasm has always interpreted re
ligious devotion as the persecution of 
someone else. We seek to prove we 
are good, God-fearing . people by making 
miserable someone else who does no.t 
agree with us. That is one of our false 
beliefs regarding veneration. We think 
we honor God by defending Him 
against false gods. 

Our beliefs must alter; the changes 
that are coming into our world are forc

ing this decision into our consciousness. 
The pattern of the deified hero, the ex~ 
ceptional leader in religion, is gradually 
disappearing-as in every other walk of 
life. In our modern world we are not 
depending upon exceptional individuals 
for accomplishment, but upon team
work, in groups working together for 
a single purpose. 

Gradually outgrowing our concept of 
religious heroes, we are outgrowing our 
belief in a religion based upon exoteric 
or exterm.l veneration of persons. We 
are at the moment in a peculiar posi
tion in our . experience mechanism. We 
are struggling to free ourselves from the 
relationships between ideals and idofs. 
We are suffering from our difficulty in 
disassociating our idols from the person 
with whom they have been identified. 
If we do not like someone's haircut we 
think he could not have anything im
portant to say. We have a great deal 
of religious prejudice that is based upon 
shades of complexion, and it is very im
portant in religion whether the individu
al is wearing a top-hat or a turban. Our 
religions are identified with people, with 
places, with schools; with races we like, 
and with races we do not like; with 
people we think are superior, and with 
others we appraise as inferior. 

Democracy means fairness, and yet 
that is one of the qualities that has been 
lacking in it since the beginning. We 
are beginning to realize this now. We 
are still unfair, but we at least no longer 
enjoy it; and that is a good sign; we 
are on the way to a bigger and broader 
basis of thinking and living. 

Russia is going to give us a chance 
for a full test of a better attitude, for 
Russia of the future represents a problem 
child. It will be quite true that Russia 
~hou!d not do certain things that Russia 
IS very likely to do, but there will be 
things that we should not either. But 
during the period of the pot calling the 
kettle black, Russia will remain impor
tant to observers in all nations, for this 
country is the great laboratory of ex
perimentation and progress. The first 
nation in the modern world to dare a 
complete turnover of old traditions, its 
rebellion is important because of the 
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quality of the tradition which was ulterior motive. 
thrown over. It was tradition that was The period of disillusionment · is not 
dogmatic, absolute, and crystallized. lasting; belief comes creeping back when 
Russia has given us a new attitude to the unbeliever is not looking. · Most peo
ward religion, and the experiment will ple pass through unbelief during the 

middle period of life, and the reason is,spread.
This does not mean that we will take because during that period they are most 

the Russian point of view, or that we self-sufficient; the most likely period for 
will pass through Russia's experience, agnosticism is between the ages of twen
for one of the things Russians believed ty-five' and forty. Rarely does a person 
was that they could get along without become an agnostic at sixty. At sixty, 
religion. This has not been an issue one has lived too long, experienced too 
with us, but a considerable number of much. In order to be an unbeliever you 
intellectual Americans in the top intel must be unaware of the facts of life. 
lectual strata are agnostic, if not atheis It is easy to be ·an agnostic when you 
tic. And agnosticism dominates a large are in high school; but, as Bacon said: 
percentage of those who control the "much learning brings man back again 
major portion of our resources and to God." 
wealth. It has been said that ninety-five Russia's attempt to be god.less was 
percent of our nation's wealth is in the the dismal failure that it always must 
hands of five percent of the people. I be. Russia realized that theology, par
think the war has shuffled that figure a ticularly the church, had failed, and 
little, probably to ninety percent and there was no use going back to ortho
ten; but whether it is five percent or doxy, because that would rebuild and 
ten percent, those who control our empower the old religious aristocracy; 
wealth include a large percentage of ag the church would again go on at the 
nostics, those who assert the impossibil expense of the people. What to do? 
ity of any knowledge of God or of ul Russia let the people work it out them
timate things. So it is foolish of us to selves. Many of the churches were re
point to Russia and say, "Russia is god opened, but the Soviet put up billboards 
less," for so are many of our own people, advising the people if they wanted to 
but they have not come out with that go to church they could, but it was a 
admission with the honesty of Russia. sign that they were rather silly-minded. 
The reason is, the powerful five percent Russia said, in effect: Make up your 
maintain their economic superiority by own mind; do that which you think is 
depending upon the ninety-five percent right. We are telling you what we 
who are God-fearing, and therefore ag think is right; and if you don't do it, 
nosticism is not a subject to be discussed the consequences are yours. 
in public. Russia's tolerance did not embrace all 

national problems, but it was broad inThe experience of agnosticism seems 
the matter of religion. The mainto be inevitable to nations and individu
thing to insure was that religion wasals. Look back over your own reli


gious convictions and you will very like not used for the overthrowing of the 

Soviet regime. Very few of us realizely remember that in your early child
the peculiar religious background ofhood you were brought up in an ortho
Russia. We know of the religions of~ox belief, which after a while grew a 

httle weak with you; and then no doubt China, India, and Persia, but who ever 
you passed through a period of unbelief heard of the religion of Russia! 
and h f ' . per aps a ter a while you became This great area, along with part of 
mterested in metaphysics philosophy Siberia, has held as many or more re
and O' l' , ,d nen? Ism. Passage through peri- ligious beliefs than any country on earth. 
o s 0i behef. and unbelief is also neces Most of them have .been mystical, highfry <;Ir natiOns and civilizations. Re ly transcendenta!,. mvolved in magic,b:1on us~ally disillusions the follower considerably remlDlscent of the Arabian 

cause It goes. into partnership with Nights Entertainment. Strange indeed 
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have been the creeds, cults, and doc state of affairs, and there is not much 
trines. Included are curious stories about to live for. 
Jesus being reborn in Russia; and early But with the war a vast number of 
Russian pageants combined the old or Russians turned back to God. It is one 
thodox doctrine and the Oriental doc thing to live through Five Year Plans, 
trine in an astonishing way. A curious be patted on the back and called Com
product of Russian mysticism was the rade, but it is something else to send 
Russian monk we know as Rasputin, your· loved ones out to die. Then, how
a member of one of these mystical cults ever great your faith in Russia, it is not 
that dominated Russia. enough. The need is for something 

In Russian experiments to evolve the personal. So some of the people went 
form of a substitute for theology the back to the priest; some still kneel and 
human mind followed tradition, fell say their beads before the image of 
back upon the first and basic impulse of Lenin. 
those who are not mature religiously, The lesson of this experience is, reli
and that is to turn to idolatry. Russia gion is again coming out, expressed in 
proceeded to deify Nikolai Lenin. Lenin the people's faith, not in a faith forced 
became the god of Russia. Lenin was upon them. 
the personification of a great hope. There can be no doubt that the next 
Icons and religious figures disappeared major dispensation in the religious world 
from the family shrine, replaced by a will be the dispensation of religion by 
portrait of Lenin with a candle on either experience. 
side. Prayers were adressed · to him. Now, what will be the approach? 
He was asked to intercede in heaven One difficulty will be that we have for 
for them, by a people who did not be the last 2000 years been under a nominal 
lieve in God. Lenin, substitute deity, religious system. We are nominally a 
became the answer to the problem man religious people; we are proud of our 
ever faces, that he must venerate, adore, churches; we are proud of our tolerance. 
or worship something--or someone. But our religion sits so lightly upon us 

that it never interferes much with anyPretty soon the niche was enlarged to 
nocontain the portrait of Stalin. These thing we are doing. There can b.e 

argument that religion is contributingtwo are the annointed of Russian life 
to the morality and ethics of our people,and consciousness. It is not especially 
but only in part, and in a small way.unusual to see Russian peasants kneel 
Religion may prevent the majority ofin front of a portrait of Lenin and say 
people from comitting crimes of viotheir beads, and these prayerful ones will 
lence, but it does not inspire them toassure you that they are not Catholics 
great and exceptional acts of virtue. We and that they do not believe in God. 

not bad as would be withoutThis is very interesting evidence of the are as we 
it. But certainly we are not as good aseternal conflict in human consciousness. 
we should be with it. This obvious It is the outward sign of the discovery 
state of affairs reveals the basic weakness that the religious world is real, and 
of so-called revealed theologies.nothing else is; it expresses inner real


ization of the suspicion that if the vis A revealed theology is one imposed 

ible world is all there is, this is a pretty upon people by a kind of legislation. 

dismal life, man's is a rather hopeless The average individual is not a Chris
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as something that is our own, that wetian by personal experience; he is a 
have made with ,our own hands, thatChristian like those who have decided 
we have conceived with our own lives.for him whether he is a Democrat or 
Last year in New Mexico I studied theRepublican-because his father was; or, 
folk-religion of the resident descendantsbecause the best people are. I once 
of the early American settlers, a peopleasked a friend, "Why are you a Chris
who have lived completely isolated andtian?" And he said, "What else is there 
away from all influence of the outsideto be?" 
world for nearly 300 years. Here onIn the fact that we have only one 
the most slender thread of tradition they belief, with four or five hundred ways 
have built their folk-art, their folk-phiof defining it, we have an appearance of 
losophy, their folk-religion. They havespiritual unity which is not at all real. 
their own way of worship, which theyWe are united because there is nothing 
discovered in the mountains; they haveelse to be. It has never occurred to the 
their own religious images, which theyaverage Christian that any other religion 
carved by hand; their concept of symis worth looking into. It is enlighten
bols is their own, their own because iting to watch the s,mprised; look that 
has grown up with them in the wildercomes on the face of one who, traveling 
ness. There is a dramatic integrityfor the first time in a foreign country, 
about their religion. It is an experience,enters the great Mohammedan mosque 

in Delhi and sees , 35,000 followers of not a doctrine. 
Islam at prayer. He is sure to turn to These are days when everything we 
his companions and say, "I did not are doing in life is moving from an 
know there was anything in the world acceptance basis to an experience basis, 
like this. I guess I have never thought which explains in a measure why we 

anyone believed except as I do." are undergoing an experience such asthat 

izes 
in 
is 
can 

on 
so 

the 

a 

a 

The pained look deepens when he real war. We are in the process of Jearning 
that the best we can get together that the individual must develop the 

one church in New York at one time power to create his world from within 
four thousand. The Mohammedans himself. From within himself must 

get 35,000 together, and that is come the ' standard by which he lives. 
amazing. He must not obey laws merely because 

One explanation is, that here in our they are set up as statutes in his com
own world, we have no religious experi muuity. The laws to be obeyed are 
ence. Our religion sort of descends laws that move within himself. No per
upon us with baptism, our religion is son is law-abiding until he has experi
poured on. Perhaps then at Sunday enced law within his consciousness. His 
School we followed St. Paul's journey motivation must not be a fear of break

a map with red-head pins. We are, ing law; it must be that he has discov
to speak, slowly absorbed into the ered the right way of doing things. 

structure of our religion, as we are into And it must be the same way with be
structure of our economics. We liefs. From medieval and early modern 

have no state religion. But we do have times-as you can still hear over the 
blanket religion. There are only two radio-religion has been used as a per

groups; the agnostics, and the believers. suasion to salvation through fear or 
And agnostics are a minority, although through hope. Neither method is a 

powerful minority. procedure. 
. So, we have little experience in reli True religion must be a spontaneous 

g~o~. Religion is {brought to us by in motion; it must be something that 
diViduals who tel us what to believe comes through the consciousness of a 
and promi l"f .'W se us sa vatton I we beheve. people; it must be something we dis

e take orders in religion as we take cover in our daily living and thinking; 
orders from . fa superVisor, oreman or it must be something that emerges out 
gener~1. manager. ' of what occurs to us as experience in 

Rehglon is properly to be thought of our living. 
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This means that the religions of the 
future are going to be more and more 
closely identified: .with consciousness. 

Man is on the verge of developing 
and expanding his extra-sensory percep
tions beyond the five senses. We may 
not realize it, but we are all infinitely 
more sensitive than our ancestors, more 
apperceptive, more inductive, and more 
subtle. More and more we are becom
ing aware of an inner power within 
ourselves. Occasionally we get a glimpse 
of it, and then it is l-ost to us again; but 
in some way we know it is there, and 
we are searching and struggling to re
lease it. We also know that as that 
power evolves in us, it will build the 
internal awareness which is the basis of 
integrity of action. 
_No ..individual can be true to that 

of which he is not aware by internal 
experience. ' This is what the Ancients 
called mysticism. Mysticism is not an 
experience of wandering about after 
strange beliefs, but is the substitution of 
internal awareness for external orders. 
Sermons are then less to our taste; 
increasingly we want to think things 
through for ourselves. It is no longer 
satisfactory to have every jot and tittle 
of things explained to us; we want more 
and more to explQre our own imagina
tion. 

We are re-discovering imagination in 
art, music, and drama. Not very long 
ago, when a painter painted a picture he 
painted everything exactly as it was. 
That is no longer regarded as good art. 
That does not allow us to go to the 
other extreme and paint everything as it 
is not, but to insert a challenge to the 
mind of the observer. When an artist 
paints a large forest, he does not paint 
every tree in it, but an impression of the 

' forest, a sense of mass values and subtle 
shadows, which the eye of the beholder 
fills in. Mysticism is the knowledge of 
filling in. ' 

Two hundred years ago man was not 
capable of filling in. Because growth is 
now taking place in consciousness, we 
today no longer build the elaborate thea
tre sets that delighted the theatergoer of 
yesterday; our stage ~ets are very simI;>le 
and we allow the mmd to fill them m. 

1 *~ 

And this it does very satisfactorily, be
cause the mind is capable of determina
tion and judgment. 

The difference between the lens of 
the human eye and the lens of the cam
era is worth consideration. The eye 
lens of the camera is absolutely accurate, 
and yet if you are not careful in hand
ling the camera you get a distorted pic
ture. The human eye is less accurate, 
and yet, except for rare cases of extreme 
optical sickness, the image is nearly al
ways better reflected. The lens of the 
camera does not have imagination. Even 
the most technical process of seeing is 
ninety percent imagination, and only ten 
percent perspective. A certain amount 
of the image is mechanically reflected by 
the eye; but what you see is put in or
der for you by your mind. Photograph 
a tall monument with a camera, and 
you get a picture showing it falling over 
backward. Your eyes do not see it fall
ing over backward. Although both 
lenses see the same thing, your mind 
says, no, it isn't falling over, and 
straightens it right back up again. Your 
mind has the power of adjustment to 
fact. The theology of religion is much 
like the lens of the camera; it may be 
well organized and accurate as far as it 
goes, but it is too mechanical. Theology 
is out of focus all the time. A man's 
religion may be out of focus when he 
gets it, but his mind can put it in or
der. Unless his mind has been so dis
torted b~ tradition that he has no way 
of knowmg what he should see he will 
straighten it up, put it in order, and 
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look upon something that is suitable and also obey through understanding." So 

useful to him. Therefore, as we see you can either fear the Law, understand 

mostly with the mind, and only slightly the Law, or love the Law; but if you 

with the eye, so we experience with con disobey the Law, you die. 

sciousness a process of seeing. As an ex To merely say, "Obey the law" is not 

perience mostly within ourselves, the enough. In order to obey the Law we 

physical shapes of the things seen in must know what it is, and love it. To 

that experience are comparatively unim love it, we must understand it. 

portant. Not what happens, but our So, what is to be obeyed is the basis 

experience reaction to it, determines the of the great structure of religion, phi

values. losophy, science, and the arts. It is ne


A number of persons passing through cessary then for us to know the sub· 
the same experience will come out with stance of obedience. The Ancients knew 
different conclusions. This is because what the obedience was from the story 
the eye of experience-- or reason, as we in the great dispensational work of the 
know it-puts the pattern back together Aryans, The Institution of Manu, which 
again, according to our own preconcep are the Great Books of the Law. These 
tions of what that pattern must be. If ' tells us what we must obey, and why 
our preconceptions are correct, the pat we must obey them, explaining that it 
tern will be put back in excellent form; is only through obedience at first that 
if they are incorrect, the pattern becomes we shall be able to survive long enough 
the basis of a definite mental unbalance. to learn to love, to learn to understand. 
Most of our so-called psychological dis A small child can not be taught the 
turbances are merely putting experiences full complication of the world about 
into incorrect patterns; they are the mis him, but must be taught certain things. 
interpretation of experience, the failure He must be taught not to walk off cliffs, 
to properly evaluate the thing experi not to step in front of automobiles. He 
enced. may be too young to know why. You 

How does this all sum up in terms can not explain to him how the law of 
of a new religious dispensation? It does gravity will work a hardship upon him 
it in a very simple way_ if he walks off the cliff. Nor can you 

,According to the Eastern tradition, a enter into the mechanical problems of 
revelation comes to the world periodic the velocity of the automobile, and the 
ally. A great religion is released to man calculation of how many feet it will be 
kind at the beginning of every root-race. traversed before the brakes will hold. 
Our race, which is the Fifth Root-Race, He is too young. You say, do this thing 
began a million years ago, and its great but not that thing; and the child, be
religious revelation was given at ' that cause it has faith in its parents, or be
time. This religion was first brought by cause it feels itself inferior in the pres
the weat sage, Vaivasavata-the great ence of something superior, obeys. In 
Law-giver-and religion was the Law. the development of a great civilization 

We t~i~k of law as conduct legislated, it is the same; it is not possible in the 
and religIOn as directives emotional and beginning to explain all things to all the 
im~r~ctica!. But religion is the Law. people. Until they are experienced the 
ReligIOn IS the something that says to explanation is wo.rthtess. Therefore in 
all men, "Obey and live disobey and the beginning religion stated the Law: 
~iie:" This is the substan~e of La~, as "This you shall do; and this you shallIh IS also the substance of religion On not do; upon the pain of death." 
t e legal side law says "Obey th;ough The Law gradually divided. The partfear" R l' . ,1 ." e IglOn says, "Obey through related to the inner life of the individu
s~i~f' b ~o matter what you call it, it is al became essentially religious. The part 

0 edlence. You merely build a dif related to the external life became essenferent patt f 
5 b· ern 0 acceptance toward the tially social. But they are the sameu Ject of b d' .betw tho e lence. Philosophy comes Law, operating dually in different 

ecn e two, and says, "You may spheres of action. 
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In the beginning our religion was 
 and this spiritual destiny in space is the
given to our race in a collective state interval of experience. Weare first
ment, or in a grand theology, which was obeying, then we are discovering; and
reserved and preserved in the mind of by discovering we are learning to be
our race. (Plato realized that the race come one with that which we discover.
is a collective intellect, in the same way We are gaining firsthand knowledge.
that an individual has a group of' facul Theology is merely accepting. Religion
ties each of which responds differently in the finest meaning of the word is the 
to a series of impulses.) The whole of acquiring of first-hand knowledge con
our religion was initially set down, eso cerning the nature of God and Life. 
terically in its completeness, and exoter The acquirement of first-hand knowl
ically in its simplest social form. The edge of that which is spiritual depends 
spiritual life of our race was determined upon the development of the faculties 
from the beginning. The spiritual and instruments of the internal con
faith of our people, the full measure of sciousness by which first-hand knowl
the end toward which religion is leading edge is possible. 

This is part of our evolutionary pro
cess. Our first textbook was the visible 
world, and we have been studying in 
that for a million years. But the time 
is coming when we must graduate out of 
it into other books; and we are begin
ning to develop the required faculties 
and powers. We are reaching out to
ward a larger sphere of spiritual activity. 
So we are waiting rather hopefully for 
the next dispensation, for the emergence 
of the next world teacher, and it is said 
it will be the Bodhisattva Maitreya in 
India.~!.;~~ Of course, in the Indian schools, and 
in the ancient Lama Schools of Tibet,us, is established. It is already estab
terms are used in a way that is not inlished as a spiritual fact, in the same way 
our sense. When we use a religiousthat the spiritual life of man exists as 
term we are referring to a faith, assuma spiritual fact behind the physical per
ing the acceptance of a certain belief;sonality. Esoterically the faith is com
but in the East, terms are used philoplete. Exoterically it is growing up to 
sophically, and merely as symbols ofits own completeness. The form is 
states of consciousness. Therefore, whey growing up to the fullness of spirit. 
it is said that the Bodhisattva Maitreya

This growth is an evolutionary pro is the coming world teacher of India, it 
cess, and requires millions of years; and does not mean a person is coming; but 
each of the religions that has arisen in rather has a Buddhistic implication. It 
the Aryan race in the last million years is a term. The term, Christ, means the 
is merely a step or stage in the unfold Annointed; it means that which has 
ment of the Aryan belief. All Aryan been annointed with oil. Nowadays we 
races are the evolution of one race, just apply it to the teacher of one particular 
as all Aryan arts and sciences are the system. But in the East terms are not 
evolution of one art and science. So, used in that way at all; terms are ap
all Aryan beliefs are the development of plied to states of consciousness, and are 
one basic belief, one spiritual tradition, applicable to any part of the world un
which is the peculiar spiritual destiny der any system of religion. 
of , our people. 

The Lord Maitreya, according to Asia, 
The interval between the descent of is the coming teacher of the great Eso

spiritual principle into the physical body teric Tradition. Already it has been said 
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peace. Our philosophy of peace is somehis star has been seen in the sky; that 
thing we are so fond of that we are willis, the spiritual power of his es:>te~ic i~s
ing to kill people for it almost any time. titutions is known to be begmnmg m 
No; a heroic personality can never endthe invisible world of Nature behind us. 
war, though he died again for mankind; Religion comes forward out of the i~
though he be deified again. He can notinvisible world to meet us as we go m 
end war because war is in the conscioustoward the invisible. We are a very 
ness pattern. War is a conviction of the materialistic people. Religion has to 
consciousness, a com plex in human nacome out for us and sit on our doorstep. 
ture. There is only one place it can beBut as we get more and more subtle 
ended, iswe move back toward these subtler and that in the experience 

planes and meet religion farther away mechanism of the individual. 
upon a level with which we did not If then it is said that the new world 
formerly associate it. Therefore, the teacher is coming to bring peace, his 
seer, saint and esoteric disciple are al form will not be that of a religious lead
ready able to see certain indications of er who rises up and says, "This is what 
the coming of the next great dispensa you must do, or you will go to perdi
tion. Later, we will be able to meet the tion." Perdition has pretty well lost all 
dispensation still in the invisible world, its color; in the last fifty years we have 
rather than wait until it takes form in · ceased to do things because we are afraid 
the outer life. of perdition. After the last years the 

The Bodhisattva in Asia is a very in purgatorial world seems rather attractive 
teresting divinity, for it is a very curious· to us. Weare no longer afraid of 
power. Bodhisattva Maitreya, like most the future, we are much more afraid 
of the Bodhisattvas, is known in Asia of present things such as what our next 
not as a person at all, but as a quality income tax will be-to survive it is in 
of awareness, a state of consciousness. one wayan achieving of immortality. 
The Bodhisattva Maitreya is the personi Fear can no longer hold the mind in 
fication of universal understanding. line; science has largely put an end to 

When someone gets up in the world fear. Many individuals have no inter
of today and says, "Friends, there is est in immortality while in good health. 
only one world; we are all one people; 'When they are not so well it is more 
we must solve our problems, we must interesting, but not through the old in
create world friendship, create world un ducement of fear. 
derstanding; we must be fair in our In other words, our new religion is
dealings with others; think of this coming out through us. Instead of be
world as one world;" to say that is to ing created by individuals, it is going to 
speak for the dispensation that is com reverse the symbols entirely. .
i?g; ~ecause that is what that dispensa
tion IS. The Maitreya is the conscious For example. We think of Christ as 
ness of universal brotherhood. The being the symbol of Christian1ity; but 
Maitreya. is predicted in Asia as being think of Christ first, and Christianity we 
the commg teacher who will end the as the institution that arises from him. 
strife of nations. We generalize the personality. In the 
. What is going to end the strife of na Christ-way of life we are generalizing 

tions? Will it be the work of politi- from a particular. In the future we are . ~
Clans .. No. Legislators? No. The Hague going to particularize from a general. 
oommlttees? No. Great leagues? No· We will take the universal and personi
none of these things. Not even if w~ fy it, instead of taking the personal and 
Phoduced in the world today a man of universalizing it. Philosophically speak
th e stature of either Jesus or Buddha ing, we are shifting off the Aristotelian 

e could not t I· foundation, on to I the Platonic foundah s op war. nterestmgly 
enodg .' t~e last two, Jesus and Moham tion. Instead of using a person to be 
~e , Ibspned most of the wars of our the source of doctrine, we will symbolize 
time; ut both of them were men of the doctrine by person-with the full 
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realization that the person is only a sym confused and we have deified the indi
bol, that it is the doctrine that is real. vidual instead of honoring the ideal. 

No one thinks of Uncle Sam, the per We have believed that we pay homage 
sonification of the United States, as a to the ideal by paying homage to the 
real person. We would feel funny if memory of the individual. 
we knew that two thousand years from Mohammed, whom we have regarded 
now someone would dig among our re as the anti-Christ-Iargely because he 
mains and decide that we worshiped the was our largest competitor-stated as a 
goddess of the Statue of Liberty. Un basic tenet that under no condition was 
de Sam is solely a symbol of a people, he to be regarded in any way as superior
and as a 5ymbol our religious leaders of to any human being. He refused to 
the future will emerge. The Bodhisattva permit his likeness to be exhibited any
Maitreya is a sort of spiritual Uncle where in the Mohammedan world for 
Sam. It is the doctrine, the belief, that fear of idolatry. He forbade his fol
is real. It is going to be personified by lowers to have pictures of him, or to 
a symbol, and yet we are not going to build temples or shrines to him; or in 
find ourselves worshiping the symbol. any way elevate him above the estate 
We will honor the symbol by practicing of the ordinary human being. Moham
the idea. med said: "There is no God but God; 

This is a completely reversed view and those who would establish various 
point. forms of God and god-like men are very 

Truths will give rise to composite wrong unless they merely state the fact 
symbols, rather than individuals giving that the human being practices his faith 
rise to composite Truths. by his virtues, and a virtuous man is 

The great stumbling block we have entitled to respect. A very virtuous man 
had in religion since the beginning of is entitled to veneration, but only God, 
time has been the worship of person and God alone, is entitled to religious 
ality. The same is true of politics, worship." 
art, science, economics, and the motion Now, we may not think so much of 
pict~re. The individual as a symbol is Mohammed, but if we had listened to 
passing. Previously we have become so him a little more we would have escaped 
immersed in the activities of the indi the Dark Ages and the Inquisition. But, 
vidual that we have entirely forgotten these were part of our experience.
that virtue cannot be communicated 

The great religious teachings of thefrom one individual to another by os
future are going to rise through the exmosis; if we do not practice his virtues perience mechanism. We are going to 

we gain nothing. think of the leaders of our faith noCasting our burdens upon the Lord longer as men, but as conditions of conis morbid. It is very hard on the Lord, sciousness. We are finally going to dis
and is of no use to us. We cannot cast cover that consciousness has seven prin
our burdens on anyone. cipal conditions. These seven principal

Coming is a new type of ideal that states of consciousness toward Truth are
is real. We will give allegiance to t~at now, or will be before our racial evolu
ideal as the basis of belief or unbehe£. tion ends, expressed in seven religious
The practice of that ideal is the proof convictions. Each of these religious con
of allegiance. Thus we may then rescue victions is devised for the purpose of re
the great philosophic truth; namely, that leasing into expression one of our experi
personalities are merely the symbol of ence realizations concerning the substance 
ideals. of Reality.

Ideals are not the by_products of per
We are to thinksonality. It is not the personality that no longer going in 

the future of seven world religions ascomes first; it is the idea. All the great 
w: know them now. We are going to teachers we have known have had mir
thmk spiritual reaculous lives attributed to them, because of them as one fact 
vealed to us through seven approaches,the ideal and individual have become 
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Messiah, will know the spmt of thisout of the holocaust of hate we are destroyed in this war, the monastery at 
Great Teacher-not a man, but a prinlearning to love. Out of strife, stress, Cassino, the great palaces of Naples,
ciple in Nature. and pain we are learning . something observing in devastated China the great 

deeper, something nobler; we are experi The Great Teachers come not to man, heaps of rubble piled almost to the sky, 
of encing life. And we will not want to but through man. The religion that is man in his heart is going to know a 

In go back to the old selfishness, back to immortal is the religion of the identity great something - it is, that although 
the old intolerance or greed. Why? Be of life, and man one with all that lives. forms perish, ideals are imperishable. 
cause the Bodhisattva Maitreya is rising The Buddhistic philosophy is the phi This is an experience of Truth. One by 
in the heavens. The thing we are look losophy of the cat, the dog, the horse, one such experiences will take on a pat
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seven methods, seven stimuli of internal 
comprehension. 

We are also going to realize that the 
key notes or key words of these steps are 
the seven inward realization powers 
human consciousness, called in the 
dian system the Dhyani Buddhas. 

Truth has seven expressions, manifes
tations or power, yet it is One Truth. 
Without the perfection of the seven ex
pressions that Truth can never manifest 
itself completely in the world. Man 
must perfect the seven centers of con
sciousness within himself before he can 
release Truth through himself. 

The religions of the world are de
signed and intended to perfect these 
seven centers of consciousness in their 
proper sequence and order. We have 
built now as far as we can build on the 
Atlantean foundation. It was the ' Atlan
tean doctrine that emphasized gradually 
the physical foundation of our world. 
It taught us, or was intended to teach us, 
something we have not yet learned en
tirely; that is, disobey and die. Because 
we had no inward consciousness at that 
time we were in the throes of "Thou 
shalt nots." To us it had to be that 
way, as with the small child. 

Now we are moving onto another 
foundation, which is still pretty young 
with us. We still have to be kept in 
line by a certain amount of fear. We 
must grow up to obedience through love 
and understanding. It is a long path, 
and we must develop many new facul
ties of consciousness. 

. These new faculties began with our 
F.lfth Race a million years ago, begin
nmg our philosophy of obedience 
through love. The only thing we can 
say with. certainty about our philosophy 
?f love IS that we do not hate quite as 
mtensely as we did. When Mahatma 
Gandhi tried his non-cooperative non 
h~mpetiti~e policies, he refused to ~ttack 

IS enemies, and he made a statement 
that will live' namely "Th 1 h' h . ' , e on y t mg
t at Will tie nations together is the silken 
cord of love." 

That is. ~ conviction that belongs to
our race' It . . 

, IS a convictIOn toward which 
we are building I . . . is be' £ . t IS a conVictIOn that 

109 urthered by this war wh , ere, 

ing for is coming quietly. 
It is said that when Buddha returned 

to his home city after his philosophic 
enlightenment, the whole city came 
forth to meet him, his wife and son 
also, all to honor him as a great teacher. 
The city gates were opened and the 
Prince and King came forth to meet 
him, but Buddha did not arrive. When 
they looked for him they discovered he 
had entered through the back door and 
had gone to his house without seeing 
anyone. 

The situation is applicable to our next 
world religion. We are all waiting for 
it. And, oh yes, most people have an 
idea what it should be. They are go
ing to help make it that way, see that 
it goes over. The next time, they are 
going to be there to fight for it, and 
make it stick. Do they realize that they 
are thinking like Judas Iscariot? Judas 
did not mean to betray his Lord. He 
wanted to help him; but as Abraham 
Lincoln said, "If God will take care of 
my friends, I will take care of my ene
mies." Judas thought Jesus should be 
the King of the Jews; so he started all 
the trouble, trying to help. 

We are all agog to help the new dis
pensation, but it will come sneaking in 
the back door like Buddha going home. 
It will not appear in great shrines and 
temples. Some theologians are going 
to be awfully disappointed. 

The next world dispensation will 
come in where the least number of 
human beings are gathered to expect it. 
It will sneak in the symbolical back 
door through what the individual says 
to himself in his fox-hole. And it will 
appear-wonder upon wonder-without 
benefit of clergy. It will appear without 
anyone knowing why, or when or how. 
Only those who understand the esoteric 
tradition will know the meaning of this 

the elephant, the monkey, the bird, and 
the fish; because the faith that comes to 
the world comes not to man alone, but 
to all life. Each interprets it in its own 
way. It is foolish to think that the dog, 
the cat and the horse do not have their 
religion. We think they do not have 
faith because it is not like ours; they do 
not go to church, rent pews, and have 
stained glass windows. Yet the same 
spiritual tradition that brought . us hope 
is also in the life and hearts of these 
creatures, working not upon them, but 
through them. They obey, that is their 
faith. And that is the perfect faith. 
They never quesion the Law that works 
with them. Alive they obey; and when 
they are old they hear a voice tell
ing them to creep away and die; and 
again they obey. And that is the Law. 

In the coming new dispensation the 
individual will feel religion himself. It 
will come to him from the swamps of 
Malaya, from the walls of burning cities, 
from the ruins of empire. Standing in 
the jungles, and beside the great shrines 

tern, and modern man will some day 
rise and say, "This is my spiritual con
viction; this I know to be true." 

When he says this he will be speaking 
the words of the Bodhisattva Maitreya. 

The next religion will have come to 
the world as a religion born out of the 
love and life of man. The day of faith 
dealing with ultimatums is gone. The 
ultimatum is no longer important. Re
ligion will come to us through the fac
tory, through the workshop, through the 
battlefield, beside the bed of pain, and 
in our hearts. That is the next experi
ence we must have. 

We have experienced enough of the 
world. Now we must experience that 
power that lies behind the world-the 
great eternal power of universal religion 
that stands like Maitreya upon the 
golden petals of the Lotus. 

This is the substance of the esoteric 
doctrine concerning the next world re
ligion. 

(A PUBLIC LECTVRE BY MANLY PALMER HALL) 



• Hero worship as th~ key to Teutonic 
brutal ambitions and sccr~t f~ars 

The Neurosis 
of Europe 

PART II - IS THERE A PLAN FOR 

PERMANENT PEACE? 

MILLIONS of our young people, 
fighting on foreign soil to preserve 

our concept of democracy, will win .the 
physical war; this is beyond questIOn. 
But to really win this war we must 
know exactly what we have fought for, 
and against. To know why we were 
required to make the sacrifice we have 
made, we must understand the meaning It is termed, metap~litic. The word 
of two words, for back of them are the itself means "that which lies beyond 
influences which brought this war about politics." It implies super politics, or 
-the words are geopolitic, and meta- politics extended out of the merely phys
politic. ( ical into the intuitional, the abstract

All too many of us do not know the it is inherent to the romanticist theology 
words exist. We must know what they that has dominated Europe for centuries. 
stand for and their far reaching in The so-c3Jlled "father" of the meta
fluence, for we cannot otherwise cope political theory is the composer Richard 
with the ideology which lies behind Wagner. But after studying the fac
them. tual evidence concerning this extraor

The kind of world we have known dinary man I am inclined to believe that 
has come to an end. We realize every in many respects Wagner is more sinned 
day that a new world is in the making against than sinning. Arguments thrown 
-and that it will arise from the con against Wagner's personal political phi
flicts of ideals. It is our profound hope losophy of life are for the most part 
that the highest measure of idealism biased arguments. It seems to me that 
will win. But it will not win merely the post-Wagnerians, politically speak
because we hope it will. Nor will it ing, are the ones primarily responsible 
win because our leaders may have . a for fathering upon Richard Wagner the 
vision that is capable of preserving our meta political theory of modern Ger
democratic institutions. Idealism will many. 
win only if we have a full and adequate But there is no doubt that Wagner's 
understanding of the kind of ideas we philosophy was susceptible of such an 
are trying to root out, and if we are interpretation. And also that the circle 
armed. against the possibility of the of neo-politicians and meta politicians 
same Ideas coming back to us again in that gathered at Bayreuth were respon
new terms and words. sible in a large measure for the rise of 

Corrupt mISInterpretation of ideals politics which has its present exponents 
~roug~t about the present world con in Adolph Hitler, Rosenberg, Goebbels, 

agr.atlOn; and so we have now to Goering, and others of that group. 
conSider the second of these basically Richard Wagner was a romanticist. 
erroneous conceptions of life. He was one of those individuals who 
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function in the adolescent, day-dream man; he who carried the heaviest war 
ing period of human evolutionary life, club, who had slain the greatest number 
one who is not of a mind or of a nature of his enemies. 
to accept reality but must live by the We must realize, too, the hero is not 
dramatizing of every circumstance in his only the personification of the subjective 
daily existence. The romanticist is a impulse of a people, he is also the basis 
dramatizer and a hero worshiper. But, for the creation of its god-concept. In
to say hero-worshiper is to go outside gersoll observed on one occasion that an 
the limitation and boundary of German honest God is the noblest work of man. 
metapolitic. Hero . worship is something There is much truth in this statement, 
that exists ill practically all human na for even though the actual nature or 
ture; the hero is nothing more or less identity of a deity is unchanged by be
than the pen;onification of the subjective lief or unbelief, the gods of a people 
neurosis of both individuals and groups. are to a great degree the personification 
The hero is the embodiment of secret of the heroic content in the conscious
ambition, secret yearning, secret long- ness of that people. Primitive people 

worshiped deities who were gods of 
battle, gods of strife and discord, gods 
who destroyed their enemies, gods who 
protected their own and despised the 
rest. In this simple statement of the 
non-social consciousness of the primitive 
individual, we can see that he was not 
anti-social, he was unsocial. He had 
never experienced the concept that 
human beings could dwell together in 
any fraternity or accord. 

The concept of racial gods, national 
gods, tribal gods, burdened the civiliza
tions of the old world, destroying one 
after another the cultures of ancient 
times. This god-concept is simply ob
jectification by the believer, who fashions 
his gods in his own image and in his 
own likeness. 

ings. And to a measure, also of the 

secret fears and doubts of an inhibited, 

frustrated individual or nation. 


We can determine very largely the 
true content of human nature by the 
type of heroes that races and individuals 
create~ We can also determine the 
pathology of the human mind by the 
type of heroic conception arising in that 
m.ind, influending it and affecting its 
function and attitude. In Europe, the 
hero has nearly always been a militarist 
in some form, a man of physical action. 
The farther back you go into the history 
of primitive people the more closely 
heroism is associated with and identi
fied with physical power. The abori
ginal concept of the hero is the strong 
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The hero myth is very similar to the 
deity myth, and in many cases the ele
ments are hopelessly confused. Many 
of the ancient heroes were regarded as 
divine in origin. Some were accepted 
as embodiments of God, most of them 
were regarded at least as enjoying the 
peculiar favor of divinity. 

Our present study is to be of one of 
these cycles of hero worship, one that 
has come into peculiar prominence in 
connection with German metapolitics: 
the hero worship is in the Siegfried 
myth of Germany. 

restricted in every department of life,For many years I have been studying 
the human being envisions perfection asTeutonic mythology, because it is a key 
the complete escape from restriction.to Teutonic psychology. I have found 

Knowing their own inferiority, it isno clear indicatiQn-Rosenberg to the 
natural for human beings to dream ofcontrary-that in the Siegfried myth of 
their own greatness.Richard Wagner is justification for the 

A minor clerk remains a servant toGerman metapolitical theory. The in
wages for his entire lifetime but everterpretation is, that in the witches' caul
dreams of the day when he will bedron of Bayreauth the elements of an
president of the corporation. It is notcient legend and myth were brewed to
likely that he ever will be; but hisgether to form the curious poison of the 
dreams make his days endurable inracial deity, the racial consciousness, the 
escape that is responsible for his surblood consciousness, the folk conscious
vival. It is for this very reason thatness of the German People. Not by any 
the escape mechanism exists in themeans is this a necessary deduction. The 
human psyche. Weare all dominatedSiegfried of the Wagnerian cycle is not 
by one of two mechanisms. One is theeven a purely mythological being. Wag
escape ,from limitation, the escape mener changed, rearranged, and practically 
chanism. The other is the preservationrewrote Nordic mythology. Nordic 
of the ego, which is the defense mechanmythology, far older than geopolitics or 
ism. And these two are in a sense twometa politics, is recognizable as the same 
thieves between which mpn is eternallyprimitive, heroic belief that we find 
crucified.among the American Indians in their 

The escape mechanism is normal andveneration for the hero they called 
natural, but limited to all beings who"Great Rabbit", the one we know as 
have within themselves the will to be, orHiawatha. It is, too, the hero found 
to become. In itself it is not necessarily in Egypt in the Osirian cycle. It is 
dangerous. But when cultivated by profound in all nations of antiquity. It is 
paganda it can become an extremelythe indicator of the inevitable desire for 
powerful, potent, and destructive force.escape from neurosis which is present in 

all primitive people. The favorite escape mechanism of the 
The Siegfried myth actually came to American is success. We are all domin

Europe from the near East, from the ated by the conception of a capitalistic 
area of. Chaldea and Babylon; it is a superiority. What is commonly called 
re-cl~th111g of the eternal belief in the a proletariat IS 111 this country merely a 
heroIc state of man. The hero is the capitalist without money. We have no 
~bol. of the human being himself; acceptance of the dignity of middle class 

his o,wn daydream of his own final existence. We are all hopefully longing 
state. Being limited in all things man and even yearning toward entering that 
dreams of himself as unlimited;' being condition of opulence which has become 
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to us the symbol of superiority. We can differs from our own. If we give
be reasonably certain from available sta thought to the geopolitical basis of 
tistical information, and from experience many things, and to the real politics
also, that our probability of becoming which is the very root of all poli
economically opulent is exceedingly tical speculation, we realize that hu
slight. Possibly one person in a million man beings are largely conditioned by 
will achieve what he regards as his le longitude and latitude. Peoples are the 
gitimate destiny; but so tenacious is the conditioned result, to a considerable 
American escape mechanism that we are degree, of a kind of pressure that en
willing, generation after generation, to vironment exercises upon personality. 
go on gambling on the long chance that Europe is made up of a number of 
we will be that one. An equitable dis comparatively small countries grouped 
tribution of goods might bring security together, long held in the vise of terri
to most of us; but we refuse to set up torial limitation, and with long tradi
that objective, preferring the hope that tional legends and fables behind them. 
we will achieve our opulence, become They, too, have ancient hereditary likes 
the isolated one in a million. and dislikes, particularly dislikes. The 

This is but one concept of the hero history of Europe is the history of man's 
myth. We have other forms of it. inhumanity to man. 

Because by nature we are not a war Territory like Alsace-Loraine has 
like people we do not particularly deify changed hands so many times that It IS 
warlike types of heroes. We direct difficult to determine now who is the 
chunks of hero worship to the screen, rightful owner. The only persons un
focusing an enormous attention on the suspected of potential ownership are the 
motion picture actor and actress. We. Alsatians themselves. 
deify our golf champions; we canonize We know that Europeans are divided 
our boxers; we apotheosize our tennis by the most powerful dividing forces 
players; and we almost sanctify our known to man. 
baseball professionals and our college The first of these is the impediment 
football players. It seems we have to of language. Few of these peoples speak 
have heroes of some kind, else we the same tongue. And even if they 
would not weave into the fabric of our learn the languages of each other, they 
national life a high eminence for still think in their own. 
crooners and the leaders of swing bands. The second important limitation is 
Our types of heroes at least prove that national boundaries. A national boun
in our psyche iwe are not a malicious dary is represented physically by a series 
lot. For if, to some measure, we in of stone markers and by little houses 
clude passing worship of outstanding with gates across roads with guards who 
criminals, perhaps it is because they stand in these to pass you on or turn 
have not remained in the round of you back after they have decided your 

status.monotony that we are in, and because 
they make front-page publicity. Our A third potent and long significant 
press highly venerates success. factor, has been the comparative lack of 

The local boy who makes good-he is good roads. Good roads are paths to
our basic hero. About him we have ward ~h.e democracy of peoples. 
woven our own little mythology. We AdditIOnal factors are religious differ
are just as much subject to the universal e~ces, which, though they do not en
ailment of escape mechanism (if you'll tlrel y parallel national boundaries, still 
agree to call it that) as any other people set up distinct boundary lines in the 
on earth. psyches of peoples, resulting in division 

Our basic temperament inclines us to between communities and within com
munities.deify comparatively harmless types of 

human activity, so let us think a mo An unstabilized European currency is 
ment of how the psychology of Europe another impediment. 
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Circumstances such as these tend to died a neurosis; equally plain is the re
divide; so these peoples, each in their lationship of such a point of view with 
own small departments, have sought to the frequent collapse of French govern
survive by intensification of their nation ments in the last twenty-five .years. 
al conception of existence. Living in To make a trip in France appr<lxim
fear of their aggressive neighbors, they ately equal to the distance from San 
strive constantly to aggrandize them Francisco to Los Angeles, is to a French
selves for the sake of ego-justification. man an experience of a lifetime. He 

This makes them bad neighbors. Na will make his will, have his soul ad
tional histories are largely written as j usted by a last few words with the local 
vindications of our own aggressions and cure, bid his family an affectionate fare
castigations of the aggressions of our well, and otherwise prepare for this 
neighbors. journey as though he were going to an

Applied to the lives of individuals, we other planet. But, go yourself to France 
note that the more neurotic an indi and there ridicule the idea that a hun
vidual becomes, the more anti-social he dred miles is a long trip, and then try 

is likely to be. A neurotic n.eeds contact to make that trip, and you will discov~r 


with others. And it is this that he is that in France a hundred miles is indeed 

most likely to resist. When as an indi a long journey. For over there is a 

vidual you have a neurosis, and you different world, a different psychology, 

settle down to the process of nursing it, a different sphere of life. This differ

you must keep on remembering how ence is basic. 

sorry you are for yourself. Become sorry Great movements of humanity must 

for something else and your neurosis begin in large areas of land. This is a 

slips. You can not be close to other geopolitical fact that the middle Europ

people without realizing that they have ean has never accepted-that the great 
troubles, too. A neurotic, in order to world movements of humanity have al
be a confirmed neurotic, must not be ways begun in great continental areas, 
come informed about the difficulties of never in restricted areas. Our race was 
others; he must continue to overestimate not born on an island, our great animal 
his own, regard them as peculiar infirm species were not created in a small terri
ities. torial area; the human race itself began 

We know also that in soul and heart in the largest area on the face of the 
European countries are exceedingly pro earth-Asia. And equally true it is also 
vincial. They are provincial because for that the great psychological, political, 
the most part the European is limited emotional, cultural, and educational 
financially, psychologically, and in travel changes of the race have been associated 
and education to the indoctrination of a with large territorial distribution. 
single viewpoint. This is the reason why it has been 

Those of you who have lived in possible for us to accomplish all that we 
France, probably the most cosmopolitan have in the Western Hemisphere. Ours 
of the countries of Europe, are aware is a large territorial area which we are 
that France to the average Frenchman is psychologically able to envision as a unit, 
the universe. A member of the French even though there is considerable lack 
~cademy once criticized a visiting Amer of psychological solidarity within our na
Ican student. The American, he said, tional unity. But the very size of our 
w.as evider:cing bad taste in concerning continent has much to do with the size 
himself With French affairs which be and breadth of our convictions concern
~nged. solely and strictly to'the French. ing the whole world. This is an im

e said that no one who spoke English portant factor in the metapolitical point 
could ever underiitand France. Further of view. 
~or~ English was obviously nothing but . Metapolitic has already been defined 
t trench language mispronounced. It's as political romanticism, the escape of 
p am to see that such a viewpoint cud- the individual frQrn the liberal, the fac
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tual, the rational, and the reasonable but because it portr~ys the unselfish ded
into the purely romantic. We must ication of a great person to a great pur
now clearly distinguish the clear line of pose. That is true also of the stories 
demarcation between romanticism and of great leaders of human thought: 
idealism. Romanticism is a fairy-tale Socrates, Plato, Buddha, Pythagoras, 
life, the story of Cinderella. Romanti Confucius, Lao-Tze. Stories of idealism 
cism is the belief that the fairy prince are those of the strength of a human 
and the fairy princess lived happily ever being dominated by a great ideal whose 
after. If we are to believe the story of strength is stronger than life and stron
Cinderella-her treatment at the hands ger than death. It is because of in
of her stepsisters, and so on-the almost domitable dedication to the greatest good 
inevitable conditioning of her psyche by of all that the great idealist emerges as 
this experience makes it quite improb the true racial hero. Out of the works 
able psychologically that she and the 
prince lived happily ever after. It is 
more likely that after a year or so of 
considerable stress either the prince or 
the princess journeyed to fairyland's 
Reno. But that is not romanticism. 
One of the ways of preserving roman
ticism is to end your s~ory conveniently 
before its romanticism has an oppor
tunity to wear thin. If it is impossible 
for the romanticist to prove from phys
ical experience the reality of his romantic 
story, still he wants to believe it. And 
so the story of Cinderella exists in over 
twenty different systems of folklore, in
cluding the Chinese, the Persian, · the of such heroes has come the progress of 
Hindu, and the American Indian. All the race. It is not in itself a happy
these widely . distributed peoples, with type of story, but a dramatic statement 
their hopes to live happily ever after, of eternal law in action, revealing a 
have found in it their romanticist dream. magnificent, transcendent truth. The 

In application of the romanticist point story of Cinderella is wishful thinking;
of view to the more practical problems the story of Socrates is dynamic eternal 
of living, we realize that in order to accomplishment. 
maintain a romantic point of view it is The early Christian Church found its 
necessary to deny a number of realities great dream and ideal in the life of a 
and ignore a number of others. If you man who suffered with humanity and 
deny enough, ignore enough, and inter so greatly loved his fellows that he gave 
pret with sufficient skill, you can create his life for a dream. He lived only
the appearance of solidity under the truth as he knew it, and died for his 
dream. Success in the spinning of these conVictIOn. But this great example was 
fables requires that you sell yourself an not enough, because the average person 
impossibility and make it stick. neither wants to live nor die for his con-

We do that every day in small things. victions. ! 

Life without a <;ertain amount of ro In the early and formative years of 
manticism would be unendurable. the Christian Church, St. Augustine of 

. Idealism is something different. Great Hippo made Some important observa
idealistic stories are those of human tions. He said, Platonism failed to be
achievemen1l, as distinguished from come a great religion, and Christianity
mythological. The story of Louis Past~ur became great for one simple reason. It 
has inspiration not because it ends With was, that the personality of Plato did 
everyone living happily ever afterward, not appeal to the imagination of the 
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uninformed masses. Plato was a scholar; 
the average individual is not. Plato was 
a mathematician; the average individu
al's mathematics do not go beyond add
ing up a grocery bill. Plato dreamed of 
world brotherhood; the average indi
vidual wants to be left alone to live his 
own life in his own way. 

Somewhere within the first twenty-five 
to fifty years of the Christian Church 
the leaders realized that it was necessary 
and essential to the creation of a great 
system of religion. that the simple life 
of the man who lived and died for a 
simple belief be glamorized. Idealism 
was not enough. Romanticism had also 
to be present. And romanticism arose 
in the form of stories of the miracles. 

The miracle is the basic element of 
romantIcIsm. When a nation creates a 
romantic hero it always embodies in that 
hero miraculous powers. Siegfried had 
a cap which made him invisible; he 
could understand the laf!guage of birds; 
he could talk with the gods. He pos
sessed all kinds of extensions of power; 
he was the antithesis of man's limita
tion of power. 

A great many individuals realize that 
they are insufficient, but they see before 
them only two paths towa,rds sufficiency. 
One is hard work, and the other is mir
acles. Hard work has of course never 
led in popularity. It is much easier to 
believe in the miraculous that may never 
happen than to shed romantic glamour 
and engage in the hard work which 
would produce the result. And so the 
religions of the world which have the 
greatest followings are those that prom
ise the most for the least effort. Those 
with the smallest followings are the 
ones that advocate hard work. These 
bit~er understandings are essential to a 
ratIonal estimation of the problem that 
confronts us. 

The ro~a?tic literature of Germany, 
the rO~a~tICIsm of the geo-political and 
metapolrtrcal schools, has produced a 
grou,? of youn~ Germans who are ready 
~o dIe for theIr romantic ideals. That 
IS one of the tenets of romanticism. You 
maY re~ember the personal application

hto t at sImple problem by a young Puri

tan girl in New England three centuries 
ago. The young man who was courting 
her got down on his knees and cried out 
with all the romantic power in his soul, 
"Priscilla, I will die for you." Priscilla 
said, "'Tis a fine thought, John, but 
will you get up and work for me!" 

Right there is the difference between 
the romantic and the utilitarian point 
of view. It is strangely true that we 
value life so cheaply that we are quite 
willing to sacrifice our life for a dream 
rather than get up and work for a fact. 
German psychologists have exploited this 
human indination to the ultimate, shap
ing a citizenry into the most fanatical 
generation of men and women that the 
world has ever known. Not only are 
these Germans perfectly willing to die 
for their volk, for their people, for their 
leader, their Fuehrer,. they are willing, 
if necessary, to reenact the Gotterdam
merung and tear the whole world to 
pieces and perish with it! This is pure 
romanticism. It is the definite ultimate 
of meta politics. 

Metapolitic requires chasing a will-o
the-wisp, dedication of the mind to the 
service of illusion, embracing a fantasy 
that cannot be achieved. The absolute 
disproof of metapolitic lies in the most 
common of personal experiences. At 
some time in the life of most of us, be
fore we finally reach that time when we 
depart from this vale of conflicting emo
tions, we pass through some form of 
illness. It is good for every human in
dividual in the course of living to be 
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very sick at least once before that final 
sickness. It is very good for the indi
vidual that at some time in his living 
he come near death, because there is 
nothing that more definitely rationalizes 
him than his own approach to the end 
of his own existence. According to the 
metapolitical fallacy, the individual lives 
for his State-his own existence is un
important. Teutonic mobology has the 
definite teaching that the human being 
does 110t have a soul, that there is only 
a German soul, a collective soul. The 
individual is relatively unimportant, for 
that which is important is the folk, the 
whole, the community, the nation, the 
clan! And yet with the approach of the 
individual to his own decease comes an 
entire disproving of all this, for as we 
find this life slipping away from us we 
suddenly discover that not alone the na
tion, but the world has become compar
atively unimportant. The world is not 
leaving us, we are leaving the world. 

In this hazard of transition we sud
denly perceive the absolute fallacy of 
romanticism. The crisis brings us face 
to face with the reality. We are going 
to be alonel Our relationship to other 
things abruptly ceases in the drama of 
our relationship to ourselves. Our ro
mantic sacrifice for illusion becomes un
important-unless by that sacrifice we 
have in some way been enriched. The 
romanticist ever looks or fails to take 
into account that the idealist is build
ing an inner life, whereas the metapo
litician is trying to create a State from 
which he himself will soon depart leav
ing nothing behind. 

The meta political theory is thus a 
total failure as a basis for the perfection 
of the conscientiousness of the individu
al; it denies the significance of that con
scientiousness. It denies the most basic 
impulse of the human soul, its realiza
tion of its self-identity. 

In the whole problem are many in
teresting related elements, and these are 
going to rise again as they always have. 
A clear line of demarcation will be 
drawn bet~een two policies. Idealism 
and romanticism will have to fight out 
another war after we put the guns away. 

OF EUROPE 

And it will depend on who wins that 
war how long it will be before we have 
to dust off the guns again. The ro
manticist might think he is fighting a 
war to end war, but the idealist realizes 
that unless the ideological content in 
human nature is intensified we can only 
achieve another armistice in an eternal 
war. 

The neurosis of Europe is expressed in 
the words of such men as Field Marshal 
Ludendorff, who said, war is the most 
noble of the vocations of the human 
being. Now, why did he say that? Is 
it merely an arbitrary statement of an 
old Prussian general? No. We know 
exactly what it means, right here in our 
own country. 

Many young men tell me that they 
are glad to be in the army, because it is 
the first escape they have ever had from 
monotony. Army life is adventure. 
And this the human soul is crying for 
in every industralized civilization. 

The army, too, offers something that 
civilization has denied us-human com
radery. Now, that is interesting. In 
our peaceful way of life human beings 
cannot easily become friends; we have 
to go to war to become friends in great 
numbers and to understand each other. 

The army also offers release from an
other great handicap-the lack of glam
our in our personal living. What we 
term efficiency has knocked out glam
our. The mechanization of our entire 
civilization is the outstanding cause for 
escape romanticism, and the more we 
become civilized according to the effi
ciency conception, the more we have of 
routine and method, the more clock
punching we do; and as we put more 
machines together on coupled motors 
and running belts, the more we become 
numbers and the less we become men; 
and thus we head with certainty toward 
breaking out in neurotic romanticism 
ourselves one of these days. We've got 
to face that. We cannot deny a fifty 
percent constituent of human nature 
without becoming neurotic. 

It is interesting to realize that for a 
great many young men and women the 
army has been the opening of a door 
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into values which they never could have 
experienced under our system of living. 
Military service has caused a great deal 
of sorrow and pain and suffering, and 
yet it has also been one of the most 
democratic forces in our living. It has 
taken people out of communities and 
shuffled them back and forth across the 
country. It has enabled millions to 
travel in other lands, to visit other na
tions, to become aware of the existence 
of other peoples. And the proof of 
change is the mounting tide of anxiety 
concerning what we are going to do 
with these Americans when they come 
back. We know they are going to come 
back bigger than when they left. 

Is it not both disturbing and pathetic 
that we had to make soldiers of them 
and put them through the grind of a 
destructive world mechanism in order to 
give them the release and perspective 
and a vision of life appropriate to citi
zens of a new kind of world? 

One of our big psychological prob
lems is going to be the relationship of 
the young person and his family back 
home, those whose thinking is weightily 
concerned with the possibility of a new 
icebox six months after the war. For 
back to them is coming a generation of 
~ndividuals who have grown more than 
IS poss!~le in the normal experience op
p.ortUOItles of our peaceful citizens in 
ftf.ty years. Possibly this is one of the 
thh~nkg~ Field Marshal Ludendorf was 
t 	 10 mg about. 

He was undoubtedly thinking, also, in 

terms of the uniform as a tremendous 
romantic escape mechanism. A little 
person who has never been anything, 
who has lived his daily existence as a 
twenty dollar a week clerk, suddenly be
comes important. He gains part of that 
magnificent ego-satisfaction that comes 
to the policeman when he puts the 
badge on. For millions of young people 
the uniform is an opportunity to be a 
little bit superior, to represent something 
a little more important than they have 
ever known before. And-at this parti
cular stage in the game anyhow-they're . 
sure of a certain amount of adulation. 

War is thus to be seen as an escape 
from personal neurosis; but it is a piti
ful thing that that is the way in which 
escape has to come. Even now, civiliza
tion reserves its highest rewards, its 
highest praise, and its highest adulation 
for its military heroes, and innumerable 
heroes of peace go ignored, and un
known, and unsung. This element of 
the old traditional pattern is still exer
cising its influence in our way of life. 

War is a romantic adventure until we 
get close enough to it to see how grue
some it really is. And because we as 
a nation are not particularly experienced 
in warfare, we have little of the realiza
tion that Europe has of 'the tremendous 
burden of war. To us the burden is 
largely economic; to them the burden is 
intensely real in a tragic way of which 
we have no conception. 

But we can know that this war, as an 
experience in consciousness, is tremen
dous, extremely significant, world-chang
ing. The young men and women who 
are coming back from this war will 
never fit back into the old pattern; they 
will never fall back into the old ways; 
they have had a romantic experience 
resulting in an intense idealism born in 
fox-holes and jungles-an idealism that 
could never have come to them under 
the conditions and circumstances under 
which we live. 

Now we come to another problem. If 
the individual is important; if the State 
exists for the individual, which is the 
pattern and precept of democracy, then 
let us recognize the extension of this to 
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its reasonable and rational end, rather 
than stopping in midstream the way we 
have always done. If then, the purpose 
of the world as a whole is to support 
the motion of individuals toward the 
completeness of their own living, we 
have not only failed politically, but we 
have failed industrially, and economically. 

Industrial romanticism is not very dif
ferent from political romanticism. Un
der the romantic glamour of building 
bigger buildings and bridges than ever 
before, we are concealing the absolute 
absence of the protection of the indi
vidual in his order of living. This is 
bound to result in an ultimate neurosis. 
We wonder today why approximately 
fifty percent of American men of mili
tary age are nervously, emotionally, or 
mentally unfit-'-not that there is any
thing terribly wrong with them, but 
they are not basically healthy-so there 
must be something wrong with a world 
that produced them. And a world that 
produces a large percentage of its ma
ture population mentally, emotionally, 
and nervously unsound is not function
ing ideologically for the good of its peo
ple. Ideologically speaking, the actual 
good of the people has been sacrificed 
to a policy which is idealistic to the de
gree that it departs from natural law. 

We are coming soon to a parting of 
the ways on that particular problem. 
Let us then realize that we are now on 
the threshold of a great period of poli
tical determinism. The next 25 years 
in the history of this country is going' to 
be a period devoted to the clarification 
of the policy by which we are to live. 
We are basically a democratic people 
and we want a democratic solution; but 
we want a solution, and not merely a 
romanticist's escape mechanism. The 
average American is a neurotic regard
less of anything else that may be said 
about him. What is the basic reason 
for an American neurosis? Well, one of 
the chief reasons is success. We have 
become completely the servant to our 
own conveniences, luxuries, and success 
mania. We are now confronted with de
ciding whether We are living in order 
to release something from within our-
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selves, or whether we are working from 
now till the end of our lives to pay for 
the extravagances of our emotions. 

We have become--or we were, before 
this world war-a nation of annual auto
mobile buyers, annual radio buyers, latest 
model washing machine buyers, if we 
could get them. We have become a 
people whose desire for luxury has 
placed us in absolute bondage to our 
own implements, devices, and mechan
ical equipment. We have mechanized 
ourselves to the degree that we must 
live year after year as cogs in an intense 
production system, or else not have the 
wherewithal for a' decent ex.istence. The 
result is we are neurotic. 

Wealth has become our romantistic 
escape mechanism, and instead of becom
ing, (which is the ideal), we have sub
stituted for being something, ourselves, 
the mere accumulation of external things. 

Off on this wrong extreme, we fell 
into the second dilemma, and that was 
competition. Competition is essential to 
our way of life, because we know there 
is not enough and there will never be 
enough for everybody to have all of any
thing. But no one is really, completely, 
romantically satisfied with less than all. 

We get something by taking it away 
from one who has it. And, in turn, to 
reestablish his own footing, that one 
then takes it away from someone else. 
This process of thus getting it, if you 
can, from someone is nothing more or 
less than geopolitic-industrial geopolitic. 

Geopolitic says, "I need more land be
cause I can use it; and so I will take it 
away from anyone I can get it away 
from. If I succeed in getting it, that 
proves my right to have it; and I should 
be regarded not only as honorable but 
as exceptional." That's the whole geo
politic philosophy in a nutshell. 

The same is applicable where the in
dividual takes the opportunity in war
time to make unreasonable profits, 
where he goes on strike in the midst of 
a production program. Not only does 
he injure the program, he does some
thing infinitely worse-he disillusions 
others as to the integrity of their fellow
men. The most terrible thing that can 
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spawned repeatedly in all parts of the of trade. Just as long as we believe that happen in any so~ial .order is .for. t.he in us to be successful. 
world, wherever class distinction, race superiority is to be achieved by the subdividual to lose faith 10 other 1Odlvlduals. Europe's form of romanticism-as it 
distinction, and economic distinction jugation of other people. The eternalCompetition is a natural outcome when has been breaking out, breaking up, 
create inordinate a,qlbition or inordinate discontent will exist just so long as thereindividuals build superiority on accumu and breaking down-is something we 
despair. These things can never be apart. is periodic turning over of the barrel to lation. The end will corne to the geo are also threatened with here. Our form 
While one man is rich and another man find out what's at the bottom, with the political and meta political .falla~y ~th of escape romanticism is toward success, 
is poor, one of these men will be a fond hope that that which is at thethe establishment of a workmg ldeahsm. success which we have never defined
neurotic. bottom is stuff different from that which We can never have anything but a beyond knowing that we are seeking to 

In addition to the natural neurosis, is at the top. For when the bottomseries of exploitations so long as we have achieve it each at the expense of the 
which is abstract, abstruse, and difficult becomes the top, it in turn, afflicts thea neurotic world. A neurotic is one other. How can one excel without com

who has lost his sense of values and is peting? How can an individual be superi to define, we must realize that neurosis new bottom. 

is dissatisfaction with one's self mani Superiority measured in the subjuga
incapable of detecting imposture. He or without inflicting inferiority? How 
festing as the dissatisfaction with every tion of others, the domination of them, waits for an Adolph Hitler to corne can he be greater without someone else 

along and voice his general dissatisfaction. being less? That's a fine problem, to a thing else. It is our own sense of dis and the possession of their goods, is th.e 
satisfaction with our own state seeking problem that a great many young menThere is only one answer to ridding great degree it is our life's problem. 

the world of its neuroses-it is so simple And the answer is obvious. So ob escape by accusations against the state in fox-holes are thinking through for 
and practical that no one has ever vious that we won't even see it. of others. I t is this neurosis that is re themselves. They are realizing that 
thought of it-it is the necessity for put There is only one way in which an sponsible through the centuries for civi democracy has to be re-interpreted. We 
ting our own house in order ourselves. individual can become more without lizations having been successively over can no longer view democracy as the 

thrown by barbaTians. In it is the rea privilege of individuals to succeed atWe will then neither produce nor en anyone else becoming less; and that is 
courage a variety of fantastic schemes to through his own internal growth. You son why afflicted minorities overthrow the expense of each other. Democracy's 
accomplish this purpose at our expense. can accumulate all the wisdom of the their own overlords, as in the case of purpose is voluntary, intelligent coopera

The metapolitical escape mechanism is 
going to be present everywhere in the 
world among all peoples 'just so long as 
there is one great problem that is not 
solved. It is, that the basic motive be
hind human action is the desire to be 
happy. We are not sure just what 
would make us happy because nearly 
everything we ever tried failed us, but 
we like to believe that something we 
haven't got is going to make us happy 
when we get it. When it doesn't make 
us happy we try something else. Life 
is an eternal quest for happiness, which 
begins at the cradle and ends at the 
grave but never accomplishes its goal. 
Happiness is wholly elusive. Those 
who have it cannot bestow it upon any
one else. Those who do not have it 
cannot learn its secret from anyone else. 
"Happiness" is a broad, intangible term . 
to cover an internal contentment. It is 
something that will spring from what 
we are, and not from what we have. 

But contentment-an inner sense of 
well-being, an inner relaxation from ar
t~fici.al tension, and an inner sense of the 
significance of action, usefulness-this 
makes what we broadly term "happiness." 

Now, what have we? An ideological 
structure which teaches us to be hA ro . . appy.

manllClst structure which teaches 

world and no other individual will be a 
'whit less wise. You can achieve all the 
beauty in life without taking beauty 
from anyone else. You can have all the 
learning you want without making any
one else less learned. Y{)u can become 
anything without taking it from another. 
But you cannot possess anything without 
taking it from another by some means. 
We excuse the taking on the basis that 
we earn. That is largely illusion. The 
truth remains that the goal of Nature is 
the perfection of the individual. That 
is the only superiority which Nature will 
sustain. It is the only path of life which 
Nature approves; it is the only one 
upon which she will bestow her bene
diction. The entire theory of competi
tive existence is outlawed by natural 
law itself. Those who try to live by 
competition are eternally in conflict with 
an inevitable force over which they have 
no possible hope for ultimate victory. 

Now, going back into another bracket 
of our problem: the European neurosis 
originated in war, in the domination of 
peoples, in the domination of class by 
class. It was inherited from the feudal 
overlords. The entire romantic theory 
of Nazism is based upon the right of 
domination and the privilege of being 
dominated. It is a ' neurosis that is 

the French Revolution. It explains why 
there is always beneath the surface of 
our civilization an eternal seething dis
content, one that bubbles to the surface 
through the utterances of such malcon
tents as Karl Marx, Frederick Nietzche, 
and Herr Rosenberg, who is the mouth
piece of Hitler's philosophical institu
tion of meta politic. 

These problems are seething in Japan, 
in China, and India. They are every
where. And they will go 'on plaguing 
humanity just So long as the human be
ing believes that competition is the life 

tion of human beings for the common 
good. 

It is the privilege of the individual to 
cooperate. It is his dramatic, personal 
decision to be friendly that stamps him 
as a true member of the democratic fra
ternity. To be bound to the produc
tion wheel by overlords is slavery. But 
he is wholly free when he is bound to 
his useful task by the realization of his 
mutual responsibility with all others for 
the good of all. This is self-determina
tion as the enlightened democratic 
thinker knows it. 

http:t~fici.al
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We must recognize that the whole 
theory of competitive living is just as 
meta political as the sC)-called policies of 
Richard Wagner-and the Wagnerian 
circle represented by Chamberlain. And 
I don't mean Neville Chamberlain, but 
Chamberlain, the composer . Wagner's 
son-in-law, who said the goal of life. is 
the achievement of world power. 

Metapolitic is a romanticism toward 
universal, temporal power. Whether 
that temporal power be obtained by the 
sword, by the stock market, by industry 
or finance, whether it be achieved at a 
table or on a battlefield, makes no dif
ference . It is all metapolitica!. 

As long as the impulse for world 
domination survives, that long will the 
German Metapolitical Institute have 
something to work with all over the 
globe. If we break it up after this war, 
force it under cover and destroy its or
ganization, it is only a matter of time 
before the romanticists can rebuild it, 
because as long as selfishness exists, meta
politic will have something to feed on; 
and it will live. 

The only end to it is the substitution 
of a more adequate understanding of 
the laws and principles governing hu
man relationships and the human estate. 
Therefore, where metapolitic ends some
thing else must come in.. 

For the purpose of creating something 
and making use of an instrument that 
has been given to the world within the 
last hundred years-the most interesting 
and potentially significant instrument we 
have received in recent times-I have 
coined a term, "psycho-politic." This 
term covers the application of the laws 
governing psychology, abnormal and cul
tural, to the problem of perfecting the 
~syc~e of the world sou!. Psycho-poli
tic alms toward solution of a problem in 
terms of philosophy. 

Unless this solution is attained we will 
certainly be at war again within twenty
five years. Already much of the prC)
gress we have made has been' lost by the 
ass,;!ra?ce that we are winning the war. 
Th~s. IS exactly what the German Meta
political Institute hopes for. The Ger

mans hope to get our minds so com
pletely on buying new automobiles and 
buying homes that we will forget the 
existence of war lords. They want us 
to be lulled into a security that is not 
solutiona!' They hope to continue with 
their full determination, and they have 
had it for a long time, that as human 
beings continue a basic pattern of in
humanity to man the possibility ever 
exists for the German superstate. So long 
as selfishness exists in individuals there is 
hope of lumping it together, using it as 
raw material for a world tyranny. 

So, the third bracket of the problem, 
which will be next taken up, is consider
ing this matter in terms of a real solu
tion. It calls for a solution that will pre
vent the present Allied powers from fall
ing into disagreement before the guns 
stop firing. It calls for a solution that 
will prevent our nation from wishfully 
thinking that Americans are going to 
be able to continue in the old way of 
selfish, personal exploitation - and the 
notion that these young men and women 
coming back are not going to be · able to 
have their say. They are going to have 
their say! And one of the best things we 
can do is, to say the things they have 
discovered more loudly and more clearly 
than they can say it. Then meet them 
with a world that justifies the sacrifice 
they have made to bring it about. 

To have this tremendous conflict dis
rupting the young lives of millions is 
serious enough, but if this conflict fails 
to reveal to us the complete failure of 
the competitive way of life, that will be 
the greatest tragedy of all. 

If we do not see that, metapolitic will 
rise again; and the idealism of man will 
fall once more before the romanticism 
of the neurotics. 

The solution to the problem of per
manent peace is not one to be stated in 
the terms of the countries of the earth, 
but in terms of qualities in human con
sciousness. 

(A PUBLIC LECTURE BY M ANLY P ALMER HALL. 

Sugguted reading: T HE S ECRET D ESTINY 
OF A MERICA) 

I THINK we shall see, before the end 
of 1945, the mechanism for a general 

world government pretty well set up. I 
think we shall see a strong intensifica
tion of the presently abstract pattern, a 
transformation of a general idea into a 
working program. Whatever the pro
gram sets up, immediately the "fors" 
and "againsts" will align themselves. We 
can not hope that all men will agree on 
anything; they never have. Therefore, 
it is going to be important that each in
dividual become sufficiently informed so 
that he will throw his weight toward 
that which is the greatest good. Exactly 
how strong the . organization for world 
government will be I am not attempting 
to predict, except in this sense, that it 
will have to be something far more ef
fective than the League of Nations, far 
more stable than the Hague Conference; 
and 'that the setup for an international 
mechanism will almost certainly depend 
for its survival and integrity of achieve
ment upon the part the United States 
plays in the integration of the pattern. 
We are at a crossroads this year. We 
must either accept leadership, or prepare 
to be a follower . We can straddle the 
fence no longer. If we do not take 
on the responsibility of world direction, 
that privilege will pass to another. 

I believe we are awakening to the sig
nificance of leadership, and in 1945 will 
see definitely that we must either dom
inate or be dominated in the course of 
international development. It need not 
be a difficult decision, for the entire 
world is willing to accept us as the ar
biter of its future. 

There is also the probability that a 
man will come forward-very likely he 
will come out of this country-who will 
'be given the particular task of leading 
in the formulation of the policy and 
program for world organization against 
the possible menace of any individual 
nar;on ):<> cpmmongopd. 

• 	 The indications for the new 
astrological year 
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While this will probably not be the 
last war in history, it probably is the 
last conflict of its kind. As we set up 
a mechanism to dominate world policy 
and outlaw robot nations and dicta
torial ambitions, we will shift the con
flict on to another leve!. Conflict will 
not end; it will always be present, for 
as one man told me not long ago, "I 
have to be fighting with someone else 
in order to be at peace with myself." 
But, more and more, the shift is away 
from matter into mind; and, as now 
there are battles in the physical world, 
some day there will be battles in the 
mental world. Wars will be fought in 
the mind. Conflict of all kinds will con
tinue on all levels of life, but we can 
have the very great hope that gradually, 
with set-backs-and these there will be 
-that a strong international conscious
ness will in time outlaw the type of 
militaristic war we know. There will 
be other types of war, such as wars of 
industry and monopoly, wars in econC)
mics, wars in policies, wars in convic
tions, wars in various ideological distri
bution. But we will do much toward 
meeting the world war type of conflict 
by acquiring an international viewpoint, 
and I am sure that the framework of a 
new international government will be 
fairly well established by the end of the 
year 1945. 
. The second problem to be taken up 
10 terms of world policy is the economic 
one. World economics will be consider
ably upset in 1945. The emerging 
struggle is stronger and more clear cut, 
and the future economic war will be 
one to determine whether or not econ
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omic policy is going to follow the inter a deluge of treaties, fraternal minglings, 
national political policy. A solid poli hand shakings, good-will ambassadors, 
tical policy is impossible as long as eco and all the outer paraphernalia of inter
nomics is at variance with it, for we national accord. We need not . take these 
know beyond any doubt that economics too seriously, for I can not believe that 
is a determining force in any interna the average nation is as yet awakened 
tional disagreement. We can never have ' to the true consciousness of good-fellow
a democratic world and autocratic eco ship. They will struggle, superficially, 
nomics. One will destroy the other. with it, because at the moment it is the 
Consequently, we will find that as the stylish way to feel. Yet, they will still 
international pattern works toward world feel they have the right to hope that 
democracy in policies, that the war for the handshake can be followed by the 
economic autocracy will become infin shakedown. There will be many over
itely more intense. I expect definitely tures, much international propaganda; 
that the economic pressure will assume the press will have a very big year; it 
important proportions in 1945. I am not will be reporting all the phenomenal cir
inferring depression; nor any economic cumstances, carefully avoiding the pro
hardship on the individual. My refer found implications. Unquestionably, the 
ence is large motions of great money, tendency will be to develop something 
seeking to control or overshadow the which has been needed for years, and 
policy of international democracy-this that is the international press. If the 
we will not feel now, but the motions world sets up an international policy, 
may mean success or failure to the that international policy should have its 
things we are sacrificing for today. own press, its own radio. In all prob

In other words, if our international ability this will be done. 
unification idea falls under economic The sessions of this international body 
pressure, we might just as well forget should be broadcast thoughout the 
the whole thing; it will never succeed. world. The radio has had a profound
The beginning of a war in economics effect upon politics; in large measure it 
will soon be emerging out of the peace has taken the place of the press in the 
that is to come on the battlefield; and moulding of public opinion. The advan
it will be a most subtle war in which tage of radio is, that whereas the press 
every instrument of intrigue will be can be easily dominated by pressure,
used to the fullest possible advantage. and many times distortions and mis
This type of war will strike the average statements appear in newspapers, the 
person in his most sensitive area, his radio projects that which individuals ex
pocket-book. You will remember the press themselves, and the listener re
story of the ancient Greek who went ceives exactly what the speaker intends 
down the streets of Athens weeping to convey. This has already had a mea
bitterly; as he passed Diogenes, the sage surable effect upon pressure politics.
turned to his disciple and said, "That Radio will be very important in inter
man has lost money; his tears are genu- national politics.
ine." " There will also be a great epidemic

But, I believe, there is no danger of a of literature dealing with the postwar
serious economic depression in 1945, so world. The postwar world emerges as 
fa: as the average person is concerned. the great theme. . 
HIS finances will be as good or nearly In the relationship of lands, homes, 
as good as now. A very large current and property, the people as a whole are 
will be moving under the surface how better off in 1945 than in 1944. Land 
ever, and it may have great effect 'in the is more isproductive, food more avail
years ahead. Thoughtful people must able, home life will begin to emerge in 
be aw~re of the definite struggle for countries that have been dominated for
econOmIc control in the postwar world. years. The home life, which is the 
~s to .the general relationship between basis of human society, will be restored 

nations In 1945, I believe we will have in a considerable measure. There wiU 
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be a large number of reunions of fami time health; but still hanging over us, 
lies, the bringing together of folks long as in the last three years, are indica
separated, the re-establishment of small, tions of health problems, pestilences and 
local enterprises. and industries, the re plagues, from diseases that are air borne, 
establishment of homes, the bringing affecting particularly the nervous and 
back of little farms and the corner store. respiratory systems. Particularly in the 
That is the international picture. It latter part of 1945, we will all have to 
may not affect us as directly as other fight the tendency of epidemical disease. 
nations; but the motion will be in the Of course, whenever there is war the 
foreground of the entire picture for the death rate is high; but the expectancy 
coming year. in the nativity of this war year covers 

Concerning young people and their a high death rate not from military 
problems: There will be a general mo causes. It may involve nervous tension, 
tion toward stability. Young peopie are epidemical disease, affecting · men living 
not as great a problem as we think. in localities very different from their ac
One of the things Nature has done is customed environment and detrimental 
to create a new generation to carryon to their health. 
a new idea. That has been true from The year 19·t5 is going to bring about 
the beginning. Every generation must a marked change in the military prob
carry on the work of its own time; and lems we face. Since 1939, and up to 
if the young folks of today seemingly the present time, I have not predicted 
are extremely difficult, let us remember peace in any year, against the opinions 
we have ushered them into the most of many who held variously that the 
difficult period in history. If they ap war would last one_ year, two years, 
proach life with a different viewpoint three years, four years, five years. The 
from the older generation, let us be indications up to 1944 did not justify 
mindful of the fact that the life of today any hope that the war would be ter
is a new life, an entirely different pagean minated, many of the world's so called 
try from any previously experienced. experts, military and civilian, to the con
There will be great emphasis upon the tra~ notwithstanding. But I do feel 
force and power of youth in 1945. Youth impelled to suggest that there is a good 
will do a great deal to assure a program possibility that the European conflict 
which older people might be afraid to will be over in 1945. 
assume. And we will do well to re I do not feel we can safely predict 
member that these young folk must the termination of the Asiatic war. 
carry out that program after we are There are indications for 1945 that 
gone; let us not be too ready to limit point to a good probability of the Eur
them. opean war being over. If this might 

Health is going to impose a difficult seem to be an obvious conclusion let it 
world situation. A great deal of pressure be recalled that a few months ago it 
lies ahead; We are always under the was loudly art obvious conclusion that 
threat of epidemical diseases wherever it would be over in 1944. 
there are military or social upheavals. The termination of this war will, I 
We have been comparatively fortunate believe, result in a number of important 
up to the present time, because we have phenomena. First, we are now defin
brought unparalleled scientific knowl itely confronted with the socialization 
edge to bear upon the problems of war- of a large part of Europe. We must 

face it as a motion, not as an ultimate 
condition, and anticipate that it is go
i~g to arise in nearly all the coun
trIes that have been involved in the war. ~ Most of these countries · have been badly 
governed, victimized by politicians and 
political schemes, and also governed byli)Ji !T\ persons whose visions were not sufii
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sound, to preserve even 
nation in any condition of world 

security. Nearly all nations, too, have 
been dominated by isolationist policies, 
as nearly anyone knows who knows 
Europe. A country so small that you 
could walk across it in a day, was still 
an isolationist country, completely sur
rounded by other isolationist countries. 

Olle of the reasons why so many 
small nations were the victims of ag
gression in this present war was because 
these small nations failed utterl y to 
unite themselves together into any kind 
of a protective pattern. Even if only 
four or five small nations had united, 
in all probability they would not have 
been over-run. But this lack of union 
in a world demanding union is a karmic 
load for which these nations paid heavi
ly. The government of these nations 
was largely at fault, how largely we will 
not know until the end of the war. 

The · end of the European war will 
confront us with the reorganization, 
politically and economically, of most of 
the nations of Europe. There are a few 
that are strong enough and large enough 
to control this motion themselves; but 
there will be a considerable amount of 
confusion unless the influence of a strong 
international policy steps in immediately. 
If we leave these nations to their own 
devices we will be at war again in 
twenty years. They have not the vision, 
the s~ill or perspective to go solidly in
ternatIOnal. With the exception of Swit
zerland, most of the small nations are 
extr~mely provincial in their perspective. 
Nations deVelop within the territoriesi.nd. small territories have a tendency t~ 
Imlt perspective. One of the reasons 

for our breadth of tolerance is the great 

land expanse of the United States. 
Small land areas are nearly always in
habited by peoples provincial in their 
thinking. There are a few exceptions; 
mostly where the nations abide at a 
crossroads in industry or commerce. 

A few governments now in exile will 
remain in exile permanently. Others 
will be re-established on the old line 
only to collapse. There is a present gen
eral tendency for all nations to verge to
ward democracy. What we know of 
democracy is mainly a way of life pre
valent in the Western Hemisphere, but 
the democracy in Europe is largely social
istic; and we must be prepared to meet 
the challenge of that situation. I think 
we will have the machinery in action 
in time; and in all probability the 
greater part of the European area will 
be returned to its condition of, we might 
say, peaceful warfare, which it enjoyed 
prior to the outbreak of the conflict. A 
few of the older governments will go 
back and be accepted, the majority will 
not; and the effort of major powers to 
maintain the status quo will be notably 
unsuccessful in many instances. 

I think a large part of European hos
tilities will be over by the end of 1945; 
that is, war's particular type of hostilities. 
I think we can predict hostilities for 
Europe so long as it remains a continent. 
It will take a long time to break down 
old time policies and barriers, for there 
is a marked tendency among European 
peoples to drift back into small thinking 
and to become isolationist again. 

There is a definite tendency for them 
to become fatalistic and negative in their 
thinking this year. There is a pressure 
throughout the world in the effort of 
despotism to realign itself. I want to 
point out that on the day this war is 
over, as a military experience, dictator
ship as a psychological force will be re
born instantly. The effort to establish 
dictatorship over the world will be even 
much more intense after this war than 
during it. But the dictators will have 
learned a lesson. They will be far more 
subtle and will attempt to control in 
new and less obvious ways. Dictator
ship as an ambition of mankind is only 
at its beginning. With each increase 
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in educational standards we become 
more power-minded and efficiency
minded, and the more completely we 
school our people the more dictators we 
will be confronted with. Dictatorship 
is present wherever human ambition runs 
high. Human ambition increases with 
education. We cannot hope to escape 
the implication of dictatorial policy. 

Also, I want to point out in connec
tion with the year, that we are going to 
have a considerable amount of religious 
agitation. Religion is a great instrument 
of propaganda. Religion is also a great 
instrument of war. A large percentage 
of our wars have been religiously motiv
ated, and a large part of individual hero
ism is religiously maintained. Religion 
is conviction, not necessarily theology, 
and without convictions very few changes 
can take place in world civilizations. 

Religion is also at the threshold of 
marked changes. The dictatorial ambi
tions of the human mind are very likely 
to select religion as one of their outlets; 
and I would not be at all surprised to 
see pressure groups taking over, so far 
as they can, the religious institutions of 
society, in order to accomplish that 
which the league of world civilizations 
would attempt to prevent politically. 

rrhere is no doubt that religion is be
ing used daily as a powerful weapon of 
propaganda. It is also being used to 
maintain the status quo. It is' being 
used to prevent any change in the social 
itate of man. There is a wide conflict 
developing here; and when it comes 
down to a postwar policy, we will never 
have one that will endure until we are 
able to unite the religious consciousness 
of race behind it. An example of that 
is the breakdown of the East Indian re
form movement as the result of em
phasis upon prejudices. 

The Japanese situation, I think, we 
will find a bit spotty in 1945. I do not 
think we will have a very easy time, 
and I do not believe it will go as well 
as we hope. That ultimate victory will 
be achieved is beyond question, but I 
do not believe we will achieve a rapid 
victory. The Asiatic war has all the 
possibilities of dragging out for a long 
time. 
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I think also, an important and diffi

cult situation will arise in China this 
year. I think China will present us 
with the most difficult political problems 
we have to face. The internal life of 
China in 1945 is terribly afflicted, and 
it looks as though the Chinese are going 
to pass through an exceedingly trying 
period. 

World governments are marked again 
this year, as they have been for some 
time, with death and loss of leaders. 
Prominent political personalities, leaders 
of countries, will either lose power, or 
lose their lives. They will be subject to 
unusual affliction through this coming 
year, and a number of them will go 
into permanent retirement away from 
their countries and thrones. 

Also, there will be considerable up
heavals within some of the larger states 
of the world, states that have previously 
been comparatively secure. There is no 
particular solutional angle apparent for 
the problem of reconstructing European 
government. It will be a problem in 
hodge podge for the present. Interna
tional friendship will be sorely threat
ened, and if we are not extremely care
ful we will come out at the end of 1945 
united in a large political and sociolo
gical front, and utterly disunited under 
the surface. 

We are going to have an exaggeration 
of the state of things as they are now. 
The wodd is universally suspicious. 
When the human mind does not know 
what else to do, it suspects someone of 
something else. In international policies 
we are suspicious of everyone, sometimes 
justly, and at other times unjustly; but 
we rather resent others being suspicious 
of us, whether justly or unjustly. And 
all the world is like that. I do not be
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lieve that any permanep.t friendship will 
be developed this year unless human be
ings go against jmpuJse, and go against 
it very strongly. Of course, a large part 
of suspicion may be explained by econ
omic factors. We are suspicious of 
that which will cost ~ything; and yet 
we are perfectly willing to waste every
thing according to our own conceits. 

The United States is in danger of de
veloping a couple of animosities. I 
¢ink we !11ay have more aqd more ten
dency to break with certain of our al
lies. This tendency is human but re
gn::ttable; and every effort should be 
made to combat this tendency by the 
application of will power and personal 
il)centive. 

Now, let us consider nations other 
than our own and see what we may 
expect for them this coming year. 

One foreign power that interests all 
of us is Russia. The Russian situation 
for 1945 is consistently good. Russia 
will unquestionably make great ad
vances, and achieve a considerable mea
sure of milit~ry success. Russia will ex
tend its power, dominion, policies, and 
influence. This will be confusing and 
d~sappointing to some; but it is one of 
those inevitables about which there is 
very little we can do. We must learn 
to adjust to this problem. It is beyond 
dur solution; but we can adjust · and 
adapt the consciousness of our own pur
pose so we can attain a basic integrity 
of relationship. 

It will be impossible tQ eliminate 
Russia or Russian policy from our worlq 
at the present time; therefore, we must 
recognize the challenge of Russia, and 
also preserve our own integrity again~t 
the encroachment of Russian psychology. 
The simplest and most obvious way of 
accomplishing this is to make our own 
system work. If our own system works, 
we should have no fear of another man's 
system. If our own system breaks 
down, then we are in constant hazard. 
There is nothing that we need to fear 
except the weakness of ourselves. 

If, instead of worrying about Russia 
we wo.ulq spend some of our energy i~ 
perfectmg our own institutions, we 

would not hilve anything to wo~ about, 
for sqme time to come at ~ast. But we 
must realize that Russia represents it 
problem and its solution is important to 
our people. In woeful and terrible 
blundering we have had a situation in 
the last six months in which we have 
expended much printer's ink in a defin
ite attack upon an ally. That is both 
bad sportmanship and bad business, and 
certainly cannot be regarded as helpful 
toward a basis of a good understanding 
of Russia, or gainful of Russia's respect 
for us and cooperation with us in the 
preservation of our own institutions. 

There are Americans who feel that 
we can attack others with perfect justi
fication, but that they should not attack 
us. It doesn't work that way; We nee!! 
to calm down, to realize that our ani
mosity is breeding bad blood-where 
there mayor may not have been any be
fore, but certainly there will be if we 
keep at it. We are immeasurably in
debted to Russia for her powerful assis
tance in one of the most difficult war 
crises in our national life, and though 
we may differ, arid do differ, in many 
instanq:s, this is not the time to attack 
an ally. Our jo):> is ~ttacking a commol). 
enemy. 

The attitud.e which is bitingly critical 
of Russia does not represent a basic 
American policy. It is due to definite 
pressure. The American people at large 
certainly do not have the feeling that is 
expressed in a large panel of the press. 
This feeling is not reflective of a na
tional conviction but expresses the ul
terior motivated policy of a reactionary 
minority. 

Now, that which is true in the case 
of Russia is very largely applicable to 
other allies. Because of the state of the 
Balkan peoples, many of whom have 
a background ;timost identical with that 
of Russia, there is every indication tha~ 
in the posn.yar adjustment a large num
ber of these people will drift toward the 
Russian policy; it is the reasonable thing 
for the~ to do. In answer, our policy 
should be the establishment of our own 
democracy and its development through
out all the Americas. If we have the 
Americas as a solid block, we will have 
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accomplished more than Russia will ac
complish if she is able to communize 
a large part of Europe. If we create a 
well working democracy in America it 
will be an offset to almost any coalition 
of any nations in overseas territory. I 
think a n umber of small nations will 
land in the Russian lap in 1945. But re
member, this is not necessarily an indi
cation of increasing Russian power. 
Every square foot of land Russia takes 
on is an added burden, a greater cause 
for internal anxiety. Whoever inherits 
the Balkans inherits chaos. Let us not 
be too worried. 

In our relationship with the British 
Empire, we are still largely dominated
on both sides-by the hangover of 1776. 
We have an amazingly retentive memo
ry in things well worth forgetting, and 
we remember almost nothing of things 
worth remembering. It would be just 
as unfair to judge a nation because of 
the past as it would be to judge the 
present state of an individual by check
ing back on an escapade twenty-five 
years ago in his life. The world is 
changing, but fixations change more 
slowly than the world. The fixation is 
not all on our side, by any means. It 
js a mutual fixation firmly established 
by the school systems of both nations. 
According to the school histories of En
gland, England won the Revolution; 
aijd according to the public school his
tories of America, we won the Revolu
tion. Regardless of the resultant con
fusion we are engaged in a strjuggtle 
which is involving more anq more the 
Jlnity of English speaking pepple. This 
unity is far more significant to the sur
vival of civilizations than the disunity 
of history. Whatever happened in the 
past must not be allowed to interfere 
with progress. Everyone has been wrong 
at some time and in some place. 

The year 1945 indicates a closer policy 
and better understanding within Great 
Britain. England has been pretty well 
broken up under its preseQ.t stress. 

If we are dissatisfied with our English 
allies, so tpo are the English people dis
satisfied with a !lumber of things about 
us. This dissatisfaction has been sub
dued to permit overwhelming coopera-
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tion on the surface, but it is limited by 
a number of traditional problems, one 
being that we do not understand the 
British people. We interpret them as 
ourselves in a different place, and no 
idea could be less true. When we un
derstand them we realize their reactions 
are perfectly consistent. 

The English people will become a 
little more generous and somewhat more 
optimistic during the coming year. I 
believe there will be greater unity in
side the English nation and the empire 
generally, with the eternal exception of 
Ireland. And there is apt to be more 
irritation than usual, outstandingly more 
than usual, in India this year. Ireland 
will be quiet, which in itself will make 
history. 

The relationship between England 
and the United States will probably re
main strained, due to the many who 
want it to be strained. Practically no 
one wants to relax and let it work out. 
Up to the present, intense prejudices re
main on both sides. This is a tragedy 
in a world in which the rising problem 
of Asia is insistently present. With the 
English-speaking people insisting on 
fighting among themselves, it looks as 
though we wanted to be extinguished. 
If we try hard enough, we might make 
it. One thing that we must see will 
pay large dividends in friendship is, that 
the motion of our troops through other 
countries helps us to reach a rich source 
of understanding. The thing we must 
recognize is that the French peasant, 
the average English person living in the 
average English community, and the 
average American and the average Rus
sian are almost identical. They have 
their own policies, their own ways of 
doing things, the~r own languages, and 
costumes; they build their houses a little 
differently; but the great level on which 
our world is built rests with human 
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beings of approximately the same degr~e 
of basic integrity. They may name the.lr 
standards differently, they may worship 
at different churches, but their basic 
desires and plans are largely identical. 
Where they differ it is only to the 
degree that they are artificially educated 
away from the basic things. A minority 
holds power over the masses, however, 
and it is within this powerful minority 
that we have the policies and viewpoints 
that are causing ~o much separateness 
among peoples. What we hear then is 
the voice of privilege, but the voice of 
the people we do not hear. We judge 
the people by the voices we do hear. 
This should be reversed. If we permit 
certain individuals to represent us be
fore the world and then feel we are 
badly represented, it can be this way 
only because like people in other nations 
we do not have much to say about it. 
We are entitled to that say; it is the 
very basis of democracy. But we must 
also look for common values, recognize 
common responsibilities, or we will not 
make an international league a working 
thing. 

I think the nation that will come out 
of this confusion reasonably intact will 
be the Netherlands; it is the one country 
that will retain its original form of 
government, at least for a time. Some 
of the others will not come through. 
The rebuilding, reorganization, and re
construction of the Netherlands will 
probably be the most rapid of any na
tion in Europe. 

The Scandinavian countries will come 
through with minor alteration. There 
will be some changes, but in substance 
they will come through with but the 
change of one government. 

The Balkan countries, Estonia, Latvia, 
Lithuania, and possibly the Free City of 
Danzig w~lt have major changes. In 
all probability some of the Balkan coun
tries will cease to exist. 

Poland will remain as the potential 
~ause of another war unless great care 
IS t.aken. The Polish problem may be 
arbitrated, but it must be done with 
treat finesse. The Balkan countries are 

eaded for unification into a socialistic 
group. That mayor may not infer a 

complete overshadowing by Russia, but 
the trend will certainly be toward plac
ing the Balkans within the Russian 
sphere of influence. 

It seems very probable that Italy will 
be set up again as an independent coun
try. I think it will experiment with at 
least three kinds of government before 
it settles down. 

France will not emerge into a coor
dinated political pattern for at least two 
or three years; and I suspect there 
will be a great deal of political agitation 
and the death of several prominent lead
ers before it is worked out. But there 
will be a reorganization, and re-emerg
ence of the Free French. France will 
again assume its proper place among the 
powers of the world. 

Spain, I believe, is in for much trouble. 
I think Spain, as soon as this general 
picture clears up, will resume its civil 
war. It probably will be accomplished 
more rapidly because the government 
will be with the democratic party rather 
than with the Rightists as before. 

The governments of a number of 
small states, with the exception of Swit
zerland, will drift along with minor 
changes. 

The Near East remains as it has for 
years, the Sphinx; it refuses to reveal 
its intentions. The Near East is not to 
be considered lightly; there is a storm 
rising there that can sweep through all 
the Far East and North Africa. The 
Near East is one area, which, unlel;S 
adequately included in an international 
situation, will be the Heel of Achilles 
and will destroy that setup. If Syria, 
Lebanon, Iran, Irak, are not included 
and their problems solved, they will be 
the unsuspected source of a great future 
disaster. 

The problem of Islam is, of course, 
always mooted. There is a definite ten
dency toward the establishment of an 
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Islamic Empire; and if you draw a pen
cil line on the map around the area in
volved in such an Islamic motion, you 
will realize the territory will be almost 
as great as Russia, an immensely impor
tant situation. Islam united would re
present a nation almost as large in popu
lation as China, and infinitely more dy
namic in potentiality. The emergence 
of an Islamic superstate must be borne 
in mind at all times. 

I think a number of protectorates will 
be set up in the colonial areas, and in
clude the colonies of most of the major 
powers. I think England will gradually 
give more and more colonies release and 
create a number of dominions in the 
next few years. In other words, England 
will increase the strength of her colonies; 
and most of them will be released as 
soon as they are strong enough to pre
vent their being grabbed by someone else. 

I am inclined to believe there will be 
a new country in North Africa; it will 
come into existence to take the place of 
some disappearing from the chronology 
of our time. 

There is considerable interest centered 
upon Latin America, and I think we are 
due to reorganize our opinions; the 
average American is woefully unin
formed on these countries. Latin Amer
ica is seirt of pictured as a cactus and a 
sombrero casting shadows on a melange 
of wide plains and corned beef, a happy 
hunting ground for the tourist and a 
mecca for the man of business who 
would exploit someone else's natural re
sources. 

This attitude has to change. One 
thing lacking in the international rela
tionship between the Americas is sincer
ity. Sincerity is needed on both sides; 
it must come if we want permanent 
security. A great civilization is rising in 
the south. The Latin American countries 
are going to be powers, not satellites. Not 
all of them are territorially capable of 
leadership, but some will have an impor
tant place in our world, and I think it is 
safe to say at the present time that Brazil 
is as imporant to international life as 
France. It is as powerful, its popula
tion numerically is almost identical, and 
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it has vast territorial resources that 
France does not possess. It is hard for 
us to realize that Brazil is as strong and 
powerful as France; but it is-I mean 
France prior to the war. 

We must begin to think of these na
tions as sister republics; we must think 
of them as democracies, building and 
developing with a high standard of 
ethics and ideals. A great deal is to be 
done there, and it seems to me that we 
should reorganize our whole educational 
program in the next few years so that 
the average school child may become 
acquainted with the facts and not have 
to accumulate them after spending 
twenty years wallowing around in preju
dices. 

I think the climactic condition of the 
world for the coming year will be . a 
tendency to wind storms and electrical 
storms, but for the most part not as 
heavy a degree of rainfall as in 1944. 

We will have a more even climate in 
1945, but increased probability of vol
canic activity. 

From the standpoint of crops and 
harvests, a bumper year. 

From the standpoint of world econ
omics, a profitable year. Burdens will 
be heavy but incomes will be propor
tionately high. 

From the standpoint of the farmer, 
he should prepare for a rich harvest, and 
all that goes with it. 

There will be heavy storms at sea, and 
I expect that a great naval battle will 
develop in close proximity to the Japan
ese Islands. It will be of great magni
tude, and in all probability will be non
decisive. But we will have eventual 
victory over our enemies if we ·don't go 
to war with our friends first. That is 
something we have to look out for and 
guard our minds against. 

.For the average person I think 1945 
Will be a good year, in which the basic 
ways of life, the things he loves to do, 
th~ simple things that make him human, 
Will have greater opportunity for mani
festation in his daily life. 

(A PUBLIC LECTURE DY MANLY PALMER HALL) 
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The American nation desperately needs a vision 
of its own purpose. It must conceive it in a gen
erous idealism, great and strong enough to bind 
thoughtless and selfish persons to something bigger 
than themselves. It must recognize that it is in 
the intangible ideal that the foundations are laid 
for all seeable good, must know that the truly 
practical course and the course of hard realism for 
America js the one that is laid basically in a gen
erous idealism. 

This is more than an indicated course. It is one 
that we inevitably must follow, guided by the hand 
of destiny. 

Believing this to be so, I dedicate this book to 
the proposition that American Democracy is part 
of a Universal Plan. 
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